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connected furnished rooms with board at 119
cor. ofFrankiln Sts.
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at

Jan7

(Opposite Canal Bank.)
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Street,
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SCKIB.NEIl λ JORDAN,
Attornevs and Solicitors
and

Foreign Patents,

Examinations made by our agent in Washington
when desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry
cheerfully and promptly answered. All business in
respect to an application for Patent can be transacted by mail.
jy2 Τ ϊ Λ S tf

J. H. HOOPER,

UPHO LSTEEER
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
MANUFACTURER OP

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mlattresees,

McDonongh

Patent

Lounge»,

Bed

En-

ameled Chair»» Ac.
C^"A11 kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
boxed and matted.
oct5-'69T T&Stf

JOST & KEILER,

FRESCO

PAINTERS,

Office 134 Middle St., np stairs.
PORTLAND, ME.
Orders may be left at F. F. Hale's picture

Ο. M & F. P. Brooks', No. 333 Congress St.
Ç3P~AII Ordcm promptly attended to.

Λα

Jan25

L. B.

tf

DENNETT,

Counsellor at

Law,

janlO

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Having been appointed Agents for ono of the
irgest Lead Manufactories in New England are
ow prepared to offer Sheet Lead and Lead Pipe, to
de28tf

μ7Ί>^

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
has removed to

207

Confess Street,

(Opposite the Paik.)
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HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
COUNSELOR AT LAW,
30 Exchange St., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Atioi uey in all the courte in the District of olumbia,
will attend to the prosecution of lairas before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
octll- f
Washington.
No.

ROSS & STUBDIVANT,
WHOLESALE COAL· DEALERS
179 Commercial St., Portland.
Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hamuiett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have alço tor sale at lowest market price,
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessel » procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipment
any point desired.
tfapr27
PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

G.

148 EXCHANGE ST.
jan22tf

LAOTSON,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No. 152 middle Street.
ME.

PORTLAND,

Copying aud enlarging done

to

order.

All the new. styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
he

£3?"J*Iotto—Good

work
Aim to Pleaiie.

Price*.

Moderate
may 20

at

TOL L. SOUTHARD,
Ifo. 5 Pemberton square
Will Buy and Sell

Bo»ten,
on

COMMISSION
REAL· ESTATE, LAND, STOCKS, &
—

ALSO

—

Negotiate Ijoane on Mortgagee anil other
Securities.
REFERENCES:
Faneuil Hall Nat. Bank.
Hon. John P. Hcaley.

Messrs. Tlios. Dana &Co.
"
Harvey Scudder & Co.
"
Kemble & Hastings.
u
Utley & Boynton.
"
.John P. Squires & Co.
Bam'l B. Krogman, Esq.

Hon. Isaac S. Morse.
Hon. J. S. Abbott.

thence westerlv

such

prolongation of

the souther-

Cord Wood

the

near

on

out

Refers to W. H. Turner, Supt. P. & K. R It., Portland.
B. C. JORDAN,
feb!5dtf
B»r Milt».

Wanted·
PLEASANT room on Spring St.,

A furnished

Ballou, Esq.

Pelton, Esq.

J. H. FOGG,

at

Law,
ST.,

EXCHANGE

1191-2

(Corner of Exchange

and

Federal Sts.,)

j.

ENGER,

PIANO-FORTE TUNER

kinds of

AJiD

REPAIRER.
country will receive prompt
Address at U. S. Hotel, or 31 Temple St.

Ord-rs in the city
atten ion.

ftbl3

or

eod3m

JAMES
t

O'DOSSELL,
Λ1

U t Λ OLIjJUUH.
lia?

li a Η

)

removed to

XO. 84 1-9 iniDDLE 8TBEUT,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Commissioner of deeds for the several States.
feblO

if

WILLI A tf HEKRX CLIFFORD,

Connsellor at Law and in Patent

Causes,
NO.

SO MIDDLE

ST.,

PORTLAND.
S3?""Attende to all kindi

of

Patent bueincee.
d3m

mario

tvm. A.
Printer'*
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SHALL & SBIACKFORD, No. 35 Plum
Street.

Carpenters and Builders.

CANAL BANK BUILDING,

PORTLAND,

WT*°0T·

ME.
eE0· *' HOLMES.

13b

mch7

Sl'DIOIfDS, India

81.

Pure
BEST WEEKLY

PAPER

Administrator's Sale of Real Estate
be sold at private sale in the town of Cape
WILL
Elizabeth, five miles from Portland on the
road fi om the Cape to Spurwink so called, the Real
Estate of Sarah L. Jordan, late of Cape Elizabeth,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased. Said estate
coutains nine and one-half acres with a one-story
House and Barn thereon. Suil and situation good
for Fruit and Vegetables.
By virtue of a licence from Hon. J, A. "Waterman,
Judge of Probate for Cumberland County.
MILTON DYER, Administrator.
Cape Elizabeth, February 28th, 1873.
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the

4·
Because It gives

reading

more

matter tban any other;
Because it is thoroughly

a

NEWS

Because it has

a

W. F.

paper

paper in Maine;
its State News is the

carefully collected and select

ScllOOls.

largely,

(louse No. 24 Emery St., head ol
Cushman Street.

5000 New Subscribers in January.

HOUSE,

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
As

the

owner

wants to go

West.

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

Our friends cannot conler a more acceptable New
Year's Gift than by each sending one or a dozen new
subscribers.

FOR

Family School

fiom

"

Mkely

to

as Richardson's"—

ORGANS.

pure

aiiy similar

For sale everywhere.
0. Ditson Λ Co "Musical

Treasure !"

Boston.

Try It!

mchl2

OFFER,

d2w

Saw Guinmer & Sharpener.
A CHEAP, simple, and durable
Machine—easily
operated and running wheels from 8 χ J inches to 12
χ linch.

copy of the Weekly Pkkss
to any person sending us five new subscribers, with
$10.
Special club rates may be obtained by applying
the Publishers.
We will send

extra

an

THE

NEXT

YEAR

»

No efforts will be spared to make the Maine
State Press more acceptable to its patrons. Indeed
the Publishers will not relax their eftorts to make
the paper a necessity to those who have been accustomed to read it. We .pledge that during the year
1873, the Weekly Press shall be more a NEWSPAPER than ever, so that tho famil; that thoroughly
reads the paper will have all the current events qftke

day.

Price of Machine,

$515.

Wheels which bevelled, double bevelled and round
face from $3.1Q to $7.35, according to thickness.
Heavier Machines »70 and $90, running Wheels up to 24 inchesln diameter.
For illustrated Pamphlets or Photographs, address
THE TANI^E CO.,
Stroudsburg, Monroe Co., Pa.

SPECIAL· NOTICE,
All oi the TANITK CO.'S good are directmade
by the Co., at their own Factory and*under
ly

their own Patents and Processes.

It is cheaper to buy Standard Goods directly from
well known manufacturers tlian to buy of Dealers or
get low priced or poor goods. The fullest information on all poim s connected with Emery Wheels and
Emery-Grinding-Machinery will be furnished by this
Com pan y.
fe b8eod3m

SON?,

L. C. JOHNSON &
—HAVING TAKEN THE—

EESTAURAN Τ
under the New City Building In Lewiston, for the
■

1STΟ CHROMOS.
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eral Streets.

holstering

done to order.

CITYBUILDING, Pine Street,

BOYS,

FOR

HOOPER Ac EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOVT, No. 11 Preble Street. Up-

W offer no pictures to make the value ot the Pees
up to its price.

Horse and Ox Shoeing
in the best possible manner br 8.
YOUNG Ac CO., No. 100 Fore St.

Done

Γ

SPRING TERM of the Eaton School will

HE

sens. j.'e

commence

MARCH 24th,

a

paper for

\nd continue thirteen weeks.
For Circulars address
HAMLIN F. EATON.
marl0d3w

LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

ABNER

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and

Carpet-Bags.
DCRAN &

J. R.

CO., 171

AND

people, and make

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetiiigs.
L,OTHROP,DE VENS A CO., 01 Eibauge
Sreet and 4S market St.

andw l* continue thirteen weeks.
For circular address the Près dent, H. P. Torsey,
L.L.D.
R. C. PTNGREE, Sec'y of Trustees.
w8w8
Kent's Hill, Me., Feb. 10, 1873.

Navigation
rm.

Plumbers.
IAJIES HI IjIjER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged and set up in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
P. FEEN V, Cor. Cumberland and Franklin Sts.
I

Ileal Estate Agents.

JOHN C. PROCTER, Noï 93 Exchange
Street.

Er~A local Agent wanted In every town in th
State.

Wa4TRcpaH!ii.in,U

under the firm

niviivu

qt/uvvii)

Ί·>υ

PUBLISHING

CO.j

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
Λ. W. & II. 11. IICDCFFEE,
As Union Rte.

PORTLAND,

tions, Academies.

ME.

Whitening Whitewashing and Coloring
JAMES C. SHERIDAN·
marl ldeod3w Awl mil

Portland March 10 1873.

COTTON
SEED
MEAL!

THE

Portland Dailv Press
IS

is indispensable to Butchers, Provision ftealer».
Hotel Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
Batchers
ave more than its cost every Summer.
vho use it, in its best form, will soon find their meats
«commended by their customers. The internal arangement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
onetantly moving over the contents of the Refrigrritor. The Patent upon this has been fully tested in
ne U. S. Courts and its validity established in eigh-

whem all applications should be made, and who
mch4tf
full power to settle infringements.

Las

NE IΓ CANTATAS! ORATORIOS ! ANTBEMS
and attractive Cantatas.

Orders for removal of obstruct-

|
FORTY-SIXTH PSALM
Dudley Buck. 1.00
FESTIVAL CANTATA
Eugene Thayer. 1.25
GOUNOD'S CHORAL MUSIC
60
Well worthy ot careful study.
MUSICAL ENTHUSIAST
Hewitt. 50
An amusing and very melodious musical
extravaganza
NEW ORATORIOS.
ST. PETER
J. K. Paine.
PRODIGAL SON
Arthur Sullivan.
Fine eflective compositions.

NOTICE.

GAS

following Choice List ot

1.75
1.00

ANTRUM HOOKS.
SABBATH GUEST
Emerecm Λ ilorey. 1.60
BUCK'S NEW MOTETTE C LLECTION
2.50
Β AUMBACH'S SACRED

QUARTETTES,[New]2.5C

PBESS -WEAKLY READY.
STRAUSS'S DANCE MUSIC. Violin and Piano. 1.00
IN

The 'JJVC books frnt, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER D1TSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
Jant8
S&W&wtyrwt

ions in service

ieh7

The largest and fullest daily paper published In
Maine, and in the future as in the past, the Publishers propose to make it beyond question, the

tended to

Locomotive Boiler·, Horizontal Engine·,
Ifeed Pimp· and Otber Machinery.
G· H. ANDREWS.
Addret»,
"8 Pearl St., New Yerk.
feMdtf

same

day; if lelt late

Best

Newspaper

in

Maine,

tention till next

day.

Argus and Advertiser copy.

j au31dt f

HAMBLJRGS !
shall open this day one of the largest and best
line of Edges and Insertion-, ever opened in
Portland, and at prices that defy competition

WE

GREAT BARGAINS AT

121-Sc, 20c, 25c, 50c.

By making all its departments fuller and more valu
able.
The growing importanceof Portland as a distrlbutin
centre for Maine, and its increasing wholesale trade
full Daily paper imperatively necessary.
larger Editoral corps than any paper in
Maine, with unexcelled facilities for collecting new
and more space to devote to details, the Publishers
will make every exertion to render the Daily Press
it has hitherto
a fuller and more complete paper than

make

a

With

a

been,«and

in every

•ep28tf

than

on

An exchange avers that "gome people will
insist upon putting confidence in the ways of
a locomotive."
We have often heard of such,
but they were mostly stray cattle.
A negro

put upon the stand

was

as

a

wit-

ness, and the Judge inquired if he understood
the nature of an oath. "'For corting, boss,"

"If I

s .vear

to a lie I must

stick to hira!"
A proposal to substitute French and Gerin place of Greek in Cambridge University, England, was discussed lately by the authorities, and rejected by the close vote of 81
man

to 90.

Patiently suffer that from others which
thou canst not mend in them until God
please to do it for thee, and remember that
thou mend thyself, since thou art so willing
that others should not offend in anything.—
Isaac Taylor.

In conversation with Professor Jewett, the
of Plato, Bulwer, a few
jays before his death, announced his intention of applying himselfto the study of Plato
luring the coming summer.
learned translator

ghost is reported as having made its apMuncy (Pa.), in the shape of a
very beautiful young lady, who goes from
house to house, never speaking to any one,
and only murmuring, "I cannot find it—I
A

pearance in

Perfect friendship puts us under tbe necessity of being virtuous. As it can only be preserved among estimable persons, it forces us
to resemble them. We find in friendship the
surety of good counsel, tbe emulation of good
example, sympathy in our griefs, succor in
our distress.—Madame de Lambert
The daughter of a wealthy merchant in
Boston is reported to be engagea ω au iuutau

nobleman, and, it is further stated that the
marriage is only deferred until the bridegroom
receives a remittance from home to enable
him to buy a new pair of boots.
"Were I always grave, one half of my read
would fall off from me ; were I always
I make it
merry I should lose the other.
therefor-! my endeavor to find out entertainments for both kinds and by that means perhaps consult tbe good ot both, more than I
should do, did I always write to the particular

taste

either."—Spectator.

of

The London Examiner is of opinion that
philology and comparative mythology have
driven orthodoxy out of the assumption of
ipecial revelation to the Jews, and that no
resort now remains to it but Mr. Gladstone's

"convenient doctrine of a primeval tradition
common to all people."
Newfoundland exported last year over 100
pounds of salted codfish, value over
five million dollars. Of thii large quantity,
There
more than a fourth is sent to Spain.
the fish is called "baccalao," and it was on
this fish that Don Quixote regaled himseir at
the inn where we are told he stopped on his
first adventurous sally.

million

382

HOUSE,
ST.,

IIANOVER

BOSTON.

WM. M.

MARKS

Portland Publishing Co.

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xccuted, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

Notice.
W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from our
firm, and his iuterest and responsibility ceases

CHAS.

from this date.

NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lumber Manufacturée,
Norton Mills and Island Pond Vt.
e7tt

Island Pond, Sept. 5,1873.

For Sale.
PARCEL of Land, 15 acres more or less, on
Long Island. Apply to
J. PIEBREPONT NEAL,
Adm'r Estate of Thirza Austin.
mar8d7t

A

A Fine Business Opening
or middle aged man of
λ
unexceptionaExperienced accountant and

capital.

Investigation

one

is Invited

nov21vf

A SURE CUBE FOR SORE THROAT AND CHILBLAINS.

Grows' Liniment I
Portland, Dec. 25th, 1873.

The

we

At a recent visit by the King of Prussia to
needle factory, a workman, whose duty w<u
to bore out the eyes of the needles, asked for
\ hair from the monarch's headIt was
readily given, and, with a smile, he placed it
it once under the boreing machine, turned
ι hole in it with the greatest care, fhrnished
it with a thread, and then landed the singular needle to the astonished king.
ι

Italian opera is announced, the
of which is laid in the Garden of Êden.
rhe choruses of seraphs and demons can be
new

icens

easily arxangtd, but there is said to be much
lifficulty in settling upon the costumes of the
primal duo, the soprano insis'ing upon dressing Ev· with a yellow satin train and diamond necklace, whilst the tenor wants to
irear a purple velvet cloak and a rapier as

Sold by all dealers In medMne.

uarltaxttm

Cultivation

of

Flowers.

no

such adornments about their

;iven surface of

then
admiration of
began to fade, its leaves to fall, and slowly It
how
quickly
died, thus stiikingly illusirating
the lovely things ot earth do fade. If you
can have but a single plant, procure a hyacinth, which is of the easiest culture, and it
will give immense enjeyment, fully repaying
for all your trouble. But it wi I requi.e a
rich soil, and a liberal supply of water while
blooming, Alter blossoming, the flowerfitpm fihmild Ha

*mt. nff

KtiIK

pupil.

Western congressman and friend at dinner
Western ConWashington, last week.
gressman, loq.—"My friend, you don't eat—
pou are not well—what is the matter with
fou ?" Friend, loq.—"Fact. I am a little
>ff the hcoks, and think, on the whole, I will
eave the table and go and take a warm bath."
W. C. again—"So I would—so I would, my
riend. I took a bâth myself in 1846, and I
.hink I felt better for it."
William Godwin, the well-known political
religious radical of two generations ago
η England, left a work—'-the
concluding
ivcrk of a long life," he said, "and written
in
■he fall maturity of my
to
understanding,"
ivh'.ch he gave this title, "The
Gentus of
Dhiistianity Unveiled, in a series of Essays "
rhis is now just published. The
Athenaum
leclines to "meddle with the
contenu of this
Geological volume," but says of the author
.hat "there never was a more tearless lover of
truth."

Hl/ûti

nn

these
in
frown
the
pore.
Among
vines, the Smilax is too beautiful to leave un-

noticed,

is of easy

culture,

and most lovely
of
kind.
But
any
its
seed, as well as those of the
must
be
heliotrope,
sown
in
the
open ground, in order to secure rigorous
plants tor blooming in the' wiuter. A very
pieity hanging-basket can be made by cutting
off the brim of an old straw bat, and on this
sew pine cones, in any fanciful form to suit
the taste ; string some of the cones and adjust them to form festoons to hang Irem the
bottom of the basket. Tbeu fill a box, of
the right size to fit it, with earth,
planting

for

decorations

Linaria Cymbalaria (Coliseum Ivy),

a

few

roots of the Canary vine, also Maderia vine
and you have something worth the effort.
Good drainage is essential for plants.
Place
pieces of broken crockery in the bottom of
the pots. Slips must never be started aller

the cold weather has commenced. Chip dirt,
unless mixed with richer material, is not
good. Long sprigs of "Wandering Jew"
suspended 111 bottles behind mirrors and
pictures in such a way that the tops of Ihem
be hidden from sight, look graceful; the
plants kept In this way will demand but little, only tequiring water once in six weeks
The "Lady
(always lukewarm water).
Washington geranium" is one of "Flora's
richest treasures," is one of the most exjuisitc coloring, fit for any painter's brush,
i'hey must not be allowed to blossom while
imall plants (if they bud), else they will have
t stunted growth, and die sooner.
Also look
>ut for the aphis, or plant louse.

The Ageratum Mexicanum (coeruleum)suc^

reeds best in partially shelteied situations,
ind in the lall plants may be taken into the
louse, where theie will be a prolusion of
bloom. If Horseshoe geraniums grow too
large for pot ,ing, do not let them freeze, but
pull them up by the roots and hang them In
the cellar, tops downward, where they will
keep through the winter. In the spring
transplant to the open ground, cut the long
branches back nearly to the ground, in symmetrical form, aud vou have a more thrifty
plant than to transplant tender one· crown
in the house.
Kobe Gera.niim.

Mark Twain on Foster.
To the Editor of the Tribune :
I have read the Foster petitions in Tbur»ilay's Tribune. The lawyer's opinions do not
disturb me, because I know that those same

gentlemen

could make as able an

argument

favor of Judas Iscariot, which is a great
leal for me to say. for I never can think of
Judas Iscariot without losing υ y temper,
l'o my mind, Judas Iscariot was nothing but
The
ι low, mean, prematurp Congressman.
ittitude of the jury does not unsettle a body,
r «ilmlf :
apd, itsçems plain that they would
in

lave modified their verdict to muraer m tue
lecond degree if the judge's charge had permitted it. But when I come to the petition,»
of Foster'» friends and find out Foster s true
character, the generous tears w>ll flow—I canHow easy it is to get a w rong
not help it.
impression of a man ! I perceive that from
childhood up this one has been a sweet, docile thing, full of pretty ways and generous
impulses, the charm of ths fireside, the admiration of society, the idol of the Sunday
school. I recognized in him the divinest nature that has ever glorified any human being.
I perceive that the. sen tinier t with which be
regarded temperance was a thing that amounted to a frantic adoration. I feeely confess
that it was the most natural thing in the
world for such an organism as this to get
drunk and insult a stranger, and then t eat
bis brains out with a car-hook because he did
And
Bot seem to admire it. Such is Foster.
to think that we came bo near losing him !
Bow do we know but that he was Second Advent? And yet, after all, if the jury had not
been hampered in their choice of a verdict I
think I could consent to lose him. The humorist who invented trial by jury played a
colossal, practical joke upon the world, but
since we have the system we ought to try to
respect it. A thing which is not thoroughly
easy to do when we reflect that by command
of the law a criminal juror must be an intellectual vacuum, attached to a melting
heart and perfectly macaroniau bowels of
compassiou. I have had no experience m
making laws or amending them but still I
cannot understand why, when it takes 12
men to inflict the death penalty upon a person, it should take any less than la more to
undo their work. If I were a legislature,
and had just been elected and jad not time
to sell out, I would put the pardoning and
co nmuting power into the hands of twelve
men instead of dumping so huge a burden
upon the shoulders of one poor pel ition-per-

lecuted individual.

Mark Twain.

Hartford, March7, 1873.
Eggs for breeding.—In selecting eggs
for hatching, a'l monstrosities should b«
avoided, as they will not batch. The same
hen will sometimes lay a very large egg, and

at another time a very small one.
They will
serve well to eatT but not for hatching. What
is wanted is eggs of the average size and appearance peculiar to the variety from which
you breed---nothing else. Very long, very
Bhort, or very rough eggs should always be
avoided. Time will be saved, too, by rot trying to select eggs which will bring either cock»
or hens, as the art of tellinc the sex of an
egg by its shape or color has not yet been discovered.
This advice of course is for the
average breeder—the fanciers and amateurs
may experiment as much as they please, as
they can better afford it.
SilCBLLANEOIJl NOTICES.
A Death Knell!—This is what a neglected
or cold proves to millions.
If you love
life arrest these premonitions of
with Bale's H-mey of Horehwd and Tar.
Da-

sough

fconsnmptlon

is perilous. Fly to the only
Sold by all Druggists.

Pike's Toothache Drops

cure

sure

in 1

remedy.
minute

marH-eodlw&wlt
Those skeptieal of the virtues of Smol \xDEb's Buchc for the positive cure of kidney,
bladder and glandular diseases, mental and
physical debility, lose of vigor, diabetes, gravel,
lack of nervous energy, female complaints and
maladies of the urino-genital organs incontinence and retention of urine, have but to administer a few doses of this valuable vegetable
medicine and their doubts will vanish.

marll-eodlw

η

ind

an/1

alter the green leaves wither, first allowing
the bulb to become dry be to re
packing away.
Hyacinths grown in water exhaust their
so
that
strength,
they arj not at strong as

lay

A Louisville teacher has nearly killed one
his pupils, and a Cincinnati school prlnci
pal has quite killed one -of hi·, by too much
snergy in castigation ; and in view of the
frequency .of such accidents, and the diffl:ulty of gauging, the power ot pedagogue
muscle, it has been suggested that the thrashing be done by machinery, so fiat a uniform
force of foot pounds could be applied to a

10» EXCHANGE ST.,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

Address

an-

Victori··» will appear in
public, next season, more thau she has dur
ing any year since the death of Prince Al-

"Queen

Adam.
The Proprietor having refitted and refurnished this
Hotel, respectfully solicits the patronage of those vislUng Boston on business or pleasure. Terms: Rooms
and full board, %2 per diy. Boom· without board,
for each person, 75c. to tl. This house is within five
minutes· walk of all the Eastern Steamer Lan· lings
and Depot. It contains 125 rooms, every convenience
for comfort, and under the management of Mit. G.
W. BELYEA. must
attractive
to the
prove
traveling public. Carriages in constant attendance
and Horse Cars pass the aoor.
marleodlm

A FIRST CLASS NEWSPAPER.

The Publishers congratulate themselves that their
effort· to make the Phess acceptable to Its patrons
are appreciated from the conclusive fact that without special efforts, its list of subscribers has Keen increased to a greater extent during the last six
months than for any similar period the past six years.
As an advertising medium the Daily Pkess stands
first among Maine journals.
Tf.rms : $8 a year in advance ; J4 for six month· ;
(2 for three months.
Liberal commissions will be paid those who will
secure subscribers with prepaid subscriptions.
jyOrders from News Dealers promptly filled,

The Chicago Post has this interesting
nouncement:

A

Book, Card & Job Printer

eas

M. G. PALMEB

ever.

COLBY has iust returned from Baltimore and having bought the entire stock of the
old publishing house of Armstrong & Berry, No. 156
West Baltimore Street, he is now packing his books
at 119 Exchange S'reet and will leave Portland on
The best books will be packed
or before March 17th.
last. Call immediately if you wrnt a bargain,
w9
feb26d<fcwtf

Address Box 2U15 Portland Me.
tf

NEW,
terms.

Cheaper

young
ble character.
FOR
thousand dollars

HAMBUKGS !
Piano for Sale.
first-clan, Τ oetaye Piano for sale

Books of Best Quality

respect

COVELL & COMPARY.
jan24

earth muet die

—Louisville Courier-Journal.

dtt_

WEBSTER

in

the day, they may not receive at-

man on

Queen remar ied to us, the last
saw, her that whenever she determined to go into society more than usual she
would let us know through the Chicago Post.

ALBERT

at the

)fflcein the Morning will be at-

Lumber and Dock Timber Wanted
In exchange for

pipes, if left

laments tuat

A rapid increase ef the reputed French
fashion among certain ladies of parting the
hair on the side is notable, and is, we think,
to be deplored.

bert."

—FOE SALE BY—

LICENSE, RIGHTS, &c., apply to

SCOTT D. JORDAN,
AGENT FOR MAINE,
ίο. 2 Park Street or No. 80 Middle St.,

ne λυ uo

Ere he may live in Heaven hath little kunwn
The calm refreshment of the shower on high.
—Dante (Carn't translation).

time

Bags Cotton Seed Meal

—

REFRIGERATOR !

o

ATTENTION!

|

Plastering Stucco Work & Mastic

2000

rbe best and Only Reliable One in
tbe Market.

"Back log studies" by Warner.

will also be promptly and faithfully attended to.

PATENT PURE DRY AIR

For

Cor. Middle

Choirs, Musical Classes, Conven-

New

Sheri-

in all its branches at the old stand No.6 South Street.
All orders for

een cases.

to the

of

respectfully inform the public that I will continue the business of

[X

Stair Builder.
LTBBl%Lo. '254 Fore Wtreet, cor.
Croa« St., in Οι leno'a 71111.
G. L. HOOPER & CO., ^ncceiteora to
I^ittlefleid àc Wilson, Cor. York & Maple Street·.
Β. F.

ÔFMAIÎÏE.

name

Griffiths,

KENDALL Ot WHITNEY,

Schools.
CongrcRS Street.

DISSOLUTION OF COPARTNERSHIP·

jiinar

Silver and Plated Ware.
ARNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.

Bciuumn h du jc

A. M. SMITH,
A. P. MORGAN,
I. P. BUTLER.
mar3d&w2w
March 1st. 1873.

«V

A. S. Ι,ΥΙΗΑΝ'β
°f8i,rer »»«'

Streets.

et

of

gress Street.

You cannot converse on anything nowayou do not run into some reform.
# » » We are all trying to associate ourselves
to make everybody else behave as we do.

ers

copartnership
THE
dan, Griffiths Bracket t, having been dissolved
I would
the death of Mr. John

i he r-harge of Capt. Edward Breen and C. H. Farley,
nstructi 'n will be given every aiternoon by Capt.
j îreen, and Monday and Friday
evenings by C. II.
Parley. The course will begin with decmal arithme! ic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse, Parallel Mid< le Latitude sailing; the une of Logarithms: the use

GEO. R. DAVIS & Co., No. 301 1-9 Con-

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
*ι*ηι·
St
"V, PEARSON, No. 22 Temnle

1st,

by

NAVIGATION SCHOOL will be opened at No.
lôj Exchange street March 3d. to be under

j >,v

years.

Addree

.School ! PORTLAND

.nd adjustment
Nautical Instruments; Latitude
Sun >tnd Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer,
observations will not be included in the course
>ut will be taught if desire 1.
The evening, instruction will be given before the
vhole class, when the various problems involved in
iavigation will be worked out upon the black-board
rad illustrated by suitable diagrams and apparatus,
tnd the use and adjustme it of instruments explainκΐ. Subjects collateral to navigation such as Mete»rolgy, Ocean Currents, &c., will also bo introduced
it tne evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. II.
febl9tf
Parley, No. 4 Exchange street.

March

A. M. SMITH,
C. V. WHIJ TEN,
H. S. BURDETT,
A. S. YOUNG,
C. C. GOSS.
1873.

Copartnership Notice.
We the undersigned have this day formed a partnership undei the style of Smith, Morgan & Butlei,
for the Manufacture and Jobbing of Clothing and
Furnishing Goods, at Store Corner Middle and Mark-

Portland,

commence

MARCH 9th,

A

Photographers.
λ. S. DAVIS Λ CO., No. SO Middle Street,
V. Η. I-AMSON, 153 middle St.,cor. Cros·.

Portland,

1873.

Now is the time to subscribe.

S

rhe Spring Term af this Institution will

middle and

Masons and Builders.

JOHNSON,
dlynewe3m

It worth

FEMALE COLLEGE.

116 Federal Streets.

Ν. E. REDLON, «33 1-3 Congre·· St.

JOILSSON,

consent.

93 to cacti subscriber for the year

MAINE WESLEYAN SEMINARY

*

MAINE.
JOSEPH A.

THE

We intend to make

t Jan 2173

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

LEWISTOÀ,

Dissolution of Partnership.
Copartnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned is this-day dissolved by mutual

rringand Repairing

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp'· Block
Congre** Street, opposite Old City Hall.

C.

jan21

DAVID W. DEAIVE, No. 8» Federal Ht.
All kinds of VJphole
done to order.

LEWIS

Norridgewock, Maine.

Furnitnre and Upholstering.

A Portuguese dictionary will be complete
eight CL-nturies hence, if the same company
has the matter in charge as that which has
superintended it for the past ninety-eight

cannot find it."

wei nte d to keep a first-class place in every respect.
Our Bi_. of Fare shall be in keeping wi'hthe Portland
and Boston Markets. Those visiting Lewision do not
forget to call at

The

fcvcry year makes progress in floriculture.
Happily love for the beautiful
things of earth
is increasing, and
much more
attention U
now paid to their culture in
comparison with
the days of our grandmothers.
A beautiful
flower gaxden can be had at
comparatively
small cost, yet how many there are
who
have

said the citizen

Â11

C. H. Ditson & Co.
j711 Bd'way, Ν. Τ

Schools.

A_!N"

melodies."

'

On high moral grounds we can hardly defend the action of Mr. Anderson of Rushville,
Ind., in borrowing his bosom friend's revolver—the friend being Mr. Hatbfield, a young
wan who
always carried hw funds with him—
an 1 then
shooting three holes through him,
going home from spelling school, and absconding with his clothes aud money. It was
if not a mean
act, at least a discourteous one.

homes.
Many of the demi-saiton costumes are
A box fi'led with the lovely terns, Woodtia
made entirely without trimming, their only
ilvensi», Comptoioru* rhizophyÎlus (Walking
ornament being a handsome set of buttons of
(Bladder fern), Λ»| fern), CystopterUfragiUa
tortoise 6hell or oxydized silver.
plenivm ebenrum, taken from the woods, together with their own soil, leaf-mould, keeping the soil moistened sufficiently, is very
George Foginsclial has been arrested in beautifi
1. One of our f uchsias once blossomNew Orleans tor forgery. Πβ was tired of ed lor months in succession, having
j
seventywriting his own name, and amused himself five buds and blossoms at one time. Truly
it was "a thing of beauty." aud received the
by scribbling that of others.
But it
all who saw it

Price $2,50.

"Sparkling·

brooke to

those

lied to judge.

-Ε JE J) above

justly placed it far

for

EDUCATIONAL.

Eaton

METHOD

you

What earftt your nature did to hawkes or stately
kinde applic?
—Tuberville—to kit Friend.

the lead, selling

eliciting high commendations

popular

as

iug with

IS Free Streeto

GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 5β Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

en

book"—"Attracts and allures the pupil"—"Overflow-

FOÏI SALE!

Jan31

MEW

can

flli',

char-

''The very book!"—"Among notices, every article has

Said house is one of the best locations on
the street ; fine neighborhood. Consists ot
two story framed House and ell, containing ten
highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
jas ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered ; well drained.
■able and convenient houses in the city ; close to
spring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
VI. Terms easy. Enquire oa the premises.
dtt
June 19.

SPRINGVALE.

able

Musical Writers for the papers spy;

on

TEBBETS

and

quali-

become

House.
No. 34 Plum St.

Bay it.

mistake about

With fowles of barer sort Low

days that

All

CLARKE'S

the first It has tak-

un-

FOR SALE !

m

no

Black silk stockings, with low shoes, are
the latest chaussure for young New York in
full dress.

acter of this MODEL INSTRUCTION BOOK. From

well

WANTED I

lfifi*onco ?'
There Is

the remark-

For Sale or To Let,
Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. H. GILLESPIE,
Bepl3-tf

6mTT&S

for

fuller than any other

are

Co.,

"Gems of

ι

VftirtA»'* I

gressioual, Legislative and othei

sepl9-tt

St. Lawrence

&

feblg

Because its Market, marine, Con

most

Phillips

"Cheerful·

reports

guarantee

:46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

in

1Πaine;

pare, and

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

larger Editorial

force than any other

strictly

wan-ant to be

that for fineness, body and durability, it i* not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.
(HST'In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our t ade-mark an
eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pare Lead. None genuine witnout it

HAINES.

Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.

Ground in Oil,

and

Babies''
bv

State

Lead !

Our Pure "White Load, both dry and g-ound in oil,
wo

For Sale.

Velvet Cloaks

Furniture and House Fsroisliing Goods·
BENJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

Dry

Street, occupied
THE
dersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
jrick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
on

White

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LE *D, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, &c., &c.

IN MAIXE:

Lot contains 34,000 feet of land, with Am fruit garden, cold, grapery, etc. Apply to
W· H. FESSENDEN,
215 Commercial Street.
marGtf

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
CORES' Λ CO., Arcade, No.

ic

161 COMMERCIAL STBEET.
dU

HOUSE AND LOT N0.70 STATE ST.,

WALTER

any they should have, to the
purchase.
And this applicant, in behalf of said United States,
further pray?, that on the return day specified in said
notice, a ju *y may be empannelled in the manner
now provid ill
law, to assess the value of said tract
of land at its lair market value, and all damages sustained by the owner of the lands so appropriated by
reason of such appropriation ; ami that such other
and further
may be had in pursuance of
the atoresaid acts of the Legislature of the State of
Maim .as may be requisite to convey to said United
State of Ame rLa, a good and absolute title to the
above « escribed tract of land against all persons
whatsoever : and so will ever pray.
Dated at Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
the twanty-ninth day of October, A. D. 1872.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

II. liar'·.

dyed and finished.
FOSTER'S Dye House, 24 Union Street.*

applicant

For Sale.
SCHOONER TEAZEIt, 138 tons register, built at Freeport in 1868 by her 1'resent owners, carries J40 M lumber, is in
good order, sails very fast.
Apply to
RYAN at KELSEÏ,

II.

Dye-Housè.
F.

lowing said division line, North Westerly with an included angle of one hundred and eighteen degrees
and thirty minutes ten rods to a copper bolt set in
the ledge ; thence. North Easterly with an included
angle of one hundred and thirty-eight degrees four
hundred and forty-eight feet more or less to a copper bolt set in a rock : thence North Easterly with an
included angle of one hundred and twenty-six degrees,
three hundred and thirty feet more oi less to low
water mark ; thence by low water mark following the
shore to the first bounds: said described parcel of
land containing about thirteen acres.
That the sole owner of said described tract of
land is supposed to be one George C. Thompson, a
resident of said Cape Elizabeth and capable ot conveying the same to the said United States.
That the said George C, Thompson, owner as aforesaid of said tract of land, irom disagreement in regard to the price of the same, or from some other
cause to this
and to ihe said United States
unknown, hatn refused and still refuses to convey
said tract of land to said United States.
Wherefore this applicant in behalf ot said United
States, respectfully prays your Honor to order notice
of this application conformable with the pre visions of
the Act of the Legislature of the State of Maine, entitled "An Act for the relinquishment to the United
States iu certain cases of title to lands for sites ot
light stations on the coast and waters of the State,"
approved February' 18,1871, as amended by an act
entitled "An Act to amend Chapter six hundred and
forty-nine of the private laws of one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-one, relating to light houses,"
approved February 20, 1872, to be published in some
newspaper in Portland, nearest to where said tract of
and lies, once in each week for the upace of four
months, which notice shall contain an accurate description of said tract of land, together with the namu
of the supposed owner, and shall require all persona
interested in said lands to come forward on a day to

STBOIJT Λ HOLIES,

Dentists.
JOHNSON, over

IS THE

14 1878.

A man iu Wisconsin advertises "A cow for
sale that gives milk five years old." Such
milk must be mellow with ago.

MANUFACTURERS OF
—

BOSTON

Because

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

lo ws :—Beginning at the sea shore at the Northeasterly
corner ef a lo*- of land recently conveyed to the United States by Asa T. Webster," and the Southeasterly
corner of the parcel of land described in and conveyed
by a deed from Asa T. Webster to George C. Thompson, dated March 23d, 1849 and recorded in Cumberland Registry ot Deeds, Book 216, Page 465, thence
by the division line between said two pieces of land

D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk,
oawWlmt ap8

Real Estate for Sale.

40

Book Binders.
Ql'IMCr, Boom 11,

To Ihe Honorable Char 1rs W. Walton
one of the «Fa«tire* of the Mnprruie Judicial Court of the Slate of REaine·
The undersigned, Nathan Webb Attorney of the
United States of America, for the District of Maine,
a duiy authorized ageni of said United States for this
purpose, respectfully represents that the United
States aforesaid are desirous of purchasing for the
erection of a fort and battery, a certain tract of land
situated in the town of Cape Elizabeth, in the County ot Cumberland, within the limits of the State of
Maine, particularly bounded and described as lol-

novj

machines for sale and to let·

Street.

C. W. WALTON,
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine
A true copy of application and order of Court
thereon.
Attest.
D. W. FESSENDEN. Clerk.

thereon.
AtteSt:

vicinity,

Booksellers and Stationers.
ποντ, COGG A BREED, No. 01 Middle

supposed

copy

subscriber offers «"or sale his Hotel
2^ property in Limerick Village, York County.
The bouse bas 22 rooms all in good repair,
with sheds and two large stables adjoining ;
J}·
"
■two wells of water on tbe premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The "Limerick House" is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,
«JOSEPH G. HARMON,
marl.Mtf
Limerick, Me.

Co., Ag'ts,

BOSTON,
£

M0BX1XU, MARCH

162!).]

IK

J. H.Chadwick &

FRIDAY

Gossip and Gleanings.

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

PAPER;

SALE-

The

^

W. C. COBB, No·.28and :tO Fenrl Street.
On direct route between New Custom
Hoase and Po»t Office, near the Market.

been satisfactorily made to appear to me that the
aniri nnnlicanf ie α rlnlv nnfhrniTiwI οnronf nf eoîil
United States to ma'<e the same, and that the matters of fact therein set forth are true, and that it contains an accurate description of the lands proposed to
be purchased by the United States for the erection of
a tort and battery, together with the names of all
known or
ow ers of said l»»nds, it is
Ordered, That notice of said application be given
tjo all persons interested in the lands therciu described, and especially to Benjamin B. Dyer therein
named as supposed owner, requiring them to come
forward in the Supreme Judicial Court iu Portland
in the County of Cumberland, on Tuesday .the eighth
day of April, A. D. 1873, being the second Tuesday
of April next, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, and tile
their objections, if any they have, to tb «proposed purchase by the said United States of said lescr bed lands
by publication of a true and attend copy of the
same application and of this order thereon, once in
each week for the space of four months in the Fortland Daily Press, a newspaper published in Portland
nearest to where said land lies, the last publication to
be at least one week before said eighth date of April.
Dated at Portland in the County of Cumberland
the thirtieth day of October, A. D. 1872.

tw at least one week before said eighth day of April
next.
Dated at Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
the thirtieth day of October, A. D. 1872.
C. W. WALTON,
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine.
of application and order of Court
A true

4w

The "Limerick House,"

Bakers.

DB. XV. H.

CCTMBEKLA> D. SS.
Upon the foregoing application by Nathan Webb,
theUnited States of America, it having
satisfactorily made to appear to me, that the
said applicant is a duly authorized agent of the said
United States to make the same, and that the matters of fact therein set forth are true, and that it contains an accurate doscripiion of the lands proposed to
be purchased by the United States for the erection of
a fort and battery, together with the names of all
known or supposed owners of said lands, it is
Ordered. that notice of said application be given to
all persons interested in the lands theiein described
and especially to George C. Thompson, therein
named as supposed owner, requiring them to come
forward in tne Supreme Judicial Court, in Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, on Tuesday, the eighth
day of April, A. D. 1873, being the second Tuesday of
April next, at eleven o'clock m the forenoon, and file
their objections, if any they have, tc the proposed
States of said described
purchase by the said United
lands, by publication of a true aud attested copy of
the same application and of this order thereon, once
in each week for the space of four months in the Portland Daily Press, a newspaper published in Portland,
nearest to where said land lies, the last publication to

fel>20

Repairing·

Attorney ol
been

«

FOB S .ILE-A $10,000 Farm lor
$5000 !! Situated in Cumberland
Co., on line ot both Grand Trunk
an 1
Maine Central Railroads.
Address, enclosing return stamp,
GEO. R. DAVIS Λ CO., Portland,
Me.

ALLEN

Cumberland, ss.
Upon the foregoing application by Nathan Webb
Attorney ot the united States of America, it having

STATE

or

Agency for Sewing Machines.
W. 8. OVER, IVo. lira middle 8t. All

NATHAN WEBB,
Attorney of the United States for the District of
Maine.

tf

PORTLAND, MB.

feb27

SALE.—House No, 16 Bramhall
Street, seven rooms, parlor finished in
black walnut. marble mantel. Parlor
and hall frescoed.
House heated by furnace.
Good cellar. Wafer and sas.
Lot
50x114. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON on
the premises, or to GEO. R. DAVIS Ar CO.
mar7
eod2w

The Maine State Press

TjgE PRESS,

CO.,

BOSTON LEAD
[INCORPORATED

W« are prepared to loan money in sums
from 9100 to any amount desired, on first
class mortages in Portland Cape Elisabeth, Westbrook, or Deering. Parties désirons of building can also beaccommoda
ted with loans.
GEO. R. DAVIS dr CO,,
Real Estate and jflortgage Brokers·
tf
sep24

Without board.
Address BOX 1336.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

proceeding»

Attorney and Counsellor

unfurnished.

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

BULLETIN.

house

by

eod&wtf

or

janlOtt

WKBB,

1,-;..

Wanted.

every Saturday. Good boarding places
CASH
and chance to camp out. Fare paid
railroad.
Also Teams wanted to haul
wood.

United States for the District of

«ι..

Choppers

GOOD CHANCE—SI PER COBD.

proposed

Joseph Dix, Esq.

R. A.
F. W.

on

us —ι i-

Gen. J. S.-Whitney.

feb8

IN

ly side line of the road to the Light House to the first
bounds; said described parcer of land containing
about nine acrcs. That the sole owner of said dcecribed tract of land is supposed to be one Benjamin
B. Dyer, of Cape Elizabeth aforesaid, and capable of
conveying tlife same to said United States. That the
said Benjamin B. Dyer, owner as aforesaid of said
tract of land, from disagreements in regard to the
price of the same, or from some other cause to this
applicant and to the said United States unknown,
hath refused and still retuses to convey said tract of
and to said Uni'ed States;
Wherefore, thisfcpplicant, in behalf oi said United
States. respectfully pravs your Honor to order notice
of this application, conformable with the provisions
of the ''Act of the Legislature of the State ot Maine
entitled "An act for the relinquishment to the United
States in certain cases of title to lands for sites of
iiilit stations on the coast and waters of the State,"
approved February 18,1871, as amended by an act entitled "An Act to amcud Chapter six hundred and
forty-nine ol the private laws of one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-one, relating to light houses,"
approved February 20,1872, to be published in some
newspaper in Portland, nearest to where said tract
of land lies, once in each week for the space of four
months, which notice shall contain an accurate description of said tract of land, together with the
name of the supposed owner, and shall require all
persons interested in said lands to come forward on a
day to be specified in said notice and file their objections, if any they should have, to the proposed purcb> pe.
And this applicant, in behalf of said United States,
further prays, that on the return day specified in
said notice r iury may be empannelled in tne manner
now providt α by law to assess the val ie of said tract
of land at its fair market value, and all damages sustainod by the owner of the lands so appropriated by
reason- of such approj riation, and that such other
and further proceedings may be had in pursuance of
the aforesaid acts of the Legislature of the State of
Maine as may be requisite to convey to said United
States of America a good and absolute title to the
above described tract of land against all peisons
whatsoever ; and so will ever pray.
Dated at Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
the twenty-ninth day of October. A. D. 1872.

1873.

14,

1-8-7-3.

EL*·

April or first of May, by a family of two persons
in the town of Alfred, a Protestant woman who
Besrinnine at a rot»per bolt in a rock on
understand· general housework, and is willing to
the southerly side of the road leading from the coun- !
mak<t herself ienesal'j useful. To one » ho Is comty road to he Portland Head Light House, said cop- : petent, with good references, liberal wages and a good
riAi
hftlt hnlfiff ahniit ûlmran knnM
««♦«■»· I
will oe given.
home
from the county roaa known as the shore ro
id, tlience
Artdess, stating wages requ red, etc., "H.," care of
southerly at light angles with said Light House Kaler,
Merrill & Co, Portland, Me.
feb26tf
road seven hunch ed and nineteen ieet more or less to
a copper bolt set in the line of a stone
wall, which
Lost.
wall is the southerly
boundary of land now or forCITY" 1IALL, on Friday evening, at-the
merl> of Benjamin B. Dyer; thence easterly by said
Blues' Masquoraie, part of a new Waterproof
stone wall atout four hundred and twenty-eight feet
seams
to the sea shore; thence northeasterly by the sea
Cloak,
stayed with white tape. Another was
shore to the point where the southerly side line of left in place of the one taken, which the owner ean
have
the road from county road to the Lteht House proUy calling at 143 Middle street with the one takfeb25
longed would strike the sea shore at low water line; en through mistake.
follows:

Westerly fiftv-two rods and live links; thence,still fol-

CJLOUliJflAW,

J. II.

marl0*2w

WANTED.

STATE OF MAINE.

B. NASH,

ÏO. 172 A!VD IM FORE STREET,

9

respectfully represents that the
United Stales aforesaid are desirous of purchasing
for fhe erection of a fort and battery a certain tract
of land situated in the town of Cape Elizabet h, in
the County of Cumberland, within tne limits of the
State of M aine, particularly bounded and described

tf

No.

that has had
Address Apoth-

one

or

this purpose,

Attorney of

PORTLAND. ME.

C. W. STOCKMAN,

Wanted.
APOTHECARY CLERK,

lor

ESTATE.

FOR

undersigned, Nai han Webb, Attorney ot the
ANtwo three year» experience.
the District of
States of America
THEUnited
ecary, P. O. Box 1787 Portland.
Maine, duly authorized agent of said United States
r

Co., III.

Wanted, first-class canvasscrs for Abbott'» Life
Of Napoleon III. A'ew Editiou, with accounts of the
Prussian War, and the last hours of the Emperor;
making an elegant octavo of 700 pages. The times
anil the theme renders it the most popular work of
the day. Exclusive territory wlih no competition.
B. It. Russell, Publisher, Boston, Mass.
mchlO
dlw&w3wll

septlldtf

Maine.

lie trade at Boston prices.

Kane

MARCH

FOR

PERRY, Elgin,

marlîd3t

brick store in

NATHAN

NO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,

F. & C.

mar!2d3t

AT

J. E. COFPIN, Consulting; Engineer.
74 Uliddle cor. Exchange St»., Portland,
Mo.

Parlor

ibis office.

S. F.

MATTOCKS & FOX,
88 Middle street.

_

as

PORTLAND, MAINE.
marl2

American

at

F

A Few Good Bents
applied for at once.

the Rackleff Block, corner
large
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
first floor, elegunth finished and adaptoi to Jobbing
dry goods or ottoer similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

f

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
95 Exchange

Apply

paid.

a

JAMES T. IWcCOBB,

No.

visi'jng cards, and a railthe Diary, for

OCR FIRST CLASS CAN MAKERS WANTED
IMMEDIATELY.
For further particulars address

To the Honorable Charlee W. Walton,
one of the Jnitic· of the Supreme JTudicial Court of the State of Maine.

PORTLAND, ME.

some

will be

A

NO. 83 MIDDLE STREET,

money,

CAN MAKERS WANTED.

STORE TO LET.

Law,

sum

GENTLEMAN and Lady wishing a quiet home
can find pleasant room» with board at
No. 4
Cotton street, second door from Free street. One or
two single gentlemen can be accommodated also.

A

a

ticket. It is cniefly valuable for
way
which a suitable reward

Quiet Board,

IF

or

a

Cumberland
TWO
febûl

novfcltf

BEHJT. KINGSBURY, JR.,

SUNDAY NIGHT,
Pine
High, Congress
ONSt·.,
DIARY POCKET BOOK, containing
small
of
on

To Let.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Attorney

IiOST Î

FEW GENTLEMEN can he accommodated at
at 1C Myrtle ftreet, coruer oi Cumberland.
Ieb25'lm
Also table boarders,

a

of Advertising :
One inch of space, In
U of column, constitutes a "square."
50 per square
first week; 75 cents per

w β <.

AND

tf

MORNING,

Geo. R. Davis & Co '§

the owner can hive the same by railing at
this office, proving property, and paving
charges.
mrl3dlw

Board.

Rvtes

leng

Apply

reasonable.

REAL

A Gold Ring Found,

rnomf cn

very pleasant and desirable
Green Ste.
TWO
Congress St.. between High andFore
Street.
at 1;8
Terms

At 109 Exchange St, Portland.

FRIDAY

Fob all the

complaints peculiar to females,
Duponco's Golden Pills, are invaluable.
marl2-eod3t&wlt
The Ce n't auk

Liniment—has cured—does
aire, and will cure more cases of Rheumatism
—stiff joints,
swellings and lameness upon man
wd beast in one day, than all other articles
have in a hundred
One says :—I have
years.
aot held a pen in seven month»—now X am all
right." Another, that, "The Centaur Liniment cured a frightful burn without a scar;"
—another, "It restored to use a hopelessly lame
horse, worth fonr hundred dollars, etc. Try it
once.
It is a wonderful thing.
It
Child Bex cbt—for Pitcher's Castoria.
colio and
wind
cures
regulates the stomach,
It Is a substitute for
cause.natural sleep.
castor

oil.

marl3-eodlw&wlt

Soi'prislng

THE PRESS.
MARCH 14, 187S.
FRIDAY MORNING,

years is unparalleled in modern history and
presents facts that will surprise those who
have considered themselves to be well conversant with the industry of the nation.
The manufacturing interests of the com.try
having nearly doubled their products from
1850 to 1860, have much more than doubled
the same from 1800 to 1870. Some
idea may
be obtained from the statistics
furnished by
three States. In
1850, the products of the
various
manufacturing interests in New York
amounted to
$237,000,000; in 1800, it reached
$379,000,000 ; and in 1870, the value is put at
$785,000 000. In Pennsylvania for these respective dates the value of manufactured products was $155,000,000; $290,000,000 and

furnished
ro;ular attache of the Press is
Stanley Ï.
vllu a carJ eertiilcate counteisigned by
hote
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
cred -ntials of ever\ porson claiming to represent our
"bumJour aal, as we have information that several
mers" aro seeking courtesies in the name of the
Pukss, and Ave have no disposition io be, even passively, a party to such fraud.
Kv.:uv

communianonymous letters and
are in
cations. The name nd address of the writer
nil eases InJispe ab e, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good fkith.
Wj cannot undertake to return or pre erve comWe do not read

munications that

are nor useu.

The Gladstone Defeat.
Alter an existance of over four years Mr.
Gladstone's ministry lias met a defeat on the
vote in the House of Coram ins on his bill
for the re-organizatiou of
university education in Ireland. Although there are a
large
number of colleges in Ireland
belonging to
the various creeds, there are
only two univer-

$158,000,000, $255,500,000, and $540,000,000. Rhode
Island has multiplied its annual product five
of
The products
times in twenty years.
Maine in 1850 were $24,601,057; in 1800,
$38,193,254; is 1870, $79,407,521.

$712,000,000, and

clergyman ot bis own
church ki own as the "Dean ot Residences.·"'
Bui Cardinal Cullen and the Roman Catholic
bishops object to both Trir ity and Queen's
colle?es. Thev protest against their Catholic
young mcu being educated outside of the in—
fluence and control of the "church."
They
even object to their mixing -with Protestant
young men during their college course in law,
mjdieine or other scientific pursuits.
They
define Trinity college as a purely Protestant
institution and the Queen's colleges as '"Godless schools." They accordingly demand a
charter and an endowment for a Cathol c
University and College to be controlled by the
and send his name to

and

hierarchy

a

supported by the State.
difficulties involving the
Gladstone's bill proposed to

In view of the

subject,

Mr.

largest proportional
by the new States and

!

It will
be borne in mind that this eensus was taken
in 1870 since which time manufacturing has
been increasing in the south with remarkable
energy so that the showing of to-day will be
stdl more marked.
The Journal of Commerce, a journal that
is not accustomed to 'ake rose colored ▼imvs
of practical matters, comments upon the figin the South.

presented by the report as follows :
"Nothing more forcibly exhibits their rapidol
ity
growth iu population aud all that makes
up civilized communities tnan the astounding
leaps which those States [the Northwest] have

ures

taken in the manufacturing line iu the past
ten years. Iowa mounts up from $14,000,000 to
$46,000,000; Michigan from $32,000,000 tt, $118,000,000; Minnesota from $3,000,000 to $23,000,000; Indiana from $42,000,000 to $108,000.000;
Illinois from $57,000,000 to $205,000,000; Missouri frttm $41,000,000 to $206,000,000, atm Ohio
from $121,000,000 to $269,000,000.
The entire
West—as well as the North—tells but the same
story of enormous gains in the value of manufactured products in the past decade. And all
these figures, as a foot note apprizes us, do uot
render full justice to the manufacturing indusFor in the tables for 1850
tries of the country.
and 1860 the statistics for mining, quarrying
aud fishing are included, whereas they do not
appear in those for 1870. With this explanation the gains which we have pointed out beUnder a fullycome still more astonishing.
restored union and fraternity, and a reformed
and
economical,who can
government, wise just
forecast the wonderful future of prosperity in
store for the United States!"

abolish both of the present universities and
The Boston Advertiser says that these "recreate, instead of both, the Irish National
sults are not to be explained on the atheist's
University, which should have power to conof chance ; nor are they altogether the
fer degrees upon the students of all colleges theory
fruit of the boundless resources of the counthroughout Ireland or upon any student who
are the logical and natural outcould pass its examinations, no natter where ■try. They
growth of the commercial policy pursued by
be studied.
the
To carry out this scheme the vast State our government during a greater part of
covered by thetn, and are a triumendowments of Trinity College were to be period
of the wisdom of that polre-adjusted so far as to serve national pur- phant justification
poses.
But as has been seen

patches,

icy."

by the London des-

this

mauds of

proposition did not meet the dethe Catholics, and consequently

led to the defeat of Mr. Gladstone's purpose
to giv· Ireland one of the best universities

in the world, and to place the system in harmony with the spirit of the age which declares against any connection between church
and state, or the support of sectarian schools

by revenues derived from the government by
general taxation.
Mr. Gladstone's

administration has been
remarkable for the progressive character of
its measures and has certainly entitled him to
be called a reformer. In the four years that
he has been prime minister he has carried out
lour gréai reiorm
of the Irish land

measures :

It is thought that Gov. Perham will fix
upon either the 17lh or 24th of April for the
annual fast. In view of the deep snow which
seems likely to interfere with the ball playing
which is a time honored adjunct of properly
observed fast days in every well ordered country town, it has been suggested that it will
not be entirely safe to fix the day much before the fourth of July.
The buttering of water melon is out of
season in Missouri, so ex-Gov. B.
Gratz
Brown has bee giving his attention to building him houses with convict labor—a performance that the legislature of that State does
not

question, the disestablishchurch, the introduction

Dooberbt, contrary

to

general belief,

still lives, and is a trial justice at South Berwick. During the progress of the Wagner
examination at South Berwick,
Wednesday,
a man in the audience arose anil claimed
the
privilege of speaking as "friend of the court"'

(amicus curiœ) whereupon the Court remarked that the gentleman was no friend of

his;

he did not

even

have the honor of his

acquaintance. The man still insisting on his
right as amicus curiœ, the court threatened
ta commit him for contempt.

The

temperance law in Indiana is being vigorously enforced. The press ot the
State geneially support it, but now and then
a Democratic organ
opposes it. For instance,
one of this class pitches into Gov. Hendricks
as

new

follows :
"In

signing the so-called temperance bill, he
has voluntarily placed himself outside
the
Democratic organization, and proven himself
tlieir
confidence and regard.
unworthy
The.v
are do-e with him
henceforth, and his name
wiil be erased from the list of their
Nadparty
ers and sink into
obscurity."
Tni Kennebec Journal says that
Judge
Rice has gone to California. This is not true.
The President of the Maine Central has
only
gone to New York to attend the annual
of
the Northern Pacific Railroad
meeting
Company of which he has been re-elected a
director. As Portland has
practically become
the headquarters of the Maine
Central, journals along its various branches are
very liable
to fall into errors respecting the movements
of its managers.
Some of the apers are getting very
impertinent in their questions respecting the inC-ease of salary.
Concerning "actual expanses" one asks:
"The law raising Congressmen's salaries allows them $7.500 and actual expenses.
Do the
words "actual expenses" include meals by the
Would cigars be
way as well as railroad fare?
allowed at said meals? Would whiskey be admissible as an actual expense?
Must a Congressman go straight to Washington aud home
he
or
a
stop
week or two at. the
asain,
may
Fifth Avenue Hotel, and would theatre tickets
be an actual expense?"
Wendell Phillips very properly asks
that the lesolution of the Massachusetts legislature censuring Senator Sumner be expunged, but that act affords no reason for
his stigmatizing the old regimental banners

-λ_

KAILBOAD

SPECULATION.

Not at all appalled by the rigors of nature,
by the frauds and features of railroad
rings, nor by the phase of the times, Wiscasset resolutely and hopefully marched with
solid iront to the polls a d converted her loan
of $150,000 into $40,000 stock subscription
to the Wiscasset & Mooseliead Railroad.
nor

St. Albans had led the way to the stock subscription of this road to the amount of $40,000 a few days since, and now Wiscasset has
seconded the movement in the same amount
additional to the sum subscribed for stock to
this road under its former
of Kennebec

style

& Wiscasset R. R.

Co.
along the projected line

The several towns
are said to be alive
for stock subscriptions, and it is believed the
funds necessary to the construction ol this
interior and shortened route to the sea
through the heart of Maine and to the commercial centre of the New Dominion of Canada will be forthcoming, not on loans of
credit,
but on a stock ι jlscription. It is understood,
parties in New York stand ready to shoulder the job, and it is decided that the road
shall be a narrow gauge.
FOUR MILLION MARGIN.
further surmised that
freight and
passage may find a new opening to your city,
ιlotn liaugor, via the Knox &
Lincoln, in
part, at a capita; cost of seven millions of dollars, which is now do^ie, via the Maine Central at a capital cost of eleven millions. Let
the war be waged, so long as it will cheapen

It is

and
facilitate intercomtransportation
munication, between thï centres of trade
and the undeve.oped resources of the State.
LOCAL

MATTEK9.

The surveys and contracts for bridging and
opening Middle street, by its extension over
tide-w ΛεΓβ, across "Hobson's Island" to
the delta of "Woods brook" called "Birchpoint"—the site of the purchase for the
Sturgis manufactories—are all completed,
and at a cost of less than
$8000; and as soon
as we can dig out or into the
snow, so as to
be sure of a foottall on the solid tarn nf
motuer liartu ouce
more, and work will be-

gin.

Amid tlie

quickened forces now Etimulating the business energies ot Wiscasset a
social and religious resuscitation is obvious.

The earnest and faithful Bolster is attracting
interesting listeners from all graies of social
and religious standing, to bis
Sunday evening lectures to young men, and it is believed
with hopeful and telling etfect on the future.
The ladies too are beiuc: called to their most
brought home by our regiments, as "insulting responsible duties of our public educational
flags," disgraceful bunting fit only to te interests.
Here we would second the call of Pres.
ιοπι κ> rags.'"
mis insuii to me memory
Bourne of the Maine Historical Society to
of the nation's dead and its maimed veterans
the ladies of Maine, to come to the rescue of
■will hardly
help Mr. Sumner or add to Mr. her history in contributions to the archives
of the Society. They have leiiure and capacPhillips' reputation as a platform reformer.
ity, and it is hoped their busy and eloThe New York Herald
learns that King quent and racy pens will hereafter move in the
Tom Scott has
concluded to let the general direction indicated ,and which Judge Bourne
railroad bill become a
so happily inaugurated at tbe Bath session of
law in New Jersey and
the society. The accomplished Mrs. Maria
run against the
Jersey loads ou the competi- W. Hackerton, of Bristol, has entered as a
tive pnnc.pie. This „ a
degree ot condescen- pioneer, whose beautiful and touching verses,
•ion that should he
our literature
are embalming i
apprceiate(, b a
tar^ic eveute,
1 ,
of a sovereign State.
which have burnished the history "of Pemamust noted land-mark
and
earliest
that
quid,
We understand that Gov.
Perham will ap- of the beginning of New England.
point a Railroad Commissioner to flu tUe vaΤΠΕ LOST.
cancy occasioned by the resignation 0f
It
is
that the humane and beunderstood
Mr
Corser about tbe 24th inst. It is h'.s
neficent provision of last winter's legislation,
purpesê
to secure a practically informed railroad
relating to "Prison discipline", is to be reman
duced to practice in "Old Lincoln."
who is not connected with any corporation.
She is out of debt and in condition to do
ne: whole
duty to the lost and fallen within
Δ Washington special contains a letter her
borders.
from Minister Wasbburne dated in Paris in
wor<thvt!Lbas, been negligent and is blame1870, in which he denounces the loan that become' ,1ί'1η 10
members who have
Fremont was putting upon the market,in the
»"d
b>'
if?0t
the
spirit and example r f τγ
severest terms, as calculated to injure our
Τ™1101' of Ca"
"sinners, not
^
national credit in France.
e
whose life, ν as "to seek
miS81on of
»nrt ,
find who delighted to be
suvethe lost"
k£m™
Reports fr im Louisiana indicate that the of
sinners. £et our
opposition to the Kellogg government is grad- once reconstructed and
upon the ntw Ve
out
and
that
the
wealthiest
citiThe barbarian
ually dying
Christianity.
of
zens are giv.ng their adhesion to it.
revenge, has long enough been tried.
s

ha^the^^ T'
ftï ri^fc.hoHcatne.

ρΗβοΓΜ,,^ W
principle3

worthy ot record

is

he had simply remained silent

delphia Ledger

thinks

The Phila-

Speaker Blaine's

con-

duct deserves "honorable mention."

—Washington. D. C., Republican 11th.

Shipbuilding

in the Hath District.

That there is unwonted
activity in the shipbuilding the reports in the papers from all
clearly show, and Bath is by no means
ailing behind her old reputation in that busi-

?uarters
ness.

Besides the two large schooners which tliey
have just launched, Messrs. Goss & Sawyer
have three schooners and a bark on the stocks,
one of the former
nearly ready to launch. They
are also cutting the frames for a
ship and two
other schooners for which they have contracts.
Messrs. E. & A. Sewall have a
ship of about
1800 tons well advanced iu construction, also a
schooner of 300 tons. They are likewise cutting the frame for another ship.
Messss. W. V. Moses & Sons will soon put tip
a ship of about 1400 tons.
Charles B. Harrington has well uuder way
two yachts and three small steamers.
Messrs. Adams & Hitchcock are just putting
up the frame of a three-masted 900 ton schoou-

Town Meetings.
WateBVUX*.—Town Clerk, Ε. E. Drummond; Selectmen, etc., Keubea Foster, WinS. Cora 1 rof.
throp Morrill, Noak Boothby; S. it.
M. Lyford, three years, D. N. S1 lue η, 1J. υ.,
one year (to fill vacancy); Treasurer and Collector, C. H. Kedington, wmpensation 1 per
cent.; Town Agent, E. 1* >Vebb, Auditor,
E. L Getcliell. It was voted to raise Ç1000 for

free high school.
West Watebville.—'Clerk, Win. McCartney: Selectmen, A. P. Benjamin, John M. Libbv, Geo. Bice; Treasurer aud Collector, Wm.
McCartney; Town Agent, Johu Ayer; Supervisor of Schools, Rev. H. F. Wood. $500 was
▼oted for a free high school. This
being the
first town meeting, it was
opened by prayer.
Fairfield.—Clerk, Flavil McFadden; Selectmen, C. G. Totman, Nahum Tozier, S. B.
a

Starbird; School Committee, Virgil Connor.
$500 was voted for a free high school.
FREKroRT.—Clerk, John C. Kendall; Selectmen, etc.. Micah
Stockbridge, John Burr, Geo.
Aldrieh; Treasurer, S. A Holbrook; Collector
and Constable, Warren E. Jordan;
Supervisor
of Schools, Nathan O. True ; all
llepublicans.
Voted to raise S500 for the support of a High
School the present year. Also voted to appropriate $3000 for the erection of a high school
building provided that a liko sum is raise! by

subscription.
Newfield.—Clerk, C. J. Adams; Selectmen, etc., S. €. Adams, J. Woodman and W.
A. Thompson; Treasurer, \V. D. Ham; S. S.
Committee, Rev. G. P. Kemp; Agent, Henry
Manning; Audi'or, J. Stevens.
Clinton.—Clerk, E. G.Hodgdon; Selectmen,
Oren Smith, Jonas Chase, and Thomas M.
Galusha; Collector and Treasurer, Beni. Morrison; Supervisor,of Schools, P. M. Whitten.
Total amount of money raised 80300, including $300 to establish a Free High School.
West Gardiner.—Clerk, W. P. Haskell;
Selectmen, &c., P. S. Hodgden.E. C. Douglass,
D. E.,Mer ill; Treasurer, Stephen Weston;
S. S. Committee, Ε. P, Seavy ; all Republicans.
Alio

Thomas Haj*an is putting up a bark of 500
tons. She is about two-thirds done. He bas a
contract for a schooner of 400 tons, for which
he is iuttin;; the frame.
William Rogers has just launched the
schooner Ajux, and has contracts for two others.

Messrs. Houghton Bros,

are
tons.

cutting the frame

for a shin of about 1200
Orrin Blaisdell has a schooner, of 350 tons,
framed out.
Messrs. Chapman & Flint are commencing a
ship of 1800 tons.
Alexander Robinson has a 200 ton schooner

nearly completed.

lu Pbipsburg, C. V. Minott is building a
Kolmoiier of 200 tons; be will also build λ ship
this season.
Timothy B. Bowker is building a schooner of
about 150 tons.
In Georgetown, Messrs. Trafton Bros, are
building a 1ΛΙ ton schooner.
In Bowdoinham there are three schooners in
course of construction.
In Richmond two or three vessels of a
large
class are being built.
In this city the Eastern Steamboat
Company
are having a new boat built for the route between Bath and Bcothbay ; she will be about
the same tonuage as the Sasanoa. She is to be
a Bath institution
entirely, her hull being built
by Messrs. Pattee and Mitchell, while Messrs.
Moulton & Son have the contract for
putting in
the machinery.—Bath Timet.
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School.

Winslow.—Clerk, J. W. Bassctt; Selectmen,
C. C. Cornish, Ο. T. Wall and C. E. Cushman;

Treasurer, and Collector, J. C. Hutchinson;
Supervisor of Schools, David Garland; Town
Agent, C. C. Cornish.

Special Deposits.—A Lancaster paper, althe recent robbery of bonds from the
Lancaster bank, says most of them belonged
to depositors who had placed them there for
safe keeping, and that the loss to the bank, it
is thought, will not be more than $1700, it not
being responsible for the bonds deposited with
it. This responsibility depends very much on
circumstances. On the face of the matter the
bank is undoubtedly liable for every dollar of
money or valuables that it can be shown it rereceived from its depositors and Has not returned or made good in value. Any circumstances changing this prima facie responsibility
it behooves the bank to show ; if it acknowledges that it has received any amount of valuables, but ought not to be required to return
the same, it should explain why. It is no
sufficient answer that valuables are held by
banks without direct money consideration for
the service ; and shat, therefore, non-responsibility is to be inferred. There is consideration
generally, in some shape. The banks do not
rpcpive and

Vmlil

t'verv-luul ,7'α

val η α Ηΐαα

Vm t

usually only those of their customers aiul depositors, who requite the obligation in the
profits of their business intercourse with the

bank. The banks holding box
deposits ought
to take pay for the service and risk, or not receive tbem at all. There is the less excuse for
this accommodation at banks now than formerly, for there are several companies whose
special purpose it is to safely keep at a very low
charge all such deposits. Besides, the Comptroller of the Currency hap formally called attention to this matter, and expressly denied the
right in any national bank to receive and hold
boxes and bundles on deposit. If there is no
responsibility on the part of banks in such
matters, few careful men would be willing to
entrust their valuables to tbem, especially if
the officer was thought to be so careless as to
open his vault and safe to all out-of-doors, and
then turn his back on any depredator who
might choose to enter as is reported was the
case on the occasion of this Lancaster bank
robbery. The losses by robberies of boxes be-

lonsinff

frwa

tO

t»ar»lro

ΟΤΠβΓ

and

institutions in our own city, as well as elsewhere, show carelessness quite as great as that
reported at Lancaster, ana, all things considered, should prove a caution to banks as well
as to depositors.
The boxes are the bait that in
most cases provoke the assault on the banks
robbed. The bank's own funds are not always
a sufficient inducement to
burglars, who close
ly count chances, to incur the risk.—Phila.

Ledger.

Cdba News.—The
from

a

letter received

following extract is taken
Tuesday from Mantan-

zas:

We are having very hot weather just now,
steady from 75° to 85°, but with m.v linen I
manage to get along comfortably. The flowers
are

in full bloom and

plenty of them

on

every-

hand, especially around the Plaza. I think the
prettiest spot on the Island of Cuba is the
Plaza de Armas, Matanzas. Here one can lis-

the birds singing and the bauds playing,
while the sweet perfume of the choicest flowers
are wafted on every breeze.
Last Sunday was
Carnival day, and the streets were full of masqueraders, while those who were not dressed in
a fancy costume were by no means
quiet lookers on.
This was kept up for three days.
Cienfuegos is a very pretty place, but very
dull at present, the crop being so very late this
season. There is more business doing at Matanzas than at all the other ports put together.
Sweets
have
been
in
coming
very
slow
on
account
of
the
heavy rains,
bad
roads. &c.,
but
for the
last two
weeks we have had good weather, and matters
begin to move more lively. Business ic general is very much unsettled, and one cannot tell
what will turn up next. Emancipation is sure
to come and
perhaps before they think it. They
are, however, making up their minds to this,
but want time to get gradually into it. As for
the "great war" pending in Cuba, that is something we hear uothing about. I havo travelled
within the last few weeks over the Island considerably and have had not the least trouble. I
did not even have a passport With m: half of the
time. Freights are higher. Brig "Don Jacinto" of Portland, chartered yesterday for
North of Hatteras at S5.50 which will make
very fair business as she carries a large cargo."
ten to

A State Militia Uniform.—The Board of
Officers appointed to recommend uniforms,
etc., for the State militia, organized in the
choice of Capt. Dyer, Skowhegan, President,
and Capt. A. S. Perham, of Lewiston, Secretary. The committee has just reported as follows: Buttons on cap and coat to be "State of
"
Maine buttons; pants (line officers) dark
blue;
pants (enlisted men) blue with stripes one and
one-quarter inches wide; coat (enlisted men)
three rows of buttons, of improved quality of
goods; trimmings for infantry sky blue, for arHiiery

rua.

umcers ot

mo

muiua are to

wear

only the lawful designation of rank. It is recommended that officers of the Governor's
staff, General and field officers, provide them-,
selves with uniforms; that overcoats be issued
to such companies of the uniformed militia as
are not now supplied; that the number of uniforms issued shall in no case exceed two-thirds
the maximum number of enlisted men allowed

by law; that raouuted officers may on special
order, wear white pants; that line officers be
allowed one year from April 1st, 1873, within
which to provide themselves with side arms,
equipments, etc., and that uniforms be here,
after issued to the militia iu lieu of commutation.

National Encyclopedia .—We

have

California has eight woolen-mills, all doing a
profitable business.
Child uumber eighteen has recently blessed a
New Haven family.
Colored men own property valued at over
half a milliou dollars in Petersburg, Va.
Boston is talking about a monument to Mrs.
Harrison Gray Otis in its Public Garden.
Charles Dix, the artist, son of Governor Dix
of New York, died in Paris, Tuesday.

Judge Bingham's Ohio friends think that he
is likely to get the Japanese mission.
A Terre Haute man rejoices in the
newly acquired possession of some of Aaron Burr's loveletters.

Congressman elect Charles Clayton, of California has beeu painfully injured by being
thrown from his carriage in San Francisco.
A North Carolina paper expresses satisfaction
at the fact that the President, having
frequent
occasion to refer to the war iu his
inaugural,
did not say rebel or rebellion once.
A sympathizing newspaper man in
Georgia
condoles with a brother editor at the serieus
illness of the latter's two sisters and three broth-

'ived numbers 14. 15 and 16 of the National
Encyclopedia which is to be completed down to
the year 1872 in eighteen numbers.
We have
previously taken occasion to speak of the great
merits of this work,
particularly to those
are unable to procure the
larger and fuller
works. It ts really a compendium of
useful in
formation such as every general reader

"who
finds

every day use for. The pronunciation of every
term and proper name is given and the work is

illustrated wjb 700 engravings. It is furnished
to regular subscribers for S'J for the complete
work. Address New England National En-

cyclopedia

Publishing

Go., Thompsonville.

Conn.

Russell, C5 Coruhill, Boston, has isfine steel engraving "These are my
Jewels", from Schopiu's celebrated painting
Β. B.

sued

a

well-known story of the immortal Mother of the Gracchi whose noble and

illustrating

the

beautiful life, example and precepts had so
great an influence in making of her sons jew-

beyond price. The engraving is printed on
heavy plate paper—20x24—and is sold at the
low price of $2 per copy.
els

The counsel for liobert Blakely, who muriered Maud Merrill, in a low house in New

since, argued in court Tueslay that bis client was insaee, but Robert inJignantly denied the statement. It remains to
Fork a short time

be Been which is to be believed.

The Director of the
Philadelphia Mint has
been ordered to pay but $1.20 per ounce for silver hereafter.
The price has recently been
$1.221-2.
The gentleman so often spoken of in novels,
who riveted people with his gaze, has obtained
employment in a boiler manufactory, with extra pay, on account of hi ? peculiar faculty.
A Vermont woman who recently followed the
remains of her rather irregular husband to the
grave, afterwards remarked that she had one
consolation, "she knew now where he slept

nights."
The Michigan Legislature has not
only passed
a prohibitory law, but one
imposing heavy penalties for selling watered milk. Which prompts
the Indianapolis Journal to inquire "if men
are not allowed to put
whiskey in their water
nor water in their milk, what is water
good
for?"
*
The President has nominated Kev. Edward
Payson Smith, of New York, to be Comm'ssioner of Indian Affairs. He was recommended by tho Indian Pace
Commissioners, aud

during the war was an army chaplain. His appointment excited the intense astonishment of
half a dozen other applicants.
The Newark Register gives an account of the
organization in that city of a Society for the
Promotion of Marriage. There are three times
as

many

men

as women

in Newark.

The So-

ciety proposes to correct inequalities of distribution, and to send a committee to Boston and
Troy, Ν. Y., for a supply of women.
Four men who
of Lake
~J,T,*m

«.»

Superior
ΐΜ»Β0«α

attempted to cross a portion
the ice, recently, got adrift

cnhc

iru

iUllce

111

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Nice, juicy beef steak sold on the streets of
Machias last week for 20 cents a pound.
Calais last year exported about 100,000,000
feet of long lumber.
Ten thousand cords of edgiugs were burned
in oue
pile, at Whitneyville, last week, to get
rid of them.
YORK COUNTY.

The Times says that Mr. Bobbins will open
the Biddeford House about the 15th of April.
In the meantime the house is to be painted, papered and put in first rate condition from cellar
to cupola.
IN GENERAL.

The Knickerbocker Steam Towage Company
are going to put a new tug boat on the line by
the first of .lune, and they expect to run from
Augusta to Boothbay daily, and make convenien, hours.

In

Many Ktedicincs in One.
speaking of the extraordinary rapidity

divorce law,which requires a bona
fide residence
of two years, and limits tho caases of
divorce,
repealing the ''discretionary clause," which allowed judges to grant divorces for
any cause
tliey deemed proper. Do tho legislators intend
to repel immigration from Indiana?
Rutland (Vermont) people have a new theme

gossip

in the following: Λ girl of
Quincy,
Mass., escaped from the despotic restraint of
home and eloped with her lovêr
At Rutland,
she woke up on the third morning to find the
man of her choice
departed, with §350 and a

large assortment of dry goods belonging to her.
Chicago has two unpleasant sensations. One
is the abduction of a young
lady, who \\as
forced into a carriage- by two men, on Indiana
Avenue, about nine o'clock last Friday morniug. Another is the discovery of the fact that
there is a saloon in one of the back streets into
which respectable men are decoyed and
drugged
aud money extorted from their friends as a
ransom.

One of the victims who

was

ficulty reseued by the police, died
morning from the effect of the drug3

ν*

SPECIAL

vuuipreuensive

NOTICES.
CENT.

DIVIDEND,
nictiHslilw-

For Sale.
SOOO Prime qunlify 33-inch Jlolauc)
Shook· and Heads at low prices.
A. L. ΠΟΒΜΟΝ.
Portland, March 14, 1873.
snlw
SPKING- OF 1Θ73.

ROLLINS

Have just returned from New York and Boston
with a

CHOICE STOCK of WOOLENS,
For Gentlemens' Wear,
Which

we

propose to make up in

of Pare Cod Uver—
Compound
The
ot

this compound
advantage
that the nauseating taste of the

the plain Oil is
Oil is entirely removed, and the whole rendered entirely palatable. The oftensive taste of tho Oil has
long acted as a prominent objection to its use ; but in
this form the trouble is entirly obviated. A host of
certificates might be given to testity to the excellence
and success of " IVilbor'e Cod Liver Oil and Lime.
But the fact that it is regularly prescribed by the
medical faculty is sufficient. For sale by A. B. Wilbor, Chemist, 166 Court St Boston only by all druggists.
mchlOeodlw

DR. CHARLES E.
has

74

removed to

Free Street.

Portland, Jan. 23, 1873.

TO
The Front Office

jan25sntf

BE
on

LET.

the second floor in the Canal

National Bank Building, recently occupied by Mattocks & Fox.
Also

in the Third story.

rooms

Enquire

Bank

at

the

docTsntf

BANK OF PORTLAND.
On, and aftor this date, the un lersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at the
Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the "BANK
OF PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits

and make Discounts, in the reamlar course of the
.Bunking .Business.
W. Ν. GOOLD.
Portland, June 24th, 1872.
jun23newlt then su tf

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Augusta Journal says that large quantities of edgings made at the saw mills in Augusta, have been sold to owners of brick kilns,
who will pursue their business quite extensively the next season. It is hinted that Col. DeWitt has contracted with some parties to furnish brick for the erection of another
factory.
At the annual meeting of the Kennebec
Log
Driving Company, held in Gardiner on the 6th,
the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Clerk, D. C. Palmer; Treasurer, William Philbrick;
Directors, Abner Cohurn,
Joshua Gray, J. C. Atkins, Samuel Gibson,

Marcellus Steward.

Spermatorrhoea

only

Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt ci
Address PEA BODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass., or I)r.
\V. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N.B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and experience.

§153,000, which

SPKINGr
NEW

GOODS!

1873.

NEW

GOODS!

OBI Ν HAWKES & CO.
CUSTOM υ£ΡΑΒΤ;1ΙΕΝΤ.
receiving
desirable

Suitings, Fancy Weaves and Diagonals for
COATS, AND VESTS,

TEOWSERING S, AND
FANCY VESTING S,
—IN—

ENGLISH, SCOTCH,
AND AMERICAN GOODS
that it was ever our pleasure to show our customers,
and we are in readiness to make every STYLE of
GARMENT in the most tasty, thorough and fashionable manner.
W.

ΊΡ.

CHISAM

has charge of this Department, and will spare no
p«ins to please those who intrust their orders to us.

290 and 292 CONGRESS STREET,
OPPOSITE
mclilO

PREBLE IIOUME.
?nrt&w3w

ROCK SLOOPS.

WANTED SLOOPS earring from fiity to one Hundred Tons Rocks. Apply at No. 13 Cahoon Block,
near City Building between the hours of one and
two, seven and nine o'clock P. M.
marlOtf

F

Ε

R

Ν

A

L

D,

has received liis New Goods from the New York and
Boston Markets, for 1873.

A. S.

was

FERNALD'S,
merchant Tailor.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

feb23

91 MIDDLE STREET.

The Lincoln county Sunday Schools will hold

Waidoboro

mar25-d1v

sn

Call In at

ΓΠΤ-VTV

reduced $10,000 in 1872.

and Physical Debility,Hypochondria, Impotencv,
or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
one on this class of ills
worth reading. lOOtli edition, revised, much enbound
in
beautiful French cloth.
larged, illustrated,
vous

SPRING OVERCOATINGS,

Dr. Reynolds of Farmington is to give the
students of the Normal School a course of lectures on health.
The following were elected officers of North
Franklin Agrisultural Society at the annual
meeting, March 0th: Seward Dill, President;
J. M. Kempton, S. D. Davis, Lionel True, Vice
Presidents; Harry P. Dill, Secretary ; Stephen
Morrill, Treasurer; John Dyer, Adam Hunter,
Charles O. Dill, L. B. Bunnell, Trustees.
The Farmington Chronicle says that a witness was fined $14.13 for staying at towu meeting instead of obeying his summons to attend
court.
The Chronicle says that Judge Virgin, who
has been holding the March term of court for
that county, has given excellent satisfaction to
all concerned.

ΙΓΪΛΤ

A Book for Every Ulan.

The "SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION," a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decliue iu Man, Ner-

We have now in stock and a-e constantly
some of the choicest Shades and most
Fabrics in

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

The debt of Rockland is

BONDS!
BONDS of western cities and counties, 10 per cent,
interest and principal payable in the east. Private
property as well as public rea bed. Debts very small
in proportion to property and therefore
easily paid.
Careful investors are invited to call and examine the
Bonos. L ws and Decisions of the courts
upon such
securities and will iind them very safe. Tnere is
nothing better.
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
febGsntf
28 Exchange st., Portland.

on

the 19th

and

OXFORD COUNTY

A large building for use as a cheese factory,
South Paris, is to be completed for occupation by the middle of May.
at

(Fryeburg Correspondence.)
The remains of George W. Weston of Fryeburg, who died at Buenos Ayers Jan. 12, 1871,
were interred Wedneiday in tho same cemetery
of his native town where rests cx-Gov. John
W. Daua, who died near Rosario. S. A. A
short time before his decease Mr. W. was married to the eldest daughter of Hon. Samuel E.

Spring.

Mr. William J. Howe of Fryeburg, was suddenly stricken down by apoplexy and died Wednesday morning, after a night of unconsciousness.
Mr. H. was 37 years of age, and leaves a
wife and two children. He was
formerly connected with Blake's bakery.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Whig says that Capt. Parker of
while at work in the woods on UnionBrewer,
river,
was struck
Tuesday by the limb of a falling
tree, which crushed the back part of bis skull
in upon the brain and produced instant r.'eath.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

(Press Correspondence. )
The house, barn and outbuildings of John
Brett of Greenville, were burned on the 7th
The buildings were unoccupied at the
inst.
time and suspicions of foul play are rife.
WALDO COUNTY

The Belfast Advertiser says that a child of
Edward Stevens, jr., swallowed a needle, which
in three weeks came out at the groin, without
injury to the child.
Before the Belfast Police Court, on Monday,
Charles Mcintosh was arraigned for assault
upon Charles A. Chaples. Fined $4 and costs.

CAUTION :

sn3w

LEA & PERKINS'

Worcestershire Sa η ce

Buyers are cautioned to avoid the numerous Counterfeits and Imitations offered for sale.
JOHN DUNCAN'S SONS, New
Y«rk,
Agents fer the United States.

octie

eodsnly
House for Sale.

AT GORHAM, ME., a large handsome two
story
house, rooms o! both stories ot good size and height
ou a flue lot having 27* rods front on
South St., a
short distance from Church, Post-office and
Depot.
The Choice Situation in Gorham: besides
numerous and fine shade trees, flower beds and
hedges, there are nearly a hundred fruit trees, apple,
crab-apple, pear, peach and cherry, ten grape vines,
and a good garden containing many currant bushes,
gooseberry bushes, strawberry and asparagus beds.
Sue pieplant, <^c. There are about 33 acres of land,
affording pasturage and many choice house lots,
inquire of JOHN W. PERKINS. Portland, or Rev.
Geo. A. Perkins, on the premises.
marl2sntf

To Lei,
HE commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—Immediate posessinn eiven.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
"W. W, THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
Or oi
eeptlSsntf

Γ

MARR HEIRS.
heirs at law of John Marr, formerly of Kittery, in York eounty, Maine, have deeided to
hold a convention in Portland, on the 26th day of
March next, at 10 A. M., in the United States Hotel,
to· the purpose of taking measures to establish their
heirship to the property which is said to be left bv
jobn Erskine, 11th Earl of Mar in Scotland. A lull
lttendance is requested.
Per order.
WM. P. MARR,
SAMUEL M. SKILLING,
JOHN MARR,
MRS. WM. TRICKEY,
feb20dsntd
MRS. C. R. SHAW.

THE

the Increase, one of the best chances ever offered
of the kind to a man with moderate
capital.
marl4d3t
TAYLOR & CO.. 3 State
Bost<m.

let. of

For particulars enquire oC M. L. Talbot,
6

on

the

feb21d&wsntf

If you want a nice Photograph or Tin
Type, go to A M. McKenny,'s 161 Middle Street.
He warrents them as good as can be made m Portland.
a?5-eodtf sn

.Laces

Lost,

ana

In this city. Marcli 13, Francis 0 Libby, Esq., aged
58 years.
In this city, March 13, Isabella
S., wife of the late
D. W. Millett.
[Funeral services Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock, at
No. 18 Pine street, burial at the convenience of the

Hosiery,

J^inuroideries.

Kid Gloves, Ties,

Caution.
my wile Lizzie Griffin, has left my
WHEREAS
bed and board without provocation, I hereby
caution all

NAME

Olympus

City

Deutschland
Mauhattan
Parthia
Cleopatra

Peruvian

BONDS
FOB

lfAXUr'D

BY

Family Medicine of the Age t

4th,
5th.
6th.
7th.

Cuts, Sprains,

Laura, Frank Jameson and J M Morales.

New York
from Caibailen, reports, 8th inst, oil Cape Lookout,
was struck by a squall which carried away maintopmast and everything attached.
Brig Amelia Emma, (of Seasprort) Carlon, from
Matanzas for New York, got ashore at Dollar Harbor,
Bahama Bank, 23d ult, bnt came off without damage
by the assistance of wreckers after discharging part
of cargo. She was taken into Nassau, NP 4th, settled
salvage and cleared 5th inst for destination. The
wreckers received $2400.
Brig Lima, Hill, from New York for Cienfuegos.
put into Turks Islands 20th ult with loss of sails and
mainboom. having encountered severe weather. She
proceeded after procuring necessary articles.
Sch Susan, Dearborn, from Portland for Sagua, put
into Nassau, NP, 6th inst, with loss ot part of deck
load, and sails damaged, forward house stove. &c.
of

Topsham,

at

Pnin-Killer will save you days of sickness and many a Dollar in time and Doctor's Bills.
12th. Pnin-K'ller is a purely Vegetable preparation, safe to keep and to use in every family. The
simplicity attending its use, together with the great
variety of diseases that may be entirely eradicated
by it, and the giant amount of pain and suffering
that can be alleviated through its use, make it lmperatlue upon every person to supply themselves
with this valuable remedy, and to keep it always near
at hand.
The Pnin-Killer is now known and ap-

Sid 8th, sch Mary Ε VanCleaf, Thoradike, for New
fork ; Annie Murciiie, Cobb, Georgetown, SC.
NORFOLK—Ar 10th inst, sch G~W Andrews, irom
Rock port, Me.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in lltb. brigs Ennia. Foster, from Cuba for Baltimore ; M C Haskell,
Whittemore. Havana tor do.
BALTIMORE—Ar 11th insf, brig Jennie Morton,
Smoot, Charleston ; sch Edith, Randall, Boston.
Cld 11th, sch Helen A Ames, Endicott, Portland.
Sid 11th, sch A Rokes.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar ltth, brigs George Ε Dale,
Pierce, Matanzas; Katahdin, Saunders, Cardenas;
»ch Albert Mason, Rose. Boston.
Also ar 11th, barque Aberdeen, Treat, Matanzas.
Ar 12th, schs S S Bickmore, Barter, and Saml Fish,
Teel, Brunswick, Ga.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 12th inet,
brig Mary M
Williams, from Cardenas, tor orders.
NEW YORK—Ar 11th, brig Pedro, Bahrs, Port au
Prince32 days: schs Arthur, Eldridge, Brazos; H H
Fiek, Wixon, Portland for Baltimore; W Β Hopkins,
Gross, Boston for Virginia ; Mabel Hall, Lurvey.
Rockland ; Crescent Lodge, Hatch, Portland ; Trade
Wind, ingraham. Providence.
Cld lltn, brig L F Munson. Munson, for Cette; sch
Annie Lewis, Dayton, Georgetown, SC.
Ar 12th. barque Carib, Jayne, St Croix 20 ds;
brig
Antilles, Thestrub, Caibarien.
Cld 12th, steamer Memnon, (Br) Shadwick, Buenos
Sea
Serpent, White, Hons Kong; barque
Ayres; ship
Polly Lewis, Johnson, Autwerp; sens H M Woodward, Butler, PointaPetre; M A Withaxh, Kelley,
Nassau, NP; Kate Wentworth, Mead, Galveston.
Paadéd through Hell Gate 11th, schs Allen Lewi*,
Lewis,New York tor Boston; Porto Rico, Wentworth
do for Providence: J Β Anderson, Wlieatley, Newcastle for Portland ; Hattie Ellen, Ashford, New York
for Calais.
Sid 11th, barque Acacia, for Matanzas; brig Prairie
Rose, for Havana.
NEW LONDON—Ar 11th, schs Gem, Thomas, and
Angelinc, Robinson. Rockland tor New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 11th, sch Annie L McKeen,
McKeen. Jackson ville.
Sid 12th. schs Senator Grimes, Philbrook, Baltimore; Andrew Peters. Hopkins, and Frank Maria,
Wood, New York; W Β Darling, Hatch, do; Eliza
Saw ver. Cook, (from Pensacola) for Stonington.
NEWPORT—Ar 11th, schs Τ J Tratton. Swett,
Baltimore for Portland; Gen Banks, Soule, Weehawken for Boston ; Addle
Ryerson, Pike, Lubec for New
York ; Hyne, Oliver, Fall River for do; Alpine, Marshall, Providence for do, (carried away head gear by

collision with schr Ε C Bartlett.)
Sailed 11th inst, schs Eliza A Sawyer, Cook, from
Pensacola lor Providence ; Rival, Dunton, Portland
for New York; Paragon, Shute, Providence for do
;
S L Tvler, Portland for do.

reÂ'r1it8-assau,,NP

27th ult, brig Amelia
Emma,
Carlon, Matanias, (and eld Mch 5 tor New York.

[Latest by European steamers.]
Ar at Falmouth Ε 23d ult, brig
Kitty Coburn, from
Navidad for Hamburg.
Sid 23d, Templar, O'Brien, for
Antwerp; Uncle
Drlnkwater, Havre.

Shi fm Liverpool 22d, Kalos,
Bartlett, Bariow anil
Portland.
Ent out 24th, Western Empire,
and United States ; Enos Seule, Grozier, for Cardlft
Soulo, Rio Janeiro
aud San Francisco via Cardiff.
Sid tm Cardiff 21th, Flora
Goodale, Goodale, for
Havana.

Scrip Bought.

H.

M.

Ui

I.UC

33

Exchange Street,

BONDS.
New York

v»l

χ

IVC·

UJ BlUUUiP

recommend it in their practice, while all classes of
iety have found in it relief and eomfort. Give it a

u

SPOKEN.

at

this

City

Τ

"

β'

"

Brooklyn City
Jersey City

6's

Elizabeth City

7's

Canada Southern R. IS., Gold,

7's

7's

B. & Cedar Rapids R. R., Gold,

7's

7-80's

Northern Pacific R. R., Gold,
FOR SALE BY

trial.

Be sure and buy the genuine. Every Druggist. and nearly every Country Qrocer throughout
the land keep it for eale.
mchUeoalm

R.

A.

97

BEHOLD!

BIRD,

Exchange

St·
feb23

BONDS
WILSON'S

run
Portland

AMMONIATED

Bangor

About

a year ago I concluded to tell
my Superto the formers of Mew England
places where It was not known, by ancti n, to the
highest bidder. In quantities agreed en beforehand,
proposing at the same time to pursue this course year
after year, until the farmers could become satisfied
cl its ralne to them.

phosphate of Lime
in

1 shall make this

proposition good.

The superphosphate made this year will be more
valuable than It was last year.
I will pabllsh as heretofore the materials of which
it is composed, and the proportions of
each, and I
will guarantee it to have been so made.
I have many letters from farmers wh»
bought at

thanking

auction last year,

me

lor

adopting the

"

Office of

τπε

Rcmfokd Chemical Works.

Providence, Κ. I., Jan.

1. 1873.
GE ). F.

WILSON, Treas.

"

31

"

24

"

26

'«

24

"

26

"

27
28
24
28
28
wit

"

Vt

·'

«
'·

mar20

of the Nevr Extension !

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R.
Stock and Dcf. Rent Scrip
BOUGHT BY

Swan
feb24

η

-η

ίλ

τ»

t Accommodation.
tFaet Express.
JVote.—Tiie te.10 A. M. train counects at C. & P.
R. R. Junction for Manchester and Concord, and arrives in Boston in time to connect with the Shore
Line at 11.10 for Hew York. The $3.10 P. M. train
connects with the 9 P. M. train for New York via
Shore or Springfield line.
Pass'-ngers ticketed throuch by either route.
Trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes lor refreshments
at first class Dinine Rooms.
PAYSON TUCKER. Agent, Portland.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston.
mclil4dtf
Boston, March 13,187».

W. c. BECKETT,

Tailor !

137 Til DDL·*]

ST.,

selecting

STYLISH GOODS,

As you will see by
ing in to examine

looking iuto hie window,

and call-

New Goods Just Received.
137 MIDDLE
mam

STREET.
d3w

FOR

STEAMSHIP

SALE,

WHIRLWIND.

feet, Beam 24 3-10 feet, Hold IT 3-1·
feet, Tonnage 374. Built of Connect lent Oak
ami .hestnut in 1803, has two
deek», nchooner ng.
Direct acting vertical engine;
cylin er 32 » 30. Dra't,
deep loadod, 13 feet. Boiler and Engine in good or-

LENGTH

130

der.
For further particulars apply to
WHITNEY <£ SAMPSON, Boston, Mass.,
Or HENRY WINSOR & CO.,

Philadelphia^

mchUdtf

I Farm in

Harpswcll,

60

acres,

400

cords wood,

orehard in bearing, price
1 Farm in Freoport, 100 acres, price
1 Farm in Brunswick, 100 acres, price
1 House with 3 acres land in Brunswick

Enquire of
mchl4d&wlm

Barrett,
fO<ltl

NEW

LAUNDRY!

undersigned having assumed charge of a new
and spaciouB Laundry would respectfully an-

THE

nounce

that he is

prepared to do washing for

Steam-

Hotels. Families, &c., with special ttentioa
paid to Ladies Dresses, Skirts. Laces, Gents' Shirts
and every description of fine washing.
This Laundry bein^ provided with the newest and
most approved Machinery, and experienced lieln, the
Proprietor believes he can guarantee perfect satisfacers,

tion to to his customers.

undersigned have taken po session of this popTHE
ular establishment for the purpose of carrying
afiist class
on

Drug. Prescription and Fancy tioods
business, Particular attention wili be p .id to the
compounding and dispensing of Prescriptions, of
which department this establishment has for years
made a specialty. Among heir stock, wliicu is one

of the most select, as well as one of the most extensive, in the New England States, are comprised all
the products of the most celebrated chemical laboratories of the New World and the Old. The new firm
will endeavor, by promptness,
courtesy and a close
attention to tne wants of eveiy customer, to merit
the confidence and the continuation of the favors of
the natrons of their predecessors, and to make Whit"
tier's Druo Store in the future, as in the past, the
Apothecary Store of the city.

jr. E. STURGIS Λ CO.
eodlmo*

W, C.

$3000
5000
3<J00

village,

1600

STREET,

i D.on East ef Temple Si.,

PORTLAND,

GAS

AND

ME.

WATER

PIPING.
Qas and Water Pipe introduced into Houses, Halls,
Hotels and public buildings in a taithful manner.
Also, Gas Fixtures, Images and Busts rebronzcd and
made to look as good as new. Qas Rings and Jet·
made to order.
Mr. C., who for several
years past has been in the
of Mr. Kinsman, hopes by
employ
promptness and
strict attention to business to merit a fair share
of
public patronage.
fçbl8dtf

Spécial meeting.
SPECIAL meeting of the
A Atlantic
and St. Lawrence
will

Stockholders of the
Railroad Company,
be held at the Company's office in
Portland, on
WEDNESDAY the second day of April 1Â73, at 10
o'clock A. M.—To see if the stockholders will
accept
an act of the
Legislature of the State of Maine,
entitled an "Act additional to an act to establish the
Atlantic & St. Lawrence Railroad Company," approved February 4th, 1873.
To see if the stockholders will ratify and confirm
the act'on of the Directors in authorizing and insiruciing me reasurer 10 enaorse m tue name of the
company, the bonds of the Grand Trunk Railway
Company of Canada, issued in renewal of bonds of the
St. Lawrence & Atlantic Railroad Company, Indors-

ed by this Company.
Per order of the Director»,
F. R. BARRETT, Clerk.
Portland, March 12,1873.
marl2dtd

Second Hand Pianos.
FOR SALE 6 excellent second hand Pianoe.
3 7-octaves and
3 6"
They will be sold for much lew than t^eir
They can be seen at Room of C. K. Hodgkins,
45 Union Street, un<lcr Falmouth
mchll

BVTTEH!
F"tK,SS

50 HBLS.
:»00
"

CH0ICE,

value.

Π ο tel.
2w

FLOVRt
DAIRY

BUTTER

FALL QKUUND FLOUE selling low

C. A. WESTOX A CO.'S Tea Store,
31 A »3 FREE STREET.
mchlt

dlw»

For Sale.

A

The Schooner I.aae Van Sand, 81 tons
Ν. *1., built in New Jersey, carrie· M M
lumber, Is cmter-lward and a fast sailor

Enquire ot

BtMER

ΤΗΟβ, W, EATON,

BRUNSWICK.

CLARK,

FEDERAL

103

nebu^

Still keeps up his réputation for

&,

100 MIDDLE STREET.

febl9

MARCH 17, 1873.

Merchant

7'a

WHITTIER'S DRUG STORE !

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

«ι·

"...

"
Toledo
...
8'·
*
Cook County, 111.,
7'e
Marion County, Ind.,
8's
Maine Central R. R.
7'e
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7's
Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe Gold
7'e
Northern Pacific R. R. Gold
7-80'e
Chicago, Dan. & Vin. R. R. Gold
7'e

trance on Fore near India St.
JOHN SPENCER, Superintendant.
Late Steward ol St'r John Brooks, Boston and Port·
land Line
febldlvr

Mar. 31

RUTLAND, Vt
CHESTER, VT

Opening

J.,

Location, Bradbury's Court, En-

AUCTION AT

CUMBERLAND, Me
SKOWHEGAN, Me
WATER VILLE, ME
AUGUSTA, Me
YARMOUTH, Me
SACCARAPPA, Me
PORTLAND, Me
SACO, Me

MIDDLEBURY,

β'β
β'β
7>e

«

5.

auc-

tlonal plan, an I sneaking in the highest terms of the
results obtained from the use of the fertilizer.
I know that the article is a good one, and that it
will, in time, as all my other productions have done,
win Its way to the confidence of the consnmer.
Ample notice of the place and time lor sale, by
means of circulars and posters, will be
given, so that
as f»r a» possible, no farmer shall have occasion to
say that he had no opportunity to buy his fertilizer
in fair competition with his neighbors.
The most liberal terms ami conditions will be extended to purchasers, which will be made known at
the sale.

β'β

"...

8t. Louis

AT AUCTION.

sali:.

City

Elisabeth,
of Lime, Cleveland

Superphosphate

Fnr XfonrliAofo*·

I

PAYSON,

BANKER AND BROKER,

Valuable Seal Estate for Sale.

Feb 22, lat 35 57, Ion
56, ship Garden Reach, trom
Boston for Bombay.
March 7, lat 3110, Ion 73
47,
Brunswick, Ga, for Pcrnambuco.barquo Casco, from

PRINTINCJ neatly executed

vjunikVi

Junction te.10 A. M., *3.10 P. M.
For Milton and Union f9.40 A. M. and *3.10 P. M.
For Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddcford and Kenat f5.00 P. M. Return!**, leave Kennebnnk

for

fnmr

J

P. M.

BOSTON—Cld 12th, brig Josie A Devereux, Curtis. St John, NB; sch L & M Knowles, Peterson, tor
Machias.
Ar 13th, schs J Baker. Johnson, Portland; Eliza
Mitildu, Rankin, Kennebunk.
Cld 13th.sch Ε Β Conwell, McFadden,St Domingo;
Delia Hinds, Wells, Calais.

Sn

vfV!

Passenger trains leave Portland from the temporstation, Walker House. Commercial street.
For Boston te.10, t9.40 A. M., J3.M P. Μ.
Returning. tS.JO A.M., «2.30 and t3.00 P. M.
For Rochester and Alton Bay t6.10 A. M. and t3.10

Thomaston.

SS?7£

Stock and Deferred Rent

ary

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 11th, barque Horace
Bealn, Strout, Messina for Boston ; schs G M Wentworth, Collins, New York for Calais; Veto, Watts,
do for Salem ; F Hatch, Fales, do for Rockland ; Cattawamteak, Lord, do for Bath ; F Mayo, Hall, do for

FOREIGN FORTH.
At Calcutta Jan 21, shi^s Olive S Southard,Walker,
Dundee; Lydia Skoltleld, Forsaith. tor Falmouth,
En*; Tirrell, Morgan, and Castine, Wilson, tor Boston; and others.
Ar at Liverpool 12th inst, Bhlp Lady
Blessington,
Williams, San Francisco.
At Demarara 22d ult, brig Rocky Glen,
Dorr, lor
Portland 8 days; ldg sugar.
Ar at St Thomae 15th ult, brig Annie
Collins, Cochran. Guadaloupe;
16th, sch J \V Maitland, Colcord,
St Martins.
Ar at Trinidad 20th ult, brig Adeline
Richardson,
Cole, Port Spain.
At Caibarien 27th ult, brig Ida L
Ray,
Bradford,
tor New York, ldg; schs
Juliet, Strout, wtg; Cyprus,
Steele, for New York, ldg.
At Baracoa 1st inst, sen Ε A Dehart,
Pinkham, ior
New York.
At Havana 5th inst, barque Carrie Ε Long, Park,
for New York ; brigs Havana, Bennis, and Alexander
Nichols, Rosebrook, tor do; Carrie Ε Pickering, Torrey, ior Portland; Adelaide, Wilson, for North of
Hatteras; and others.
finn
iihoptflpwl—For NTaw Vnrlf hrlor
molasses at Matanzas, at $3 37J ; Don Jacinto, 350 do
*5 30; Clara M Goodrich 200 do at do
«5 50 and 400 do molasses at $3| : Loch Lomond, 500
molasses, at $3*. For Portland, brig Chief, 525
hh.ïï RU2ar at $54, or if loaded at Cardenas, 95.
For North of Hatteras, brig Giles Loring.600 bhds
at-: Anita Owen, 2900 boxes do, ill. For
Now Orleans, echr Nellie Chase, to loart at Saena,
For New York, brte Abble C Titmolasses at Î3.
comb 700 libds molasses at Matanzas. ®3}.
Ar at Cardenas 22d ult, sch Mercy Τ Irundy, War-

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. B.

so

tanzas, reports strone NW gales from lat 30 to Hatteras; 9th inst, oft Delaware lightship, was struck by
a st|ua 1 which carriod away foresail, mainsail, an 1
foreboom.
Sch H H Fisk, from Portland for Baltimore, put
into New York 11th with loss of jib »nd torestaysail.
Sch Clara Ε McConville, ashore off Narragansett
Pier, showed indication oî breaking up on the 11th.
as the sea was breaking heavily over her.
Sch White Swan, from St John, NB, for Boston,
put into New London 0th leaky.
DOMESTIC ports.
SAN FRANCISCO·—Ar 3d, ship Puritan, Doane,
Caliao.
CM 4th. ship Sea "Witch, Baker, Liverpool.
GALVESTON—Cld 6th, sch J H French, Hutchins,
Pensacola.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 8th, ship Success, Chase, for*1
Havre.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 7th, sch J W Maitland, Colcord, St. Thomas.
SAVANNAH—Ar 11th. sch Ada J Slmonton, from
Baltimore.
Cld 8tli. sch Annie Bliss, Simmons, New York.
DARIEN-Cld 7tb, sch Matthew Kinney, Barter,
New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar Oth, sch Mary, Gilchrist, from

au

fi's
7'e
7'e
7's

■··■■·
Gold,
7's
Northern Pa.ific R. R. Gold
7-30's

acne.

11th.

|/iw>uvvu

7's
8's

Ohio

&c.

Pnin-Killer has cured cases of Rheumatism and Neualgia after years standing,
9th. Pain-Killer will destroy Bolls, Felons,
Whitlows, Old Sores, giving relief from Fain
alter the first application.
10th. Pain-Killer euros Headache, and Tooth-

Sawyer.
SAILED—Brig Wenonah ; sebs M M Pote, Calvin
Ρ Harris, W H Andrews, Ella, Winona, Ë R Emer-

...

Leeds & Farmington R. R., guaranteed
Portland & Rochester R. R.
Maine Central R. R.
Central R. R. of Iowa Gold
Chicago, Danville & Yincennes R. R.,

8th.

—

MEMORANDA.

:

Pa in-Killer is the most certain Cholera
core that medical science has ι .rod need.
Pnin-Killer, as a Diarrhoea and Dysentery remedy, seldem If ever bile.
Pnin-Killer will cure Cramps or Pains
in auy part of the system.
A single dose
usually effects a cuie.
Pain-Kil 1er * ill cure Dyspepsia and Indigestion, if used according to directions.
Pnin-Killer Is an almost never falling
cure for Sudden Colds, Coughs, Sc.
Pain-Killer has proved a Sovereign Remedy for Fever and Ague, and Chill Jever ; it
has cured the most obstinate cases.
Pnin-Killer as a liniment Is un equaled
for Frost Bites, Chilblains, Burns, Braises,

1st.

Steamer Carlotta, Mulligan, Halifax, NS,—passengers and mdee to John Porteous.
Barque Freida, (Swed) Landerzen, Pernambuco—
8000 bags sugar. Vessel and cargo to J L Farmer.
Sch Icla L Howard, Williams, Boston.
Sch Sophie, Robinson, Boothbay for Charleston.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Mangum, New York—Henry
Fox.
Sch H Means, Dyer, New York—J Nickerson.
Sch Τ Benedict, Crockett, Brandford, Ct—Charles
Sawyer.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Boston
Charles

Purington,

Columbus,

IS THE

ISTEWS.

6's
β'»
6's
7'e
7'e

I Chicago

PERRY DAYIS & SON
Best

SALE.

St Louis
St Loots County
Cook County

PA I N-K I L L ER

3rd.

Carrie

!Ί·. 13 Market Mtrcct.

Portland
Bangor

And why it thjnld be Icept alwaya near at hand

J

SMITH dc PII1LBKOOK,

REASONS WHY THE

Miniature Almnnnc
Match 14·
Sun rises
6.13 I Moon rises
6.35 PV.
Sun sets
12.00 M
6.06 I High water

Tobev.

BUTTER.

BOSTON.

FROM
DATE
FOR
Portland
.Liverpool... .Mch 131
Boston
Mch 13
Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool.... Mch 15
New York. .Liverpool
Mch IB
New York. .Glasgow
Mch 15
New York. .Bremen
Mch 15
New York. .Liverpool
Mch 19
New York. .Liverpool
Mch 19
New York. .Hav& VCraz Mch 20
Mch 22
Portland... .Liverpool.
..Boston
Mch 22
Liverpool
New York. .Rio Janeiro.. .Mch 23
Portland. Liverpool.... M h 9

marl4*lw

100I TUBS BUTTER last received by

Cor. Shaw mut Ave. & Dorer St.,

..

Siberia
Ontario

as

Portland, March 13, 1873.

&c.

..

of Brussels
Adriatic
India

persons not to harbor or trust 4ier on my
I shall pay no bills of her contracting.
Ε BEN GRIFFIN.

account,

£3P"AU Horse Care going South pats Dover St.
marX4
dit

Polynesian

Brig

Wanted
SMART, active Man to take the entire charge

mch!4dlw

year*.

son,

IN

A

We Invite inspection of oar stock, as we have
in ANY SPECIALTIES not to be found elsewhere.

In Searboro, March 1, Mr. Storer
Libby, àged 70
years 3 months.
In Belfast, March 8, Mrs. Mary Harper, aged 68
years.
In Thomaston, March 7, Hattie S. Henry, aged 16
years 6 months.
In Thomaston, March 9, Warren Bunker, aged

about the Maine Central Depot a Ladies*
PORTMONNIE, coutaiuing a considerable sum
of money, also a mileage ticket on tho P.
Ο. R. R.
containing the owners name. The finder will be
suitably rewarded by leaving the above at D. W.
True & Co/s, Commercial street, or at tho Maine
mch!4dtf
Central Depot with E. Higgins.
or

of the salo of a new article in the State of
Mftlne. To the right person unusual inducement·
will be offered. For particula s address THORNTON & TURNER, 562 Washington street, Boston,
Mass.
mehUeod3t

I.ncc Scia, Bnrbu and Handkerchief·.
Hamburg and Kecdlcwwk Trimming·.
Fnyal £d|ia|i and Inaertiana.
Faner Lace Article· and Hnflleea.

DIED.

10

St., house well furnished, lease and a very
rent; owner obliged to sell on account of sickness.
Must be sold at once.
TAYLOR & CO,,
mchl4d3t
3 State St.. Boston, Maes.

Tncked and Embroidered Skirt·.
Nunnery Worked Underclothing.
Shetland and Liana Shawl·.
Infant·» Drone· and Toilet Article·.
Camel·' Hair Cloth.
Real India Shawl·.

In Phipeburg, March 12, Jay P. Farnswortli of Boston and Helen A. Bowker of Phipsburg.
In Rockland, March 5. Harvey P. Decker and
Lucy
A. Abbott.
In Vinalhaven, March 9, A. E. Meiitbew of V., and
Violetta E. Eaton of Isle au Haut.
In Philadelphia, March 6, by Rev. F. W. Conrad,
D. D.. Dr. Jas. P. Webb ot Bridgton, Me., and Mies
Rosalie S. Forrer of Mechanicsburg.

House

low

Ladies' Famishing Department.

MARRIED.

Lodging

or

Printed Linem and Lawn·
French Cretonne*.
Auortcd White Good·.

Clapp's Block, Con-

and

SALE; with store attached,suitable lor cigar
FOR saloon
business wit in twenty minutes walk
of State

AND WHITE GOODS.

Towel·, IVnpUiu. and D.ylif·.
Table Cloth· and Qrailta.

April

premises, or, H. Talbot, No.
gress St., Portland, Me.

St.,

Boarding
LINENS

currency, delivered at London.

WEBSTER,

VERY

Goods.

ent DEPARTMENTS.

Ship Ne Pins Ultra, 1534 tons, built at Thomaston
in 1863, and now at Anfwerp, has beeu sold at $60,000

REMOVAL !

Coal and Wood Business lor Sale.
desirably located, well established, with a
good run or regular and transient business;
all apnrtenances in perfect order, businesscontinnallv

We give a partial list of article» from the differ-

Thursday, March 13.
ARRIVED.

sncodtf

over

The Farm owned by the late Bailey Talbot, situated about £ mile rroiu the villiage of South Freeport,
aud on the road between there and Yarmouth,
This Farm lying on the tide waters of Harrlseeket
River, can bo easily dressed from the sea, and is unrivalled in the country as a hay farm. It containe
about 125 acres of land with plenty of wood. House
and 2 Barns. Can bo bought to
advantage before the

2nd.

NO. 90 MIDDLE STREET.

custom ; chance seldom met with, as the owner has
other business requiring the whole of his attention.
Moderato capital required.
marl4d3t
TAYLOR & CO., 3 State St., Boston.

on

STYLE*

marlO

lime.

New Spring

FARM FOR SALE !

Superior Business Opportunity.

SATURDAY, MARCH 15,

CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., Λ. Γ.
lvrs Ν

usual

And to which wc iuvite your attention at

Wilbor's

octld&w

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
/CONFECTIONERY Store for sale, with candy
manufactory connected; location of great value,
thoroughly established, stock small and In good condition, could add ice cream if < esired, good run of

WE SHALL OPES

PORT OF PORTLAND.

GOOD

Oil and

and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
tints or onpleasant odor. Remedies the 111 effect» of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a suoerb
Black on Natural Brown, and leaves the nair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Baichelor. Sold by all Druggists.

MARINE

our

II OL BROOK'S.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable

Prussian

BOND,

&

BATCIIELOR'S IIAIK DIE.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAM £ttt*

City.

Bex 1080

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

tamily.

Any person wishing to Invest Four Thousand Dollars for five years, on good security at Thirteen per
cent,, will please address, immediately,

adminis-

STATE NEWS.

a convention at
20th iust.

uiw

r.medy. It is not only a tonic, but also a gentle
laxilive, an active autibilious medicine, a mild
diuretic, a wholesome exliilet ant, a regulator, and a
general alteartive. It is to this combination of mnny
essential canitary properties tho article owes its success in a variety of dl trensing complaints, each of
whit b in ordinary practice is subjected to a different
mod ol treatment. It is impossib e to invigo<ate a
feeble and diseased organization without regulntin»
and purifying It. The Betters do both..

with dif
the next

tered to him.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

with

which Hostetters Stomach Bitters recruit a débilita,
ed and exhausted system, the preparation is
usually
relerred to as a vegetable tonic of marvellous power.
But those who suppose that its operation is limited
to its direct effect upon tho digestive
organs, little

CirCUtD-

to sustain life, and in an
intensely cold atmosphere, they endured the horrors of the situation for six days, when their ice raft touched
the shore and they escaped.
The Indiana Legislature has
passed a new

for

Munibut 4.

on

ference, and with provision scarcely sufficient

re-

c

ily·
Only 160 votes were thrown at the last
cipal election in Belfast. Ward 1 polled

13 PER

ers.

luding to

Respondent declined to pay, saying lie had rathgo to jail, where he could get his hot brown
bread and cheese.
The Belfast Journal
says that Judge Thurlow was compelled to
adjourn the Probate.Court
to April, at the close of the first
day of the
March term, on account of sickness in his famer

Sews and Other ItemsPaper flour barrels are proposed.

cr.

SNOW.

The sea-side is bleache i and blocked with
drifted s< ows. Headlaad and plain, highland and shore—the whole face of earth—is
sheeted with ghastly white to the very seaweed, whose dark green fringe waving in the
tide, traces the line between the life and death
of nature.
The thoroughfares are impassable, except
the great highway of waters. Not an iceskim or cake embarrasses our ingress or egress
to the sea, or impedes our harbor navigation,
which has been free and oik·." during all this
bitter winter. Generations have seen no
such hills and valleys of snow, as now burden our landscape ; and packed with the humidity of our open sea surroundings into
semi-frozen masses between the old stone
walls, our roads are nearly solid avenues.
The plows of the Knox & Lincoln Railroad
are often baffled in
clearing the track, and
the U. S. mails are more or less out o' time
(an unusual exper ence heretofore); but the
only impediments from accidents in off-track
episodes, in the running of this line, have
been in the drifts and depths of snow.

.113C1dent

teriin^enmti?5:

Wiscasset Letter.
Wiscasset, March 12, 1873.

ment of the Irish

administration. Great Br.tain hm
r*—
tige among the first powers but this has probably been the result of agencies beyond the
control of any ministry.
Tbe conservative party may be able to
form a new government, but Great Britain
is not in the mood to accept a retrogressive
or even etand-still
policy; consequently its
overthrow will only be a question of time and
a very short period at that.

λ»

A,ter Mr· Bl*ine
inte lined the word "hereafter" in the clause
to
the
found
it
was
relating
Speaker's salary,
tuat there was some doubt whether that
would be sufficient to cut off his back pay—
for the reason that the law would take eflect
as soon as signed-and some hou^s before the
session expired. Taken in connection with
the clause ■'including all members of the
at least
Forty-second Congress,'' there was
that the Speaker
ground for apprehending
off from
had not succeeded in cutting himself
of this
the two years' back pay. Hearing
the Speaker
nice point of construction,
and had
went to the conference committee
the word "hereafter" struck out and the
words ''after the present Congress" inserted,
thus finally and effectually cutting himself
off from all possibility of the $5,000 which
others would have voted into his pocket if

approve.

the settlement

of the ballot and the extension of the franchise, and the abolition of the purchase system in the army. Taxes hare also been reduced and, a thing unlooked for, the national
debt has been diminished. Tbe foreign
policy of Gladstone has not been so marked as
that of some cf his predecessors ;but he iahêriied from them the
perplexing questions growing out of the Alabama claims, occasioned by
the utter lack of good faith of the
ministry
that managed affairs during the war.
It is
quite possible that during Mr. Gladstone's

°

in Massachusetts

the
Nor has this increase been confin*d to
have
made
These
States.
middle
eastern and
the greatest actual increase but by far the
increase has been made

sities, Trinity College and the Queen's University that can give degrees, consequently
the students of all the others are
obliged to
go through one of these two to obtain a degree.
Trinity college at one time was a
strictly English Church institution and its
honors were awarded to those only who subscribed to the Thirty-nine Articles. But latterly its scholarships, prizes and deIrishman
are
grees
free
to
every
no
of
there
being
every
church,
In the Queen's
question as to leiigion.
colleges in Ireland no religion is at all recognized except, to enter the creed of tbe student

Speaker Blaine's Ûtci?tîhat

Growth.

The report of the census commissioner on
manufactures shows that the growth of manulaetures in this country the past twenty

mchl2iL'w"

BROS.,

CENTRAL WUAUf.

wHYiJi—a·

I

THE PRESS
THURSDAY MORNING, MARCH 14, '72

elected at the annual Encampment at
Biddeford, Jan. 31st, issues General Orders,
No. 1, in which the following Staff appointments are made : Ε. E. Small,
Bangor, Assishe

CITY AND VICINITY.

Pennell, Portland, Inspector; John F. Godfrey,
Bangor, Judge Advocate ; Charles W. Tilden,
Castine, A. D. C. and Chief of Staff; P. T.
Woodfin of National Asylum; Wm. P. Jordan
of Portland, Nelson Howard of Lewiston, John
S. Wiegin of Bath, Chas. D. Clark of Bangor,
Augustus L Smith of Augusta, and Ε F. Lord
of Upper Stillwater, Aides de Camp; S. W,
Siphers, Post 6, Gardiner, Hermon Bartlett·
Post 12, Bangor, and F. A. Stackpole, Post 19
Kenduskeag, are appointed Assistant Inspec-

co.

Brief Jatliai·.
Τ be Portland Cadets will give an exhibition
drill at City Hall on the evening of the 28th
init., if their uniforms are completed.
There wai^no business before the Police ('our*
The children of the Koman Catholic schools
to 'give a concert at City Hall on Monday

evening.
Mr. \V. H. Stephenson has lately sold the
new semi-detached two story house and lot on
Lewis street to Jiuel Small, esq., the well stenographer of the Courts, for about $4000. This
is the fourteenth house that Mr. Stephenson

will furnish "fresh ribs every day." The peoare not yet converted to the Woodhull doctrine.
There is to lie a Fair and Festival at the All?n Mission Chapel for three day*, during the

hqtl labored so hard for their entertainment and
instruction, and up to this time to their satisfaction.
At the close, Mr. A. P. Stone called the audience to order, and moved that Collector
Washburn be invited to preside over the meeting; and that gentleman consented. Mr. Stone
then offered the following resolutions, which
were adopted by a very decisive vote :
Resolved, That having listened to the course
of lectures by the Bev. E. C. Bolles, upon the
microscope and what it shows us, we desire to
express the high degree of gratification we
have experienced during these lectures; and to
tender our grateful acknowledgements to the
lecturer and his assistants for the pleasure and
profit they have afforded us.
Resolved, That we regard these highly entertaining and instructive lectures as well adapted
to promote a more general knowledge of the
wonders of creation, and of the marvellous rev-

greater tax upon the time of the office
proportionally than the same number paid by

are a

mail.

A Hew Οβολν.—The organ which Messrs.
E. & 6. G. Hook & Hastings of Boston have
built for the Free street Baptist society is now
iu positiou in the church and will be publicly
exhibited on Friday evening. The instrument
stands on the main floor of the audience rootn,
un the right hand of the
desk, in a recess
which has been added to the building for that

commend them to the
au

"

Trumpet,

very

"

powerful...

Accident to a Portland Vksskf.I—A New
York despatch says that the brig George Burnham of Portland for Cardenas, shifted her cargo and shipped large quantities of water in the
late storm.

Kfi
"

"

"

11—Manuale (Stoelt) Compare Co to a*
feet Oi>en Diapason, medium,
wood and metal 58
"
10— 8
Viola, delicate and crisp..
58
11—8 " Stopiied, I>i;Hmso!i. dear

Educational.—A word for the Kindergarten.
Among the advertisements this morning,
we would call attention to one relating to the

"

58

education of children.
A great want is felt by the intelligent community for a private school wherein primary
instruction in those elements of learning, afterwards so highly perfected in the public and

"

9— 8

and

"

12— 4
IS— 4
14—8
15— 8

Flute, brilliant
Violin*, delicate
Oboe...,
Bassoon

"
"
"

bright,wood 58
metal 58
"
58
«
58
"
58

Pedale, Coinpasà/rom C/
*'

Ίβ—18
18— 8

Bourdon

'*

do
wood 27

"
"

private departments of
"
"
"
"

to

"

"
"
Flote, powerful
27
Mechanical registers.
L8—Manual Coupler (swell to great).
ii>— 1—Manunl to Pedale Coupler (great to pedal).
-•0—II—Manual to Pedale Coupler (swell to i>edal).
21—Tremolo.
22— Bellows Signal.
Pedal morements.
I. manual.
1—Forte, combination
·'
"
"
2—Piano
"--Adjustable swell pedal.
The wing pews ou this side of the house were
removed to make rovin for the singers, who
will occupy a raised platform in front of the
organ, and separated from the congregation by
au elegant parapet of black velvet.
The builders introduced into the organ all the

and if the avenues of useful knowledge
are opened early, will the children as they advance in years appreciate or enjoy less?
A plan is about opening where the mysteries
of "first principles" are to be made attractive
To
to the little men and women of this city.

the enquirers of the uature of this institution,
we can only say it is making knowledge attractive by objects, mingling interest with instruction. The physical as well as the mental im-

provement considered, and the
child crowning the whole.

quality of the various combinations.
vocal programme is not complete, hut it
will be made known in good season.
The old organ, which has done good service
lor more than twenty years, is still in good
condition, but has become too small for the
tumse. Xt has been sold to the Baptist church
in Buxton.

that important element.
The lecture is designed to have a very salutary influence. It will make better citizens. It
will arouse in every man a more faithful care
to the sacred trusts of the Nation.
Mr. C. does not pretend to be an orator and

The Haydh Association.—This favorite association proposes to give a concert at Fluent
ϋ*11 on Monday the 25thjnst. The programme
will embrace choruses from the oratorio of
Samson, with a pleasing variety of solos, du■ets, &c., by Mrs. Wetherbee, Messrs. McLellan

has written more for the good lie can do than
to please the fancy, and he has not failed in
T.
his effort in either Tespect.

of Bath. Shaw, Hudson and others. The proper announcement will be made in a few days.
It is gratifying to know that the Association
has begun another year with the most encour-

Buxton Items.—At the annual town meeting in Buxton on >Ionday the 11th inst., it was
unanimonsly voted to exempt from taxation for

It has grown largely in the
people, and there has already

aging prospects.

considerable demand for season tick-

of two years, the property of any corporation which would engage in manufacturing
in said town, and invest therein the sum of
$10,000 or more. That part of Saco river flowing within the limits of Buxton is unsurpassed
by any in the State for running machinery of
a

ets.

The Drama at Haocahawa.—Tuesday evening Warren's Hall was crowded, despite the seStorm, to see the drama of East Lynne
performed by home talent.
The piece, although an elaborate one for even a professional

vere

iucanuivo

a

is

worthy object.

a

The stock of groceries advertised for sale this
afternoon, by auction, at store of R. R. Robineon, is the finest stock ever offered in this city,
and will be sold in lots to accomodate.

ics' work, recipes and memoranda and businesi
Price #2 bound in cloth; 82.50 bound it
terms.
slwwp. Published by J. Franklin Ridley &

The past and honorary members of the Portland Mechanic Blues are requested to meet at
the Armory on Friday evening, March 15, at 7J
o'clock, for the transaction of imi>ortant busiPer order.
ness.

Co., 129 Washington street, Boston, and sold
only by subscription. E. F. Baker will caHThe same gentlevass this city for the (hiide.
man has the general agency ou the State.

get those Steel Knives Silver Plated
nicely at Atwoods, also Tea Setts, Castors,
best manner.
Spoons, Forks &c.,replated in thç
Particular attention given to Gold Plating
H.
watch eases &c. Remember the place. A.
feb29-eodtf
Atwood's Lancaster Hall.
You

Accidents.—Capt. David Keazer was thrown
from his wagon yesterday afternoon by coming
in collision with one of two jiggers that blocked up Fore street. His injuries were painful,
will not prove serious.
A stevedore named Peter Durloo, fell while
going on board a vessel lying at one »f th<
that

they

wharves, accidentally, and
that it
ana

was

was

so

badly hur|

found iwcewary to carry him homi:

very

at

cheap

C. A. Vickkrv.
marl3-tf

Whitxibb, Druggist, has a fine new
brushes of all kinds, just received.
Many
rieties imported for him.
Call and look at them.

city,

the Karens, arrived here
.Monday night. His wife and two children and
two Karens, one eighteen and the other
eight
years, came with him. Two of Mr. Norris'
children died on the voyage.

selling

stock of

carriage.

missionary among

can

A vakietv of Goods
154 Middle St.

Rj£ti:rm of a Missionary.—Rev. J. F. Norris, »W> in 1863 went to Bunuah under the auspices of the First Baptist Church of this
as a

M.
nUCBLLANEOUe NOTICES.

practice of business, containing business aud
legal forme, correspondence, patents, copy·
rights, trademarks, the shortest methods ii
arithmetic, weights aud measures, surveying
laud measuring, rules for computing mechan

hoped

»)

hood.

ing

it is

·"

A centennial anniversary of the
settlement of the town was observed, in October, 1850. It originally bore the name of Narragansett No. 1. Committees have been appointed to make the proper arrangements, and
to correspond with her absent sons, many of
whom now occupy important stations in life,
far from the land of their nativity, aild to invite them back to look again on the familiar
scenes around the cherished home of child-

volume of 430 pages which professes to
give very minute practical directions for sucPart First contain· seven
cess in business.
chapters relating to the general principles of
business, such as personal requisites for success, rules for commencing, rules for conductbusiness &c. Part Second relates to the

'but

····—·' —

present year,

1»υηΐϋΓ.3α «υΙϋΛ.—Λ Λ iU*.lU.Ul VrUKKW XJUOI-

nest

ηβ*ν

appropriate manner, the Centennial anniverwe are
sary of the act of incorporation, which,
informed, will occur on the 14th of July of the

was

if he proceeds are devoted to

term

mills. &c.

thoroughly prepared and was
admirably presented. AU the parts were well
sustained, Mr. W. L Warren as Archibald CarI.. Mayhew as|Lady Isabel be.Jisle aud Mrs.
ing specially prominent. By request, the same
piece will be performed on Friday evening,
company,

happiness

deed an of intellectual feast. His subject was
"The Elements of National Perpetuity." He
very ably set forth the importance of four elements, among which were patriotism and moral principle. He told us what they were and
how they had, and might work deleteriously.
Under the head of moral principle he gave us
history enough from Borne, France and England to show how retribution would certainly
follow on the track of the nation that lacked

but the

of the

of the

Lecture at Alfred.—Mr. John Coombs of
the Ne wburyport Mass. Herald delivered the sixth
lecture of the course at Alfred; and it was in-

reputation. The organ programme which he
lias prepared, contains an excellent variety and
is calculated to show not only its full p^wer

a

higher rank.

by age,

modern improvements and have exerted themselves to produce an instrument that shall be
equal to any of corresponding size produced in
the country. Mr. Buck, who has engaged to
exhibit the organ on Friday evening is organist
of St. Paul's church,
Boston, and has a high

been

a

We are too careless about the direction of
the minds of children during the most impressible years of their lives. To start a son in business, or a daughter in matrimony, a parent
stakes much, but too often the little ones are
given up to anybody who will take them
"cheap." The theory being that they will appreciate the efforts made for them, more, when
they are older. Habits certainly are confirmed

"

esteem

generous patronage of

enlightened public.

Mr. Bolles thanked his friends for this voluntary and flattering testimonial, and remarked that if he had succeeded in opening to his
friends a new field for innocent amnsement, or
inspired a desire for investigation into the mysteries of natural science, he felt himself repa:d.

purpose. The case is of black walnut, of elegant design, harmonious with the architecture
of the house. Its height is 18 feet; width 12
feet and depth 8 feet. The front pipes are richly ornamented iu white and color*. It has 860
pipes and 22 stops. A mechanical description
is as follows :
I—Manuale (Gnat) Compase Ca to oJ.

8—8

of the

though disappointed, were very good»natured,
and sympathized heartily with Mr. Bolles, who

the office.
It will be seen that not only
have 2200 letters been received, opened and certificates examined, but 2200 letters have been
returned to the parties, besides attending to
the cases of those who visit the office to transact their business iu person.
The latter claffe

"

means

harmless to the heavier body.
It is a matter of regret that the efforts to apply the polariscope failed, owing to a mechanical defeot in the apparatus ; but the audience,

in

"

by

The lecturer also proved by the same
tests, that comets are only vaporous bodies;
and relieved the fears of his hearers—if any
had them—that the predicted collision of the
approaching comet and the earth would be

remained

M

successful ; that

planet

It will be
seen by the above that an average of over 300
per day have been paid, and so nicely is the
system of performing this immense amount of
clerical labor organized, and such is the cerlerity with which payments are made, that last

«
58

of some
natural

space. By its use, it was shown that certain
fixed stars, whose light is years in reaching the
earth, hold in their composition mineral sub"
stances like those which are abundant in our

3150 each.

Γ>8
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TRADE.

voted to abolish the select school
aiiu.

ÎUClgC

IK

m

va-

Whittiek's stock of toilet articles is unsur
passed. Soaps particularly in great variety.
Call at Schumacher Brothers' and look over
the· finest assortment of new chromos ever in
I

TWn,. Vn,.« «1«.Λ 4ηβ«

Λ

lr...,-,.

another arg-ument against lia» igatiou laws and in favor of
free trade in ships, the <|uestion being between
cheap freights on the one side and monopolies
en the other.
Mr. Famavurtli called attention to the combination which existed in the House betweeu
the extreme high tariff men, the shipbuilders
of Maine and the representatives of ocean commerce, all combining against the proposition to
purchase ships where they can be purchased

trade of the country.
,.
Without disposing of any of the pending
amendments the committee rose and the House

adjourned.
WAeHlW»'®"·
ABMS INVESTIGATION.
Sénat»
Washington, March 13.—The
He
Committee to-day examined Col. Benet.
He said
Scliurz.
was interrogated by Senator
had
been put
in some cases even after a margin
it appearing
up, sales were not consummated,
that the arms were not of such a a character an
supposed or for other reasons. On being asked
whether when it was discovered that Remington was agent of the French government that
fact was not considered important enough to
cancel the arrangement for the sale of them,
witness said that was for statesmen to answer
but the government should be held to contracts
the same as private parties.
When an officer
was authorized to sell he was so informed and
a letter sent to that effect to the
party proposing to buy. Tne matter was considered closely
so far as the Ordnance office was
concerned,and
then the officer and the other
party closed the
transaction. He, however, mentioned a case
ni wlin n
major ι;rispen am not couciuac a contract and thus saved a large sura of money to
the government. He thought that the fact
would
apjjear that Crispen was authorized to
sell but did not do so because he could get higher prices.
The matter has 110 reference to particular individuals, but was a general authority
to sell to any body.
In reply to a question by Senator Ames, ho
said that there was 110 apprehension whatever
that iu case of a difficulty there would not be
small arms enough to arm troops.
According
to an official statement made witliiu two or
three weeks there are now on hand 353,378 new
Springfield rifles, with other small arms, and
enough for an army of 450,000, men could be
supplied at the end of 30 days as hundred thousand breach loaders could be turned out a
month. Besides our own facilities, private factories can supply large numbers of arms without difficulty ; troops must be got together before armed and they could be armed as soon as
mustered. A great many guns were taken
honte by soldiers after tfie late war which
could be used.
THE

ArJV^

1»*V,

in

the

^.e

AD.TOUKNED ELECTION.

ISa.ncor, March 13.—At the adjourned election in Ward 2, held to-day, to fill two vacancies in the Commun Council, Ezekiel Cobb and
Jesse K. Harriman, Republicans, were elected.
Aldermen, six
The City Council now stands:
Coinmou
Republicans and one Domoorat.
Councilmen. eighteen Republicans and three
Democrats; a Republican gain of two over last

XLIID (OXiRESS-SEOOM) SESSION.

a

bodies determines the elements of
which it is composed, and measures the direction and speed of its flight through infinite

sions has been going on at the Agency in this
for the past nine days.
Separate payments have been made in that time to over
2,700 pensioners, ΓιΟΟ of whom have applied to
the office in person. These payments are made
by checks delivered to those who appear iu person ; all others are sent by mail to the address of
the [H-usioners, payable to their order.
More
than .$80,000 lias been paid out in this time in

fppt, Ronrdn»! full li-ifrmatlnn
wnnd
2—β " Open I>ia|nuwii,fnll & bold, metal
"
3— β " Piilclttiut, deUcate
4— H " Melodia
wood
5— 4 ·' Octave, full scale
metal
«
G- 3 " Twelfth
"
7—2 " Fifteenth

experi-

heavenly

city

\—1A

ones

spectroscope the chemical composition of invisible objects can be clearly ascertained, and that
a pencil of light from one of the luminous

BitlSK WOBK AT THE PENSION OFFICE.—
The quarterly payment of United States pen-

voucher

of

they were

city as it now appears, and drawings of artistic and useful articles found in the ruins.

unpaid

'"'ί.1'.'

minds of the audience
interpretation
in the
of the greatest mysteries
sciences, if they did not fully meet the expectations of the lecturer and his assistants. If they
developed the truth of but a single proposition,

the

an

ω™

an

prepared a lecture on Pompeii, embodying the
observations made during a visit to the lungburied city, and illustrated with a large chart of

net

up

as
so far
very delicate nature; and
they applied to the Spectroscope were sufficiently successful, perhaps, to convey to the

ments

£»|ftnug llUIlg UUl u «IgU yewuruu.v, ΙΛΙ» iv <*■>
very distinct.
The last dance of the Odd Fellows takes
place this evening.
The Transcript says the ladies of the Woodford's Corner Library Association realized #70
by an exhibition last week.
The Transcript says that Mr. Clarence Hale
will probably take the place of Walter Wells as
secretary of the Board of Manufactures.
Mr. Edward H. Elwell of the Transcript, has

night

was to IX' maue

experiments than the preceding

not

to

was

Indiana, made

coasting

A County Temperance Association was organized here to-day,and will hold three sessions
annually. A temperance committee of three
will be appointed in each town in the county.
A public meeting is being held this evening
and stirring speeches are being made.
At the annual city school meeting to-day, it

j

roe lecture

last week in this month.

varying from $f>

thin shell of ice around

TEMPERANCE CONVENTION.

RlttUC

Mr. Coburn of

cheapest.
Mr. Townsend of Pennsylvania, said that the
doctrine of "buy where you can buy cheapest,
was the free
trade doctrine of the members
who wanted to apply it to ships and everything
else. It would destroy the ship building ana

Rev. Mr. Bolles' lectures on the microscope.
The subject announced was "The Spectroscope ^
year.
and Polariscope applied to the Microscope.

ple

sums

a

THE POTATO

Kev. Mr. Bollkh' Last Lkctube.— A verylarge audieuce—completely filling Fluent Hall,
gathered last evening to listen to the last of

has built and sold since the fire of 1806.
The proprietors of a pork packing establishment in town asks us to announce that they

ICE BOUND.

Belfast, March 13.—Tlic Boston steamei
Katahdin is fast frozen into the ice in the PeA tug whicli
nobscot river below Bucksport.
went to her assistance yesterday is also frozen
in. Last year the ice went out of the river on
the 13th of this month.
Belfast harbor is still

The potato trade has been dull lately, owing
to the weather. The price
paid to the farmers
is forty cents per bushel.

following extracts from General Orders
No. 1, are of interest to the public:
X.—All Posts in this
Department are warned
against engaging in Lotteries or other enterin
prises violation of the laws of the State, Assistant Inspectors will be charged with the
duty
of reporting any violation of this order.
XI-—The Grand Army of the Republic being
entirely non-partisau in its character, any action in this command
eudoraing or relating to
any of the political parties, whether by resolutions or otherwise, is
strictly prohibited.

are

MAIN Κ.
[Spectol dispatch by International Line.]

open, though there is
the wharves.

tors.
The

yesterday.

}

BY TELEGRAPH.

was

taut Adjutant General; J, A.
Dole, Bangor,
Assistant Quartermaster General; Wm. H.

Λ4ηηίκ«·ΐι T»-Omr·
AUCTION COLUMN.
Houses—F. 0. Bailey & Co.
lo Whom It may concern—Eastern Express
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN,
t Wharf to Let—Η. M. Payson.
Butter anit Cbees—A. K. Aidrieh & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Insurance—.J. W. ΛΙ linger.
BP· & Κ. Ιί. It. Co—Stockholders' .Meeting.
Wanted—Man.
f For Saie—Photographic Car. Procter.
Knglish Kindergarten—Mian
Lost—.Money.

(«rand Amr ·ί Λ<· Republic.
Gen. Daniel White of Bangor, in assuming
<he offl'-e of Commander of the Department of
Maine, < ·rand Arniv of the Republic, to which

SENATE.
Washington, March 13.—A bill extending
the provisions of the act for the removal of
from State to* Federal courts in cases in
which aliens are are plaintiffs or defendants,

cases

passed.
A bill was passed authorizing the survey and
marking of the bouudary line between the
was

United States and British possessions from the
Lake of the Woods to the summitjj|of the
Rocky Mountains.
Mr. Wilson, from the Committee on Military
Affaire, reported bille to enable the President to
appoint a Paymaster General of the army to
for the payment of women nurses durpiovide
ing the war, and granting a cannon for soldiers'
monument at Mound City, 111.)
Mr. Conkling called up" his resolution asking
the President to communicate to the Senate the
number of recommendations for office made by
Senators from New York, Illinois,Missouri, and
Nebraska, and proposed to add to it the following: And whether appointments or removals
have in any instance been made at suggestion
or request of any third party who has
acted as
go-between between either of said Senators and
appointing power,or represented or in any manner caused it to be understood
that such appointments or rewards would be agreeable to or
were desired by any Senator and if so giviug
the names of the persons who so represented or
caused it to be so understood, and particularly
whether any such appointments or demands has
been made at the request or suggestion of Roswcll Hart, Assistant Supt. of the mail service
in New York, or of A. Laflin, naval officer of
New York, or of A. B. Cornell, lawyer of NewYork; they or either of them professing to represent any such Senators ; also whether any
such Senators made application in reference to
contracts to be awarded to the lowest bidder
and if so the name of such Senator at whoee
suggestion such application was made.
Mr. Conkling said he would not have ventured to use the names of t>'e three gentlemen
named in the resolution, but they themselves
wished to have the inquiry made.
Mr. Conkling moved to postpone the apppronriation bill, the regular order, for the nurnose
of passing lus resolution.
The resolution was
debated till 1.30 p. 111., when he announced that
he would press the resolution again to-morrow.
In the course of the discussion Kenton said
he would vote for Tipton'h amennment extending the scope of the inquiry and also for the
amendment proposed by Mr. Coukling and lie
thought it proper that the resolution should
pass, es]>ecially as his colleague deemed it necessary tor his own vindication.
Mr. Wilson thought the Senate had better
What if the press had
drop the whole matter.
said hard things about members, had not Senators said such things of each other.
The press
of this country was tree and boastful of its
freedom and he liked it, but the people were
just as free as the press and coulu believe or
rèjèct what they pleased. He had recently seen
in a very able newspaper which he he had read
for years, a statement that the Senate was not
exactly the forty thieves but that there were 20
thieves too many in it now.
He had served
with a great many Senators and out of them all
he could not pick out twenty or half that number who done anything dishonable in money
matters or anything of that kind. These statements were often mude rashly but the people
were not deceived by them and his advice to
Mr. Coukling was to drop this matter and let
the Senate go to work and redeem itself from
the criticims of the thoughtful, sober and reflecting people of the country who were already
disgusted at the waste of time.
Mr. Conkling said Mr.Wilson's remarks were
always good-hearted and sensible,but announced that he would press the resolution to a vote
to-morrow or as soon as possible and that if
it should not be agreed to by the Senate he
would fee 1 justified in using other means to get
The lesolution went
the desired information.

that disaffectWashington despatch
ed Republicans yesterday decided to send one
of their number to Cincinnati to confer with
others at the Convention. It is said that Sumner, Trumbull, Kentoll, Schurz and Tipton conferred, and agreed not to support Grant if nominated at Philadelphia.
Sumner is understood
to favor Judge Davis.
Another despatch
states that a combination is now forming to
run Senator Scott for Vice President instead of
Colfax or Wilson, in order to make a vacaucy
in the Pennsylvania Senatorsliip for Forney.
states

MiW

HAMPSHIRE:

FURTHER ELECTION RETURN'S.

Concord, March 13—Keturns from 304 towns
give Straw, 30,799; Weiton, 84,210; Blackner,
809 ; Cooper and scattering, 587. A majority for
Straw of 1,H8.">, which will be reduced below
1500 by the remaining towns.
The 11th Senatorial district isdoubtful.
THAT VICTORY.

Nashua, March 13.—The Republicans are
holding a grand jolificutiou to-night, lion-fires,
music, speeches, etc., are being furnished to an
immense crowd.

GLORIFICATION MEETING.

Manchester, March 13.—Several hundred
citizens of Concord, headed by the Concord
Cornet Band, came down on an extra train this
evening to join the Republicans of Manchester
in celebrating the election of Hon. E. A. Straw
as Governor of New Hampshire.
They were
met at the depot by a large procession bearing
torches aud wisps of straw, and escorted to
Music Hall amidst the booming of canon and a
brilliant display of fire-works.
The meeting at Music Hall was presided over
by Mayor Cheney. Speeches were made by
Judge Upton, Senators Cragiu aud Patterson.
Senator Cragin fully endorsed the administration of President Grant aud predicted his renom inatii in
and re-election to the Presidency.
At the conclusion of these speeches Hon. E. A
Steaw, Governor elect, made a few remarks.
He said that he was 110 speech maker. He did
not claim anything on the score of personal
popularity and was only snccessful in his campaign because he happened to be the standard
bearer of a party of principles dear to the people
of New Hampshire. The meeting was very enthusiastic throughout.
Μ Λ ÉM Λ

ΛΤ

from Huston for Cadiz, with staves,weut ashore
in the snow storm alxmt five north Chatham
light, Cape Cod, Tuesday, and became a total
wreck.
Cargor strewn along the beach. All
hands saved except one seaman named Peter
who
was lost.
Antino,
Capt. Carson and most
of the crew were badly frozen.
LOSS OF A MAINE VESSEL·.

Sell. Alexander, Milliken of Ellsworth, from
New York for Boston with staves, went ashore
at Nasuct in the same storm.
Part of the crew
landed at Kastham. Two men were drowned.

The Senate then resumed the consideration of
the legislative appropriation bill ; the question
CONNECTICUT.
being on the amendment to increase the salary
OPENING OF TUE CAMPAIGN.
of the Supervising Surgeon of the marine hosHartford, March 13.—The Republicans in
pital to $4000.
this city fired 100
Mr. Boreman moved to lay it and also Mr.
guns to-night in honor of the
New Hampshire victory. The first public meetSherman's amendment, increasing salaries of
the heads of bureaus to 34000, on table.
ing of the campaign was held to-night by the
Lost,
Republicans. Addresses were made by Gen.
yea* 18, nays 21.
Sickles of New York, and Gen. Williams of
Mr. Logan modified his amendment to make
Indiana. Gen. J. R. Hawley presided. Mrs.
the supervising surgeon's salary $3000 as recIsabella B. Hooker has spoken twice for the
ommended by the Secretary of the Treasury
and it was adopted.
Democrats, once in New Haven and once in
Several amendmendments increasing the juBridgeport. No other speakers for the Demdicial salaries were offered and ruled out of
ocracy nave yet been announced. Mrs. Hooker
order.
supports the Democracy because she hope» for
their favor on the question of woman suffrage.
Mr. Sherman's amendment increasing the
Announcements are made for Senator Wilson
salaries of the heads bureaus, the Commissioner of Education
having been included, was of Massachusetts, for the whole of next week.
adopted, 24 to 18.
Mr. Sawyer renewed the amendment increasNitV l'ORk.
ing the appropriation for the bureau Educaa fast voung widow.
tion. Agreed to, 25 to 1G.
New York, March 13.—A pretty young
An amendment was adopted raising the salwidow by the name of Ross who keeps a fasharies of the Commissioner of Agriculture, the
ionable boarding house on Fifth Avenue, after
Solicitor of the Treasury and the Solicitor of
Internal Iieveaue Department to $4000 each.
being taken to the police station on Monday
Mr. Trumbull offered an amendment to innight in male attire, charged with disturbing
the audience at Wood's Museum, sent for Hank
crease the salaries of judges of the Court of
Claims to $5000, which was pending when the
Smith, the Police Commissioner, and was soon
after released, her name was erased from the
Senate adjourned.
HOUSE.
police books and she was uot brought before
the court to answer the charge of disturbing
A bill was passed prohibiting the enlistment
the peace preferred by the manager of the muof minors in the army.
seum.
It is understood that she offered to pay
Mr. Butler of Massachusetts, from the Judiciary Committee, reported a bill for the remov- $500 to the officers to keep her name out of the
al of certain causes to the United States Courts,
newspapers.
CRIMINAL·.
authorizing the removal from State Courts to
U. S. Circuit Court of suits brought by non-resHonora Bryne drove her husband out of the
idents of such a State, or of an alien against
house last night and then hanged herself.
another noil resident of a State where jurisdicMary Vorwitz shot herself in her own house
tion by a State Court is obtained by personal
afternoon. Her suicide was caused
yesterday
service of process only.
by disappointment in lovu.
After a long and technical discussion, the
A druggist named Latham was censured
by
bill was recommitted and the House went into
the coroner's jury for selling poison to Harriet
committee of the whole, Mr. Wheeler in the
Martin with which she committed sulolde.
chair, on the post appropriation bill, the pendTHE ERIE RAILROAD MATTER.
ing qestion being ou an amendment increasing
the subsidy to the Pacific Mail Steamship ComThe affairs at the Erie railroad offices have
settled into the ordinary quiet. Gould said topany for its China line from $500,000 to $1,000,000 a year, and making the service fortnightly
day he was glad to be out of the Erie Presiinstead of monthly.
dency, the salary of which did not pay for the
Mr. Coburn of Indiana, who opposed the
perpetual harrassing which came with the
office. He will soon return to Wall street.—
amendment, offered one reducing subsidy to
$100,000, allowing the company to purchase four Sherman and Field are retained by Barlow as
associate counsel for the Company. It is uniron steamships abroad to be registered in the
! derstood that no action will be taken in referUnited States.
The Chair sustained the point of order from ! ence to Lane's alleged contempt of court in deMr. Sargent, that Mr. Coburn's amendment
stroyiug Judge Ingraham's injunction.
changed the existing law and was not in order.
THE SICK JUROR IN HALL'S CASE.
Mr. I'omeroy advocated, and Mr. Crebs opIt is feared the illness of Clark, juror in the
posed the original amendment.
Hall caso, will terminate fatally and it is beMr. Farusworth of Illinois, offered a substiliened a new trial will be ordered Friday.
tute reducing the subsidy to half a million proTHE CIÎNTRAÉ NATIONAL BANK.
vided the company perform the service semiThe Commissioners have named to receive
annually, and may perform it in ships of foréism construction.
subscriptions to the capital stock of the proMessrs. Conger and Sargent opposed the sub'
jected tT. S. National Bank, in all the principal
stitute.
cities of the country. Among them are Ε. B.
Messrs. Hereford and Morgan opposed an inMorgan, Henry Clewj and Henry F, Hpalding
creased subsidy. The latter referred to a stateof New York; A D. Smith and Wm.
Sprague
ment to him by Collins when he got his first
of Providence; C. B. Hall and H. A. Rice
of
subsidy of SHOO,000, that it cost him more than Boston: Frederick Smyth of Manchester
that to get it. He would not charge uorrupt
and Sidney Perliam of Augusta, Me. Hon.
practices upon members, but they all knew that Freenj au Clark, Jatu Comptroller of the Curthe lobbies were packed with plunderers. This
rency, has consented to accept the Presidency
scheme was not Republican. It was not Demof the Bank, and H. H. Martin, late Cashier of
ocratic. But would not the country believe it
the Albany City Bank, the
Cashersliip. SubHe
was a scheme of plunder devoid of shame.
scription books are already open at the Ranking
denounced it as a conspiracy against the treashouse of Hwnrv Clews, for capital stock not
ury and against the people.
exceeding $30,000,000,
Mr. Brooks of New \ork, replied to Mr, Mur.
MORE ACCipjÇNTB AT SgA,
him
of
the
men
of
reminded
and
great
an,
The brig Clara Jenkins of Bangor, from Caroth parties who had voted for the Collins subI
lost her jibboom and ail attached in a
sidy. He asked him whether he dared to in- barian, She
spoke on the 4th. the bark India
sinuate corrupt motives against Clay, Webster I gale.
nom i;otieruam,;H) miles from Hew
York,with
and Crittenden,
her
rudder
and
jibboom gone.
Mr. Morgan (loudly and oxcitedly)-=I dare
do anything that is right; I dare tu say that
KOeFKS ARRESTED.
this scheme is a scheme of plunder; that it
Alexander Elder, a luttur uurt'ier, has been arThe
taints the atmosphere,
gentleman may rested for delivering letters addressed to
bogus
make the most of my remarks.
firms in the gift enterprise business. Freeman
Mr. Brooke (with a display of great feeling)—
the principal in said firms, ίκ also in
Cornish,
I will go down to jesterity with ("lay, Webster
custody,
and Crittenden for that appropriation to supwholesale poisottim
port the flag of our country oil the oceau.—
Jolm Hurlburt, a white man, has lieen ar(Applause. ) The Democratic party had always
rested on a charge of poisoning four children of
been in favor of commerce and trade. It was
not a party that
lay on its back and gazed at the a colored woman named Tibner, in East New
stars as au astronomer would with an utter inYork. Two are dead and the others dying.—
Hurlburt is believed to be crazy.
difference to sublunary things. It was not a
crab party that moved backward, but was a
RAILROAD LEGISLATION.
progressive party, full of life and vigor. The
Albany, March 13.—The Erie bill was passDemocratic party never could be maintained
ed fo a sepunil celling, by the Senate to-day.—
when it arrayed itself against the commerce
Λ section iyas attended to restrict the
and trade of the country, ujid tyhep its legislarepeal of
the classification act to the Erie road. The
tion was such as to upheld the cross of Saint
section
was
seçpnd
amended
out the,,
striking
iu
by
George
preference to the flag of the country,
as tho person who should
appoint
(Applause.) This was a war mainly between Chief Justice
of
and
Election,
giving that power
stars and stripes and the Cross of St,
George, Inspectors
tu the Governor, Attorney General aud
for the trade of the «00,000,000 of
Comppeople on the troller, providing that all
Pacific ocean.
proxies properly authorized by law shall be good, thus
The debate was continued by Messrs. Burpreveuting
the passage of any
chard and Hock against, and Potter and Dawes
by-law, prescribing a particular form for proxies, and that the Directors
in favor of increased subsidy.
must be residents of the United States.
Mr. Butler of Massachusetts, ulso
opposed
an increase, and in reply to a remark
previously made by Mr. Conger, denied that he ever
OHIO.
voted for a bounty to fishermen, ai)d sajd lie
.1 FOOL AM) A
never even wanted to yot« for it if the fisherSCUUNJIlt£|~
men were not to be sold out to Great BritainCiNcujNVTf, March 13.—Jsaiip Whitehead,
He referred to the fact that the President's recWho attempted to throw a train from
the track
on the Ohio &
ommendation to buy sljips abroad had been opMississippi Railroad near Whitehead last November
posed by Messrs. Brooks i»i»d Dawes,
and
by
drawing
Mr, KeiJey remarked that tlie adoption of the changing switch, was arrested spikes
yesterday in
President's »ecoinmendatiou would have been Crawford County, The
prisoner says he made
I the burial of American ship yards,
the attempt because he had a spite against the
Mr. Butler did not see that it had been resursection boss,
! rected since. He had not seen any ship yards
Λ GOOD RECOMMENDATION.
started since.
Columbus, March is.—The House uuauiMr. Kelley—I have. There are to-day twenmuuslv adopted a resolution to-day, asking
ty iron steamships building on the Delaware OWteress to grant $100 bounty to every Union
river.

half of the road to Erie. A Jamestown
delewere present.
The
meeting
was enthusiastic and the people
appeared determined to place themselves beyond the gigantic monopoly known as the Southern Improvement Company.
Charters will be obtained and
books opened for subscriptions to the stock of
the road to Buffalo and Erie. The agents of
Commodore Vanderbilt and Tom Scott, who
have been here with the view of a compromise
have been unsuccessful.
A free pipe bill passed both Houses to-day,
and has become a law, whieh causes great rejoicing among the anti-monopolists, and which
will enable them immediately to build pipe lines
to Erie ami Pittsburg, giving them the advantages of exportation of petroleum to Europe.

gation of twenty

KENTUCKY.
POLITICAL.

The Republican State Convention met to-day.
After the ap|>ointment of the usual Committees, W~in. Cassius Goodloe offered a resolution
declaring no delegate entitled to a seat unless
he agreed to support the nominee of the Philadelphia convention, whoever he may be. Considerable discussion followed.
The delegation
from Kent county protested against the passage
of the resolution, which was finally adopted by
an
overwhelming majority and that delegation
left the convention.
Hon. Walter Evans of Christian county, and
Hon. J. Eno of Knox, were chosen delegates at
large to the National Convention, with James
Thomas, colored, of Warreu, and S. Cassey of
Union, alternates with two delegates from
each of the nine Congressional districts.
The following were chosen electors from the
State at large : Ε P. Campbell of Christian
county, ana Chas. Egertou of Kenton county,
with one from each Congressional district.
Resolutions were adopted reaffirming adherauce to the
principles of the Republicans party

constitution, to the exercise of the elective
franchise; favoring equal rights for all; endorsing the national administration and President
Grant; pledging support to the nominees of
the Philadelphia Convention ; instructing delegates to vote for Grant's re-nomination and
presenting the name of Gen. John M. Harlan
for Vice President.
UTAH.
MEMORIAL OF

PAINTS—The mark, t Mniot. hot price·
firm for all lead η

BRITAIN.

some time past examination
certain charges against the wife of the
Queen's Advocate, Gen. S. Travers Twiss, made
by Solicitor Craffers, an eminent member of
the bar. This resulted in a suit against Craffers for libel
on
Lady Twiss. The hearing^ of
-itcase co.mnienced last week, the principal
witness being the
lady herself, who was subjected to severe cross-examination
lasting severai
days with regard to immoral conduct previous to her
marriage. This week the case has
been brought to a
close by the sudden disapherself, to the astonishends· who fo,t confident of her
to

innocence'6'

WAIN.
A CRISIS

AT

HAKD.

According to advices here from Spain a crisis
is at hand. ICing Amadeus is
concentrating a
army around Madrid, disarming the National
guard and preparing to defend the Throne
ITALY.
THF. MISSION OF THE GERMAN J'RINCK.

Kome, March 13.—The Opinione Nationale
hints that one object of Priuce Frederick
Charles visits here is to bring about a good understanding between Italy aud Germany with
reference to common action against clerical parties in both countries.

arc

aiî

BNTERTΛIΝ M ENTS.

aw

vc)

Fair and

PLASTER—We continu*· onr quotations to $3 Λ
liard aud $3 25 for soft. There is no rock piaster 11
the market.

PRODUCE—The market is rather quiet. Poultry
iβ higher. Eggs are
selling at 25'ri 2«c, in large lots,
and retailing at 28&30c. Potatoes are in fair demand
at 50 a.«0c. Onions are
plenty at $2 50φ2 75 per bbl.
PROVISIONS—The market is very quiet both for
i»ork and prices are unchanged.
HICE—The market is quiet, with a moderate dePrices

are

Fancy articles will be fur «ale eeoli afternoon *B<1
ovening. Supper will be served on both evenings
from lialf past six to liaJf past seven. Refreshments
will be for sale during «tun evening.
On
Wednesday evening a concert will be given by
the Cymbric Choristers, of IJgonia village.
The entertainment 011 ThursiJay evening will con-

sist of

Music, and other pleasing exercises.
Admission in the afternoon, free. In the evening,

firm.

are

25 cents.

quiet with no quotable
prices. The tendency is downward, conseremoval
of the duties.
an
anticipated
quent upon
TINS—There is a fair demand for both pig and
plate tins. Prices are very firm.
WOOL·—Prices are fully maintained and in some

there lias been an advance. The transactions
the week have not been so large as usual,
though there is still a speculative demand, and a
strong feeling that higher prices will yet prevail.
FREIGHTS—There is no tounage here, and vessels are wanted for Cuba. The
ottering rates are 14c
far box shooks to Cardenas or Matanzas and 15c
to
Havana. The only engagements during the week
are brig Ysidora
Rionda, hence to Matanzas at 14c
Abbott Devereaux, from Wise asset
I
M, i

SOMETHING
I THE

during

tTv

?°h

», e„u

molasses,

uarh. ^. tu

natterai»,

at.

φ* DU lor

BELSHAZZAR'S

nuu

following

securities :
Tennessee 6's, new
Virginia 6's, new
Missouri 6's
Louisiana 6's, old
Louisiana 6's, new
Alabama 5's
ern

Georgia

A HEAVY DEFALCATION.

New Yobk, March 13.—A Quebec dispatch
states that Col. Ν. H. Brown, a notary, has
absconded with $100,000, which he held in trust
for clients and relatives, and the funds of the
Htodacona Club.
POLITICAL.

The Government is said to be anxious as to
the movements of the National party, who are
stumping the Dominion preparatory to the
next elections. An organ of the new party
will soon l)e started in Montreal.

Halifax,

March IX—There was another severe snow storm here last
night. Travelling is
again interrupted. In some cuttings on the
eastern line, the snow is thirty feet
deep. All
accounts from the sea report severe gales and
large qualities of floating ice with considerable
damage to the shipping, The body of Capt.
Dill of the schooner Phœbe Allen, wrecked at
Young's Cove, has been recovered.

57
95
58
60
60
86
244

7'b

Noytli Carolina 6's, new
South Carolina 6's. new
34|
New York. March IS— Evening.—Money active
closingat 7 per cent. Gold to 1-32 per day ; Sterling
Exchange dull at 1 09$ @ 1 09f. Loans at 7 to 2 per
cent; clearings <20,000,000.
Governments steady.—
State bodds steady. Stocks closed dull steady.
The following were the forenoon quotations of Gov-

United
United
United
United

..115
Ill

Ill*
112*

States 5-20's 1865, new
States %20's 1867
States 5-20's 1868
States lo-io's., coupon

Currency 6's
The following

were

the

Stocksβ
Western Union Telegraph Co

1W§

..VU1

.-.112
107χ

forenoon

114$
quotations of

712
Pacific Mail
62J
Ν. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated
99
Ν. Y. Central and Hudson Kiver consolidated
scp 9*i
Erie

37}

Erie preferred

COMPLETE BLOCKADE.

St.

John, Ν. B., March 13.—A severe snow
storm has again blocked the railroad in this vi-

cinity. No trains left to-day and none arrived.
The turnpike roads are impassible. No(trains
have arrived from Bangor this week.

68
110
125
1133

Harlem
Hftrlem preferred

Heading
Michigan

Central
Lake Shore & Michigan
Illinois Central

117£

Southern

A

!ι!

Select Orchestra and

AT

"ITiomae.
Hudson.

ÎellÎL*orÇ"·
Mr. Iwnmblv.

Hananiah,
QUEEN,
Lady of the Court,

66fc

Stockbridge.

Mr.
Mr.

ANGEL

forenoon quotations of South-

Mr- Watt·.

"Will"

:
Daniel
High Priest
Lord ok the Court

UUL1.

ernment securities:
United States couihjii 6'b, 1881
United States 5-20's 1862
United States 5-20's 1864
United States 5-20's 1865. old

FEAST,

With the following strong cast of principal
characters :

,n

the

!

M. A. LEACH, Pianiht.

Miss

New York Mtock and
money Market.
Vao» M
*·

are

CANTATA

Will bring out the beautiful Cantata

loading

The

BEST

NEW I

THE ANCIENT HARMON* SOCIETY,
CHARLES PEARCE, Conductor.

ami 50c for sugar. Coastwise
freight» are
not so tirin. Some
eight or ten vessels have loaded or
are now
with lumber for New York at
$3@
$3 25. The oftering rate now
is $3 to New York and
^2 to Boston.

A RAILROAD BURIED.

half price.

in

cases

Lisbon,

March 13.—The mail steamer Duro
arrived to-day from Rio Janerio the 22d ult. A
tremendous laud slide occurred on the line of
the Paulo railroad. An ir»nlinp<1 nlann milaa it*
extent, moved from its foundation and buried
the road for a lone distance under the earth
aud rocks. It is believed it will take two month*
work to restore the road to working order.
DOMINION OF CANADA.

Children under 12 years of age,
mrl2-3t

TEAS—The market is

change

HALL,

WrditMlir A Tfcurwler. W·»** 13 Λ 14.

unchanged.

Prices

ARCANA

CORNER CONORKSS AND CHAl'fcL STOBma,

SALT—There is no change in prices. The < emand
for tlshing purposes is Increasing.
SUGARS—The Forest City Refinery having cleaned
up and repaired, ha» again started and is turning out
ib* excellent qualities of granulated and coffee crushed sugars. We quote granulated at 12@12}c and
coffee crushed at lOftgll^c, according to grade. Their
syrups are in good demand at 4fta}60c per gallon.
SPICES—There has been a good demand for all
kinds of spices.

a

LEVEE!
AT

beef and
mand.

Entertainments.

THE LADIES' CIRCLE connected with
Lodge of Good Templars will hold a public

■KAZIL·.

SEVERE STORM.

WOMEN IN UTAH.

Salt Lake, March 13.—A memorial to the
President of the United States and Congress,
signed by more than ">00 apostate Mormon and
Gentile ladies against the admission of Utah
as a State, has Men forwarded to
Washington.
The document contains the history of polygamic
life and speaks of the oppression of the Mormon leaders, and the
dangers to the law abiding population,which would result from admission. The memorial states that the women of
Utah must either be consigned to the tender
mercies of Brigliam Young and his co-dignitaries, or leave the country, and prays that
Congress, by its action, may not compel either.
A delegation of women will probably go to
Washingtoh to work against admission.

a

Mrs. Merrill.
.Mies Strout.
Mrs. Brown.

Misa Chaae.
( Misa Strout.
full, well trained Chorus.

CITY HALL,

WEDNBUDAY KVBNINO, iHABCH M,
for the benefit of the
Swedenborgian Society.
TIIRIDAY KVKNINO, MARCH 91,
for the benefit of the Martha
Washington Society.
FRIDAY EVKNING, MARCH
JH,
For the benefit of the West End
Congregational Society.
TMe Society is also under engagement to eive sever-

al

miscellaneous concerts for charitable

Societies,

and

rehearsing some choice music.
Tickets, good for any one concert of this season, 50
cents each, or three for $1, can be obtained of the
different societies, at Stockbridge's, and at the door.
are

No reserved seats. Commence at 7.4Λ o'clock.
The design is to make these the best Home Concerts of the season.
marl'J-dtd

Grand

Organ Concert.

The

new

Organ, built by

Messrs. Hook &

Hastings,

FOR THE

FREE ST. BAPTIST CHURCH,

92}

will be exhibited on
132
Cleveland & Pittsburg
90$
FIIIDAY
the 1511· Uim..
EVENING,
Chicago & North Western
784
v.
Chicago Λ Northwestern preferred
911
Chicago & Rock Island
113$
Milwaukie & St. Paul
59
Milwaukie & St. Paul preferred
79$
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne
&8
The following were the quotations for Pacific Kailone of the most
road securities :
accomplished organists "in the counCehtral Pacific bonds
try, assisted by some of the best singers of
102£
the city.
Union Pacific do
j
9lf
Union Pacific land grants
83
Union Pacific income bonds
83$ I & Cragln's, and Stockbridge's Music Stores, Loring, Short & Harmon's Book Store, and Whittier'a
Ajiothecary Store.
Douiefttic Market»·.
Concert to commence at 1-4 before 8.
uichl4-3t
New York, March 13—Evening.—Cotton Jc lower
and less active; sales 983 bales; Middling
uplands
223c. Flour heavy and dull ; sales 540
bbls; State 5 90
H
j
@7 30; round hoop Ohio 6 70 φ 7 «5; Western»»
(a) 7 80 ; Southern 6 90 @9 50. Wheat dull and
heavy
;
TWO
sales 26,000 bush ; No 1 Spring 1 52
NIGHTS
ONLY.
55
2
No.
do
@1
;
at 1 48 (s£ 151 in store ; Winter Red Western at 1 62
@165. Corn active and firmer; sales 87,000 bush;
Friday and Saturday, March 15 and Id.
new Mixed Western 674
@ 68c. Oats less active; sales
26,0<M) busli ; Ohio at 53$ @ 55c. Beef quiet at 9 @ 94.
Return of the Monarch.-*.
Pork heavy ; new mess 12 90 @ 12 95.
Lard heavy at
8$ (a> 9J. Butter firm at 13 @ 37c. Whiskey lower at
87c. Rice firmat 8$ @ 9.
Sugar firm ; Muscovado
84@ 91c; refining 81 @ 9$. Coffee easier ; Rio 17} @
20c; Molasses dull; New Orleans 45 @ 46c. Naval
Stores—Spirits Turpentine quietat 79 @ 80 ; Rosin
steady at 4 20 @ 4 25 for strained. Petroleum dull ;
rude Ϊ3£ @ 13$. Tallow quiet at 8} @
9Jc.
Wool quiet and
very firm; pulled »6c.
Freights to Liverpool firmer ; Corn per steam 6$d.
LOK, BILLY Λ>1) CHARLEY MORRIS.
Chicago. March 13—Flour—dull and unchanged
;
ALL THE OLD FAVOKITKS!
..

■IWIKEM NOTICE*.

ARIZONA.
LAWLESSNESS.

Sas Francisco, March 13.—Arizona despatches say that Wm. McFarland was found
murdered and horribly mutilated.
American
residents went after the Mexican who was reported to hare threatened McFarland's life,and
having found him shot him on sight The
Mexican's friends retaliated by killing one of
the shooting party, upon which the Americans
made a general raid on the Mexicans and shot
four. A fifth entrenched himself in a house
which the attacking party blew up, and shot
him also. All the business houses in Sanford
and Florence are closed in apprehension of an
attack from the Mexicans, who are most numerous and greatly exasperated.

FOR grant.

Madison, March 13.—The Republican State
Convention to elect delegates to the Philadelphia Convention and nominate Presidential
electors met to-day. A resolution was reported
and adopted endorsing the platform of the last
Republican State Convention, and expressing
confidence in the administration of President
Grant, and that this Convention most heartily
recommends that the delegates here elected to
the Republican National Convention cast their
united and entire vote for the nomination of U
S. Grant for President.
The following delegates and electors at large were elected : DeleS. J. Meyer, T. S. Allen, J. Bentliff,
s.
Fairehild; electors—K. F. B. Fletcher, Wm.
E. Cramer.

Îates—C.

ΤΕΚΓΝΕΜβΚΕ.
KU-KLVX.

Nashville, March 13.—Information has been
received here by the revenue officers that a baud
of mounted Ku-Klux, disguised, are raiding in
Bedford county, near Shelbyville. Last Wednesday night they whipped a colored man and
Robert Thompson, special deputy. The revenue
collector received a notice that he must leave
ttie county.
JNotices of this kind arc being sent
to other revenue officers.
ilfKTEOBOLOGIl'AL·.
SYXOI'SIH

OF

War

WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

Drp't,

Office Chikf Siunal
)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
March 13(1.00 A. M.)l
The barometer will continue
falling (luring
the night over the Southern States, with south
and southwest winds and increased cloudiness
and probably threatening weather Thursday.
A rising barometer, falling temperature, northwest winds and clearing weather will extend
southwest over the Ohio Valley. The pressure
will increase Thursday over the Middle and
New England .Spates, with winds veering to the
northwest and northerly, and clear and clearing weather except from Pennsylvania southward and eastward.
Dangerous wiuds are not
anticipated for the Atlantic and Gulf coast on

Thursday.

telegbaphm; iiem
Darling's dry goods store and Hurd's hemp
store in Hamilton, Ontario, were burned Tuesday night. Loss 5M'2,000.
The Massachusetts soldiers in the late war
are talking of a monument to Governor Andrew.
A lot of strikers on the Camden and Amboy
Railroad threaten to murder men who prefer to
work than beg.
There is some fear of a short supply of water
in New York this summer, there tils been so
little rain and snow this winter.
The ship Denmark, formerly the Great Republic, was abandoned at sea on a voyage from
Rio Janeiro to 8t. John, with 15 feet of water
in he hold. Her
captain and crew arrived at
Bermuda March 6th m the ship's boats.
The schooner Othello, from Cardenas fo1
Philadelphia, was spoken the 11th inst., short
of provisions and repairing sails. She was
sup"
lied with provisions by the steamship San

S'rancisco.

Frank Abbott and W. Renfrew of Littleton,
Ν, H., were seriously injured by an explosion
af powder while firing a salute in honor of the
election Tuesday evening. All the windows in
the front end of Thayer s hotel were blown in
at the time.
Schooner S. P. M. Tasker, from Philadelphia
for Boston, with coal, went ashore Tuesday
cveuing on Peaked Hill Bar, and will be a total
loss. Crew saved.
Schooner Adelia Kelley of Harwich, Mass.,
from Baltimore for Plymouth, is ashore near
South Welltleet. AU hands lost but one man.
The vessel is high up on the beach.
Several lumber yards on 20th and Market
streets were damaged $60,000 by fire

Tuesday

night.

On Sunday evening in a drunken row in a
bar room uear St. Joseph, Clark
county, Ind.,
August Keyerger shot James Cuddy in the
breast with a double-barreled shot
gun inflicting a mortal wound.
A Richmond despatch states that all the carriers and clerks of the post office struck, consequent upon tue domineering action of Miss Van
Lew, the Postmistress.
The New Jersey Legislature has passed a bill
to validate the agreements between the
companies owning the rai roads between New York
and Philadelphia.

The Chicago Times favors a union of all the
elemeuts of opposition to Grant, and the endorsement of the Columbus ticket by the Cincinnati Convention.

Murphy,

the well known anti-popery lecturer,
died in London Wednesday from -injuries received at the hands of a mob in Whitehaven.
A sUike of the compositors of London papers is expected in consequence of an effort on
the part of employers to break up Typographi-*
cal Unions.
The Michigan Legislature met at Lansiner
yesterday.
The railroad bridge across the Mississippi at
Omaha teas tested yesterday and was pronounced satisfactory.
The steamer China, which sailed from New
York for Liverpool yesterday, took
$233,000 in

«peole.

There were 21 death» from small
pox
last week in Chicago, and
cases

£7

during

reported.

The French Assembly
passed a bill Wednesday which makes it a criminal offence to belong to the International Society.
The Paris crew of St. John offer to row
the
Biglin crew of New Vork at Springfield, three
miles and return for 91000.
The Sontll Carolina

J,oglslnture adjoi»*ned
yesterday, after passing hills for the relief of
the present financial
embharrassmcnt.
Weaihrr Btpwl, Jluch
13, 1» P. M.

War Department, Signal Service, U. S.
Divisions of Telegrams and lleports for the Army.
benefit of
Commerce,
3!
Η
β
g
—
*
f
®
CPS
Place
of
observation,

o*

a

&
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°
°

S
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g

Boston
30,13
Charleston,S.C. .30.26
Cbeyenue.W. T.30.02
30.14
Chicago
30.06
Cleveland
Corinn'e. Utah, ,20.25
30.23
Key West

au
33
15
M
39
33
70
Mt.Washington.20.73 08
New. London... .30.15 31
New Orleans. 30.14 58
New York ....30.18 31
30.15 48
Norfolk

5

<

3

S
S
NE
SW

Nft
Κ
W
SW
SE
S
SW

Dr. Mace claims that for the cure of Consumption and Paralysis the Air Treatment
has no superior. We recommend to the afflicted to confer with him and acquaint themselves
fully with the theory. Office in Walloon Block, j

Congress

street.

Dead men tell no tales; if they did,
anathemas against the depleting lancet, the
drastic purge, and the terrible salivants of the
materia medica, would arise from every graveyard. The motto of modern medical science is
"Preserve and Regulate, not deetrvij," and no
in our day is so entirely in
harmony
with this philanthropic logic as Dr. Walker's

remedy

wncomi».

ΚΕΑ.

Boston, Mrcli 13.—The Italian bark Casta

j

CiRKAT

BUFFALO TO BE BUILT.

Sperm

27^g32Jc.

Titustille, March 12.—At a railroad meet- ! London, March 13.—The claimant to the
ing here to-day a committee was appointed to Tichbosue estate who has been in prison since
look into the matter of
decision in his case has hopes of
building a railroad to the adverse
Buffalo and also one to
securing the required bail, £«j0,000, to effect his
Erie. A delegation
if bail100
were present from
numbering
Buffalo, in- release. It is reported that the prisoner
cluding Mayor Brush, who was authorized to ed will immediately be arrested on forgery.—
pledge a million of dollars toward the road over Montague Williams is to conduct the prosecuthis route. Kiftv delegates were
tion against the prisoner.
present from
Erie, among them ex-Senator Lowrev, who on
A LIBEL SUIT.
behalf of Erie, pledged their
to
build
city
onewas had inFor

HiruVrThl

DISASTERS

OILS—Portland kerosene ίί
Unseed is quiet at
tish oils are dull and unchanged.

T^OREIGlSr.

DETERMINED OPPOSITION OF THE OIL INTEREST
το the new monopoly—a railroad to

POLITICAL HUMORS.

A

over.

ε

PENNIiVLVANIA.

®

Ζ

=·

^
s

ξ,

Cloudy

Clear

Fair
Fair

Cloudy
Cloudy

Pair
it Snow

Cloady

Clear
Ckmdv

TwV»

Vegetable Vinegar Bitters.

In this pow-

erful, yet harmless restorative, dyspepsia, billons complaiuts, aud all diseases of the stomach, liver, bowels and nerves, encounter

irmarl-4w

resistable antidote.

an

What is Vitality?—Some philosphers call
it Animal Magnetism, some Nervous
Force, others Caloric, but
by whatever name it may be
called,the thiug meant is the main spring of ex"
istence; it is the principle weinherit, un i which
moy be nourished by proper attention to the re-

quirements of the body

and the avoidance of ex; it is wasted or destroyed by overtaxing
the mind with study or anxiety and
intemperate indulgences, indeed, it requires an expenditure of vitality for every thought or action.
When the body and the brain are well balanced,
the stomach is canaille of mstorimr Hie wuti.·

DUDLEY

M XT 8 IC

Lungs, and Fellow*' Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites is the only preparation known
which imparts this vitality directly, and consequently the power

to overcome

disease.
marHd&wlw

Kennedy's Hemlock Ointment, applied hi
form of salve or plaster. For many years the
proprietor has labored to obtain from the native hemlock tree, the oil, pitch and resin in
such manner that it may be utilized.
He has

succeeded,

with the assistance of eminent physicians and chemists, and is now prepared to
put it on the market, which he hopes will give
satisfaction to the profession. As reference to
his Salve, the proprietor refers to the "United
States Dispensatory," page 544, and the American Dispensatory, page 15.
The Hemlock
Oiutmeut

or

Salve has been used in

of

cases

Rheumatism, Croup, Fain or Soreness of the
Back, Chest or Stomach, Sores, Ulcers, Burns,
or Scalds, with
gratifying success. For sale
W. W. Whipple & Co.,
by all Druggists.
Agents, Wholesale Druggists, Portland, Me.
tu-th&a

Stealing upon you like

thief,

time tries
to rob you of your hair.
Baffle him. Fortify
the roots and nourish the fibres with Phalon's Chemical Hair Invioorator.
Then

they

cannot

a

decay or perish,

but must flourish
and improve. There is nothing in the world to
compare with it for iuvigorating and cleansing
the hair. Sold by all Druggists.
mar7-eodlw

This Is the season of the year when the
Blood needs purifying. Doctor Gould's Domestic Bitters are just the thing.
Agents,
W. W. Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square.
feb28-3m3tw

Colgate & Co.'s Cashmere Bouquet Soap has
a novel but very delightful
perfume, and is in
every respect superior for toilet use.
Sold by dealers in perfumery and Toilet articles.

mr4-«od3m

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
It ο view

mf Partlnnd Market·.
WeekExdixg March 13,1872.

The extreme cold weather and bad
travelling has
prevented many from coming to the city, and the
merchandise traffic has consequently been not of
large amount. The market continues quiet, with but
slight variation in price of any commodity,
will
be noticcd by our review. The money market
may
be said to be easy, as there is no trouble in getting
discounts at the banks on good business paper. Gold
has been very steady during the whole week at
U0@

UOl.

»

APPLES—There Is very little prime fruit in the
market- Prices are Arm for best qualities. Dried

apples

are

dull.

ASHES—The market is very quiet with a light demand both for pots and pearls.
BEANS—The demand continues to be good and
are steady. We quote hand-picked
pea beans at
3 25@3 50, and yellow eyes at $3 50" Λ 75
per bushel.
BOX SHOOKS—The demand is rather
light. Holders ask 60®«5c.
We hear of small sales at 80c.
BKEAD—The market is without
change. There
is a moderate demand for liard breads.
BUTTER—'There is a large supply of common
butter in the market, but choice qualities are
not so
nlanfv

Slices

—

—

CHEESE—Our quotation» are advanced for
prime
qualities of factory and dairy cheese.
COAL—There is no change in prices.
Dealers
are
delivering the best anthracites at £10 per ton and
are selling on the wharf at
$i) 50.
CORDAGE—The market is without change. Transactions are light.

COOPERAGE—Prices

are

nominal.

There is

scarcely anything doing in the market.
COFFEE—The market is dull. Holders are waiting the movements of Congress upon the tari if".
DRUGS AND DYES—Alcohol is lower and so is
;
opium. IM-carb and sal-soda and

higher.

cream

tartar

are

DRY GOODS—The market is firm for all staple
cotton and woolen
goods. Stocks of cotton goods in
first hands are very light.
DUCK—Portlaud manufactures are in good demaud at the recent increased prices,
FISIf—The market has been extremely dull during
the week, There afo some few orders from the West.
Stocks are light and prices firm.
FLOUR—The market is stea<!y, though not very
active the demand being confined to immediate
wants! No change in prices.
FRUIT—Prime oranges and lemons are higher, a h
will be eeen by our quotations. Dried fruits are
without change.
GRAIN—Our quotations are
unchanged though
there is not a car load of corn in the market. Several cargoosare hourly expected, and there is some on
the Grand Trunk roaa, but when It will
get here no
one can tell.
HAY—The market continues Arm. Dealers are
paying
per ton for prime qualities. Litose
la selling 011 the stand at
S30g35 i>er ton. Baled
etraw is selling at
SlSa-Ό 1«Γ tun ®>r prime.
IRON—The market In very iirm at the recent advanced quotations.
LARD—The market is rather dull, bnt there is
considerable tinuness in prices.
LEATHER—There is a fair demand and prices arc
fUUy sustained.
LIME—We advancc our quotations for Rockland
to 81 40 per cask.
LUMBER—There has been an advance on
cloar
nine. There is a fair demand for all kinds
of lumber
for Boston and New Yurk.
MOLASSES—There have heen «λ

A. \ L

MORRIS BROTHERS

MINSTRELS.

xw

&

av

quiet

αν, ivye

anu

ΛΟ. ζ

weuK;

Bailey weak and lower : No 2 Spring at 50c.—
Provisions weak and unsettled. Pork dull at 11?5 ru
1165.
Lard dullat 8$c; green Hams 6$
@8; Bulk

at 66.

Sutton, Preseott, Lavalln·,
Japanese Tommy.

Still more attraction and more
"POMP" t ATlPBKLL,
T.

cesses

but when the brain is large in proportion, the
stomach is incapable of supplying it ; in other
words, the expenditur e is too large for the income.
Here lies the cause of so much suffering
from diseases of the Heart, Liver, Stomach and

BUCK,

and'easicr at 4 "40
75.

a:

Receipts—6,00U

bush corn,

12,000

bbls flour,
bush oats,

2,000 bush wheat, 36,000
1,000 bush rye, 3,000.bush

barley, 1,000 hogs.
Shipments—4,000 bbls fiour.3,000

bush wheat, 14,000
bush corn, 11,000 bush oats, ,000 bush rye, 2,000 bush
barley, 6,000 hogs.
Cincinnati, March 13.—Pork dull and unsettled,
ottered at 12 00.
Lard panicky. Bulk meats dull
and drooping; shoulders 4c; sides 6@6Jc. Bacon
dull ami lower ; clear rib sides
6|c; clear skies 7$c;
Live fclogs quiet and unchanged.
Whiskey dull at

faces.

L'KNTKANGR,

CABL B1DOLPH.

Cattle firm and active at

4 70.

4

new

Τ II KO.

J AC K MO V.

An entire change of Programme each night, Introducing the monster company in

Morris Bros' Latest Specialties.

Prices as usual. Reserved Seats now ready at
Hawes * Cragin's Music Store, 77 Middle st.
Carriages may be ordered at 10.20 i». m. mrll-tft

AUCTION SALES.

at 83c.

Toledo. March 13.—Flour and Wheat quiet and
Corn dull and a shade lower; high Mixed
Oats dull and a shade lower ;

unchanged.

44| @ 45c ; low do 44|c.
No 2 at 37|ι.

Charlksto.: March

B

13.—Cotton dull; Middling

Savannah, M~cb 13.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 21}.
Mobile. March 13.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 21$.
New Orleans, March 12.—Cotton quiet; Mid-

dling uplands 22.

Earapeaa Market·.
London. March 13—11.30 A. M.—Console 92$ for
and
account.
money
American securities—U.S. 5-20 1862, 92i ; do 186%
old, U3J ; do 1867, 92$ ; U. 8. 10-40's 89.
Frankfort, March 13—United States 5-20*9 1862,

Administrator's Sale
of Choi***»
Groceries at Auction.
to
license from the Hon. J. A.
PURSUANT
Waterman, Judge of Probate within and for
the
of
a

County

TkarMlsj, .Harrk 14th,

72c.

at 56f

Liverpool, March 1—1.30 P. M.—Cotton closed
heav; Middling uplands lid; do Orleans llgd; Bales
10,000 bales, of whicg 3000 for exporte and speculation.

BmI·· Bsst aad §hs« Market;
March 12.—The
of Boots and
Shoes from this market toshipments
places outside of New
England for the past week comprise 33,868 cases,
against 32,·41 for the same week last year.
The total shipments from this market since January 1st have heen 281,211 cases, against 249,111 cases

Boston,

for the

period last year.
The shipments from Lynn for the week
same

have been
7469 cases, against 6630 cases for the same week last
year.
The shipments from Haverhill for the week comprise 4074 cases, against 3112 cases for the same week

Orders

being filled

and goods forwarded to the
rapidly as circumstances will allow.
Leather of all grades is very firm. There continues
to be a good demand for women's work.
are

as

Gisaccfter Fish Market.
week ending Wednesday, March 13.
George's Codfish continues in good receipt, bnt the
stock will not be increased to anv extent until the
weather allows of another trip. The market remains
firm at SO per qtL
Bank Codfish—In light receipt, .and market is about
bare. Last sales at $6
qtl.
Mackerel—We hava no transactions to dote ;market.
firm at previous quotations.
Fresh Halibut—In fair receipt. We notice sales
lb for white and grev.
yesterday at 10 @ 5c
Smoked Halibut—12c
lb.
Fresh Herring—In brisk demand to bait the ;
George's fleet. Wc notice sales at $1 50 per hundren.
Oil—at 60c ψ gal.
For the

Rohiob Stack Lint.
[Sales at the Broker's Board, March 13.]
Michigan Central Railroad
118
Bates Manufacturing Company
1101
York Manufacturing Company
18424
Vermont Central 1st Mortgage 7s
82}
Eastern Railroad Sixes 1874
98fc
Franklin Company, Lewiston
116
Vermont State Sixes, 1876
lOOj
Central Pacific Railroad 7s, 1883 gold
100
Pertlaaé Daily Ρ ret»· Stack List.
For the week ending March 13,1872.
Corrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, 67

This Stock consists of the choiccst goods the
ket affords.
R. W. ROBINSON,

Administrator.
P. O. BAILEY Ic CO., Auctioneer*.

"March 6-dtd

Three Houses at Auction.
Saturday March 16th, at 12 M, we shall

ONthe Houses numbered 4, 6 and 9

110.
115

Government δ-#)'», 1862,
Government5-20's, 1864,

St.

Mar 14-dtd

To

Whom

rooms

on

flay,

the 'J7th of
70 Packages and Bundles as described in Portland Advertiser, remaining
uncalled for, received previous to January, 1871.

March,

KASTKRN KXTHKSS CO.

Portland, Mavch 18,1872.

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

HOYT, WHEELER & BRADLEY,
AUCTIOXKKBS,
XT·, re FEDRBAL HTRKKT, BOMTOiV.
Will

commence

the Auction business in

Merchants'National Bank,

National Traders' Bank
Second National Bank,
Portland Company,

«12
-1 l-'i
.1104... .110*

Pereiga

aa«l Dsaeatic Dry
Geeda, HilliFancy Goadw, Honiery, Gloves,
Hat· aa4 Cap·,
every Tuesday and Friday during the year.

aery.

mmmmtm

adapted

OgdensburgR.R.

.112

112

112fc

7^»··

Portland & Forest Av, R, R.,.. 100

η·«Η,

England Trade, Including a large
New Yark City .llaile i;»oil>.
The attention of dealers Is called to the above
sale», which will bo iieremptory for cash.
Boston. March 1st, 1872.
mrteodlni
R. K. HUNT,
Commission Merchant an/ Auctioneer
316 Congres* St., will sell
every evening
NO
assortment of Staple an.l Fancy Goods.
Goods

a

large

will be sold during the
day in lots to suit
purchasers at wiuOesale prioCT. Cash "advanced ou 11
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
February 11,1868.
dtf

STANDARD FLAVORING

EXTRACTS!

FOB FLAVORING

■laar ISaagt, Jellies, Maure·,

Naap«, «ravie·, «le.
The superiority of these Extracts consists iu their

107$... .108
101
10l|

PERFECT ΡΓΗΙΤΤ AND GREAT STRENGTH

96
90
91
92
58
128
128
128
90
128
115
60

tention

974

iuitiituu vn»
w
company,
Ocean Insurance Company,... .100
Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R.,
A. & Κ. Κ. K. Bonds,
Maine Central R. H. Stock,
100
Maine Central Κ. K. Bonde, 7's,
Leeds & F'rm'gton R. R. Bonds,100
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100
Portland &
BondR,gold,
Portland & Rochester R. R. Bonds,
Portland «& Rochester R. R, Stock,

una

to the New

assortment of

..

75
100
100
100

Boston, and

hold Regular Sales of

hi*

11?J...

mrl4td

M*irrifa,ln Crra··, ΓμμπΙ·, Fir·,

Ill
..

it may Concern.

sell at the
of F. O. Bailey & Co.,
WENoshall
18 Exchange at, bv auction,
Wrdne»··

"Λ1

Ill

Government i-20's, 1MB
Government 5-20's, July, 1866,
Government 5-20's, July, 1867,
Government 5-20's, July, 1868,
Government 10-40's,
State of Maine Bonds,.
Portland City Bonds,
Municipal,
Portland City, aid oi R. R.,
Bath City Bonds
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,
Calais City Bonds,
Cumberland National Bank
40
Canal National Bank,
100
First National Bank,
100
Casco National Bank,
100

sell

on Beach street,
removed.
Terms and particulars at sale.
P. O. BAILK1 ft CO., Auctioneer».

to be

DescriptionPar Value. Offered. Asked

Government 6's, 1881,

mar-

BUBNKTT'S

Exchange

Gold,

on

»Jl «'clack,

the store No. 7 Plum Street, recently occupied by
R. Robinson, deceased, the stock of choke
Groceries, Teas, Tobaccoes, Cigars, Sauces, Old
Wines, Ac. Also the Store Furniture.

last year.

early buyers

sell

at

At
R.

96.

Paris, Karch 13—11.30 A. M.—Rentes closed

Cumberland, I shall

οβ

«5
50
87
32
97
if7
88
88
93
30
48

98
97
91
92
94
60
—129
129
129
92
129
lib
63
—

—
··

..

..

ου

.100
55
89
33
99
90
90
90
96

35
50

no subject which should more engross atthan the purity of the preparations which
used in flavoring the various compounds prejiared

There is
are

for the human stomach.
These Extract» art tcurranted per/telly .free .from
the poisonong oils and acids which enter into the
man·/ of the factitious fruit jlacors
in the market. They are not only true to their
names, bat are prepared from fruits of the best qua).

composition <>f
now

Ity, and so highly concentrated that a email 'in.unity
only need be used.
They have stood the test of eighteen year* time and
competition, and αιν pronounced vnHrnlhd by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors
qf the leading

hotels, and prominent dealers in the
United States
Canada.
They are neatly put up iu Ave siie
-unpaneled bottles, holding more than
.«meled
sizes ap,.earing much
larger. They are the host
and cheapest Fruit
Extract the market affords
Their Standard
quantity and quality will be ttrictly
and

maintained.

^ k necessary in some cases for persons desiring
Bumsktt * btrtiuuic Flavoiuno .Extracts,· to insist upon obtaining them in order t
Hamburg*

ENTIRE STOCK

10,17, 25,
30,33,37,
40,50,60,
AllBargaius
Neck Ties
To be marked down.

AT

EXTREMELY

J

Percales Î
still
selling
for 15c,

Orcnadines!
some

Low Prices!
FOR

3-4 Mohair
dress goods,
or 25c

20c. 25c, 30c:
lee· Skirts
for $2 00.
White Skirts

A FEW DAYS ! W oven
[Tuekslbr75c
Jap Poplins

elegant]

styles iust
received at
old Price 25c

Towel* I
Best evpr offered for 15c

for 25c, lowyet.

We then take Stock!

est

Covell & Valpey,

Oreecian
Silks
in «tripes 75
cents.

Congre-w

Β A Κ G

& Brown.

à

avoid many Of the factitious
brawls offered, beeans
of their larger
profits.
JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,
Sole Proprietors, Bostou.
For gale by first-class Grocers and I>rufgifts gendc3e>euù
erally.
Ih hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself,
the trust of Administrator of the estate o!
CHARLES B. PLUM MER, lat«> of Bridgton.
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, ami given
b jnds as the law directs. All persons having demands
upon the estate of suid deceased, are required to exhibit the same ; and all persons indebted to said es-

NOTICE

tate

are

called upon to make

Bridgton,
w-

March

5

payment to

GEORGE G. WIGHT, Adm'r.
*"
-·*» 18^5

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

BOJND8.

THE ΡΕΕΘ8.

τβ«
Wholennle Prier* f'arrrnt.
Corrected fur the 1'Ki Kb to March 13.

Portland

Apple»·
2 00 @ 3
3 50 ® β
Eating
Dried, western 9 (£
do
etetern io (g
Anhen.
« ®
pearl, V »·
9 Si
Pot
Bra···

Cooking

Sew ïork,

Yell·»'

Box

Pine

3 50 ® 3 73
Sh®··"·
61

Spruce,

«

gi®

35 a
C'ruirMl.
2 45 ® 2
φ bbl.,
(him,
Vermont, fc*tb 16 @
Siierm
1

IT
20

g
g

Cedar ex,... 4 25
Cedar No.l, 2 75
do. Shaved, 55·
Pine do.
6 50

|

Π l

Laths,

Siffuce

g
g

Plue,

.So
50

00
®10 0
iv H

('•ffrr.

Java, i>tb,...

@

30
25

Bio

«

;Clent'uegim,.new39 s 42
I
Muscovado,new 36 g 38

C'««|M-ra|(e.

Sug. City,.. 1 90 (o.
Sug. C'try,. 1 25 ®
Country Rift Mol.

65

50
4 50

I

1 3i

do

are

hy;

Gr

board

hesitate to

not

j

They

safe.

the principal,

are

attended with

none

are as

as

any

are

for

atonee at 09 Green et.

a»

Bronze do.
Y. M. Bolt»,..

»sa:::""*g|lS
;;

£*uk

20
28

@

45

AN

of the

(ai
Porgicv *·····
®
Cordage*
American,loi a }°!
Russia,
1«« ίί, Lard
Olive,
Manila
20Α»

g®

vestors, and have but

ί&Λ:;::: ΙΟβ5Sia
gllO

!

than

a

to

future financial

All orders

promptly

Al.,.h.it.gal,1.90®2

remaining, lefts

BY
Office.

attended to.

particulars apply

For

with $800 in a good
business, together with a
Α., Washington st., Boston,

active

jaii 12-d&wtf

patent.
Maes.

mchlld3t

^

Wanted.

...

A

[I

GOOD Girl to do general housework in

a

small

manner.

one
locations in Boston, situated on
Roylston Piece, near tbe Common and Public Garden. Price low and terms easy. It must be sold by
the 12th of the present month. Enquire at Mo 11
BOYLSTON PLACE, Boston, Mass.
nichS-Gi

family iu l>eering, on the line of the Horse Cars.
mch9dlw
Apply to 48 UNION ST., up stairs.

For

..

Loft.

AT

.·

Ά

Ie«M- *> An·/...

10 oz.,

32fc
Dyewooih.

Barwood

3

ur«r.J

|Potatoes,i>bu

mercial street.

6 (fj
Camwood,....
Fustic,
21",
Logwood,
Cam peachy,
St. Domingo, 24 Q
Peach Wood,
34 α

iP

KedWood....
34®
Ffak.

4

Backe,....
I Clear......

Mess,
Prime,....

Cod, perqtL,

inst.,, between 49 Pine street and St. Luke's
THIRD
Cathedral, letter addressed
a

MRS. ELIZABETH A. COLLINS,
Care James E. Prindle, Portland, Me.
The finder will be rewarded by returning the same
to 90 Exchange st.
mrOdlw

60

WAITED!

Coat, Vest

HShOTe,4?bbl

Knssia,
Galv,

75 a

20

«

ll@

14

E.aril.
Kegs, ï>lb... 10}®
Tierces, lb.
93 <S
Pail

Caddies

12

>amar,
Joach

1 75
2 25
1 50

@

waier.

Sebago
For i»articulars call at 31 LINCOLN
tl
aug23
rooms.

No. 30 Anderson street ; nearly new, contains six looms, eight closet*, good cellar, aud
or
water. Apply at No. 3 Lincoln St.
plentv
j v28t·

HOUSE
C

Β FLJLETIN.

$20,000
Of these bond»

were

sold in Loudon, and

to

over

I
ι

$1,500,000

FOR
I

j

Sold in the United States durlug-jthe month o]

one

good

I

a

out-buildings.

gain if applied for

j
!
if*

SALE.

excellent farm of about 94
from this city, and
ANhouse
from
and

January.

soon.

For

*

A seven octave
ble rate.

Real
Feb 28-eod3w

acre—the

highest average

THE

1TH

or without board.
wanted. Apply corner

Sale.
fe28eod3w

Ο KFICfcSl

niWn U.tncna

Vn

of

STOCK,

officially reported, the gross earnings of the presPacific Railroad (Union and Central) for 1871, the
second year of through business (December
earnings
estimated) reach Seventeen Millions and a Quarter.
Of this 65 per cent, is from Local Business, and, it is
stated, fully 55 per cent, or nearly Nine and a Hall

men

GLOYK8, HOSIERY,
AND OTHER

GENT'S FURNISHING GOODS,

Millions,

WITHOUT BEGARD TO COST!

are

net over

j

operating e*i»en8es.

An

j

Country Residence,

F

-j

THE

|

LOCATION

~

WM.il.
Real Estate and Loan

Agent

TO PHYSICIANS.

THE

% ^Es <?
FlO^

AluhMri!a»t.Ti hM'
p'ortla^i Λ™'"

SPALDINGS CEPHAIIC PILLS

Property for Sale.

Hotel

By% HA»*F^PEK,11t»j5TpMMM
HitTdivinity^eetabMshed

AGENTS™'œ* »0yemnf

FOR SALE.

îft&w

Richmond, 5 yearn a City Miationcry. À woi li inrîk
liaving and nut a Sensation book, 200 Eneravln™
Agent» sell 40 a day. E. 15. TREAT, Pub. 805 MroaSl
way, N. Y.
mcU4t4w
tOENTD ! ! ! The Physical I,il. ©Γ

WOMAN

daily.

and the
cheapest Corset for its real
value, you have ever worn,

At

,

fullness of bust.
IT CANNOT BE IMPROVED.
Corset ie stamped with the name Thomson
and the trade mark, a Crown
Kept by all ftrstclass dealers.

THOMSON, LANGDON & CO.,
Sole Owner* ef Patente,
391 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
feb6t4w
OFFICE OF

Blanchard Haine State Boiler Co.

rangement there is maintained three temperatures of
water.

The smokft and licated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second compartment,
thence a&dn descending they pass through the tubes
in the tbird compartment. By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing temperatures of
average work, coupled with a good
steam for 150 indicated horse

Winter

take orders for "Chamber»' Eu·
being a new and revised Edition to 1872, with several thousand engravings.
Kitt·'» Family Bible, contains upwards of
1000 Engravings, by the most eminent artists ; new
Type and printed on heavy white paper, with numerous notes and references.
W«rceater'a Dictionary,a new edition prepared
expressly for subscribers ; printed on heavy toned paI*;r and well illustrât oil with Steel Engravings.
The Pictorial Monday Reading*, contains
choice articles on the leading sutyecte of the Bible;
to

•Knquire

ou

Education;

febillf

3 Tremont R^w ;

fcbl9 dim

Boston, Mass.

100 DOLLARS!
CATARRH

I.WItL.H*T.eTtbe

above a,nou,,t 'or
any cane of Catarrh that I cannot
perinanately cure. That terrible and loathsome diswise
has brought manv a
nnor
soul to a consumptive
grave, by the
wasting away of
y°U "°
whcn
can
be
cured
Oiftce now open, Koom Ko. 4.

febl7-dlw*

DR. HIIEPARd.
I'aitrd Hialro IIο..I

Portland

Pianos,
in

ai) unit;»» iiuuuv; i»
one passenger tor

matism,

or

Wells'

painB of

you afflicted
any kind? try one of

Macki«MPWaJ

Plasters.

Thsy will certainly cure.
They are are composed of choice emollient gums
on the finest kid, of three different alien, and
are worn with ease and comfort.
Sold hy DrupudHtg
Price IB, 20 and 30 cent» eaeh.
F.

C. WELLS & CO..
192 Fulton Sfeet, S

Ο sis %"h''a"5 ίί'Γΰ
4JOUND

WHITE TEKTH,

HEALTHY, GUMS,

BIBLE

Life

full dew.rintinn

<-.* th<»

Τ

ÀA17

I

500

l*a.

given,

aim

lt.l\DALl· AMBBBWN,

or

Hotel at
Bath.
good Liveiy StabJe is connected with
tbe
mrliiM

House.

STATE PRISON LIFE
BY

ONE WHO UAH SEEN IT.

BELDEN THE WHITE CHIEF
Beet selling books extant. Work* of
absorbing Interest. Agents wanted. 48
pages Extracts, Sample
engravings. Circulars, &c., free.
C. F. VENT, Pub., Ciu.,0., anil 58
Murray St. N.Y.
Agents also wanted for Chicago and the. Great Coil'
tUx ration
by Colbert and Chamberlhκ Editors ChiTribune. 528 octavo pages.
Fully illustrât«1.
30,000 *·1<1,
Address as above, or J. S ; Goodman, Chicago, or Edward F.
Hovey,
Boston, or Fred.
M. Smith, Auburn, Ν.
Y., or Wmoi Λ Co., Indianapnlis, Ind.
febHwf
g
cago

Fascination
Soul Charm
PWY€'M0I<0€iiI€i
ing' 400 pages by Herbert Hamilton, B. A. How

a a

or

ja31t4w

to

this power

use

(which all post-ess) at will Divination, Spiritualism,Sorceries, Denionologv, and ΙΟΟΦ
other wonders. Price bv mail
$1 25, in cloth : |>aper covers $100. Copy free to agent·*
only. 91,00·
monthly easily made. Address T. W. EVANS, Pub.
41 S. 8th Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
feb5t4w

AGENTS WANTED NOW.

COLDS AND COUGH.
j

that ejected colds bring
early cofREMEMBER
fins. If you have cough,
whether with sensiη

a

ble cold
it.
Of

WANTED, AGENTS.

or

gists.

*80 t· HM« per UMalli by
μ1Ι)·|

How

a

without it, take instant pains to get rid ol
all remedies for this
I)ODD*S
2ÏE&V 1NE is the most popular. purpose,
For sale
all

febl9t4w

FORTUITES, Coal #by the
Mauk; or,

the Si κι golfs
AND Tltll'MPHH OF OU Κ SKI.F-H ADE MEN,
b) .1. l>.
McCabe. Jr. By forty eminent examples, it teaeben
bow to succeed m life* and at the name time benefit
mankind. For particular, nnttaea of the prene aii'l
extra term*, a-lures*. UKOHdG M
ACI.KAM,
Fnbli.hrr* School St., Bouton.
feb5t4w
THEY irrnr.

WE

JAMES

ior ai rne raie

οι

oo26b»lw-o§tf

HAVE YOU SEEN
Patent Shawl Straps.
Broad's

numerous

customers.

Being connected with no other business or onceru
he intends to devote himself entirely to his trade, as
above.
E. D. GAMMON.

Cargo

!

BKOKE.H,

By tb» carao ul the t.-it !o«rv. marlc* μΐη,ι)·.
on lio.«r<l mî
j-laiv οι hh>i>aieitt. iiitt *i!l procure *«wls î tnn.Noit tt>e fami· when defiled.
ROMM & MTl
KDIVA.Vr,

FISK.

i>

a full account of all his
schemes, enterprises and assassination. Biographies of
Drew and other great R, R, and FinancialVunderbilt,
magnates.
Great FRAUDS of the TAMMANY RING.
Brilliant pen pictures in the LIGHTS & SHADOWS of
New York Life. JOS IE MANSFIELD the siren.
How a beautiful woman captivated and mined her
victims. Life of EDWARD β.
Illustrated octavo of over 500 pages. 8TOKB8,
Send ? 1.00 for
outfit, and secure territory at once. Circulars free.
UNION PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia, Chicago
or Cincinnati,
ft?b20t4w

_

-»» f

f

^ComwrrlaiM

Hard and WhitePiiie Timber
O. hand and sawed tu diiueiis..·»».
PINK I'l.AXK.
HARD PINK FI.OOHlNCi AHD«TKP·
BOA RON. ïî;r tale ly
il Alt D

STETSON &
Wbaii

POPE,

Dock, first, corner of Ε stieet.
nu29eodly
Office, 10 Srar.% 8' ,Boston.
and

ELIAS HOWE

Sewing Machines
AND

JURUBEBA!

It is Not A PHYSir—It is not what is popularly
called a bittkks, nor is it iutended as such. It is
a, South American plant that has been used for
many years by the me<lical faculty of those countries
with wonderful efficacy as a iowkrki
alterative
Mid UN EQUALED PURIFIER OF THK BLOOD and is U
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the

BL'TTKIiU'K'S

Patterns of Ciarmenls
PL j MM SE* i WILDEB;

fcb26t-4w

J>Ii*

17»

MidilTr St.. U|i Stair».

FISHERMEN

!

I

TWINES AND NETTING.

Liver and Spleen,Enlargement or Obstruction of Intes· 1
tines, Urinary, Uterine, or Al>dominal Organs,
M AS VFA( Τft ED Ρ
Poverty or a want of Blood, Intermittent or
IVM. v. HOOTER iT SOPS.
Remittent Fevers, Inflammation of the
j
Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
Send lor price-list.
Balllmorr, Md.
the Blood, Abscesses, Tumors,
ieM
dly
Jaundice, Scrofula, Pyspep·»
sia, Ague and Fever, or
1
their ConcomlJ

SEED,

[tante.

subscriber haviug made large addition to his
top.
former room and stock, as a coitin and casket,
Th·' only Sltawl Strap marie with
manufactory, and after twenty-five years of expe- Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowlrience in the business, is fully confident that he does
edged by all who have seen them to be the neatest j
manufacture as good work as is done in Boston or
shawl strap ever invented. «Just the thing for holi- j
Connecticut. He is now prepared to Curnish Coffins
and Caskets of all kinds, from the cheapest to the
day presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of
very best, of his own manufacture, as cheap as those j
made in other States and sent here to dealers to sell. ; all kinds.
Those in want of any of this kind will do well to j
Sole Manufacturers ol Broad's Patente, 27£ Market j
call at his manufactory and examine before purchasStreet, Opposite P, O.
ing elsewhere. Grave clothes constantly on hand,
G. B. BROAD Λ CO,
|
All of the above will be sold at fair and honorable
docl9-dlf
prices, and everything connected with the laying out,
removal, or burial of the dead, will be promptly attended to by
JAMES M. CUHJUER,
NOTICE.
Funeral and Furnishing Undertaker,
Corner of Temple and Federal sts., Portland Me.
AMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS
tyTbe poor always liberally considered.
feb28d&w
w9
2w*
ΓΙ1ΗΕ Undersigned has returned to his business, at
X Paiuting, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at his old
stand, No Η Union Street, where lie hopes to see

THE

drug-

■uu.
MTOVK and CHKi'fllllT CO A I.

The only complete life of

Containing

by

III SK1.L

W

MTKAMKR,

TRAINS.

paia

AT

the Gardiner Hotel.the Mu I tie
trirootl;·, ar.d Columbian House,

DICTIOSAUY.

Publishing Co., Phila.

AdENTS WANTED.

dc20 eod&wtf

SPECIAL· NOTICE !

j

Dr. Wells'

Extract

of Jnrnbfba

offbred to the public as a great
invigorator and rernidy tor all impurities of the bloo<I. or for orgauU
weakness with their attendant evils. For tbo fbreI rolng complaints
iι

JIHIBEBA
s
confidently recommended to every family oh a
louseliold remedy, and should be freely taken In nil
lerangements of the system. It given health, vigor
ind tone to all the vital forces, and animates and forifles all weak and lymphatic temperaments.
JOHN Q. KEL^CKKi, 1« Piatt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States,
'rice One Dollar i>er Bottle. Send lor Circular.
feb'JO
4w
1

ί~%/~\ίΛ0\
^\Jv/

SEE» !

MUSHItLS

\J Clover

Ke»T-mnih»(iMd;

umi Htil τ<»«

KES'b 4 f,L tt
Portland K,-t ,vp 1M..

·«»

»»i

»'·>

*—

WUlTXEY.
mt»m

I-

WELLS'S C ARBOLIC TABLETS,
*·* ('··Ι^·> 1'·Ι«Ι· «Mal H«erKarM.
TABLETS present the Acid In combina11HESE
tion with other rttirient remedial, in
poMlar
for the
a

form,

Curt· of all

THUOAT ami LUMJ Di»>-

a,ld ULCERATION of tlie
SÏ7S;ν
X)ARS,ENKSS
are
THROAT
ImnteiUataly relier t anl ntat«m«i!*
are constantly
being sent to the proprietor of reliet
in caae* <ff
η

Throat difficulties of year;*· fftandHig.

WICKES'
ECLECTI C

am

I'aadM.
Ikm't be deceived by worthlecs imltatlMw.
«1er
only Wkli.s'.h Cahboi.ic Taiilkts. ΡγΚ» -J fi« iw
bo*.
JOHN y. KEJ.LOGO. Id PUM Ht., Ν. V
Sole went lor the lT. S. Semi for CtrcnhuSold by
Price 25 cent* a Box.
Fi>r
by W. F. ffllLUM & CO..
feb2«-3m
Portland, jVff.

Druffgiftt*.
Sife

OIL !
Tor

Beauty o'Po'.îsh, Saving Labor, CleanIinese,Durability <3l Cheapness* Unequalod.

IIHVAUK OK HOUTIU.KSS
named, hut resembling ours in
intended lo deceive.
T1IK
at

_

spread

SMITH*A

OF

our terms, and a
arena National

I\'

Nlrrngiheninu

*

ENDALL'H MILLS,
BY

after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,

Portland, Oct. 26,1871,

Remember 144 1-2 Exchange St

his tormer

with Rheu-

FAIR 1-IE1JDH0ÏÏ8E,

more

It contains over 250 tine Seripture Illustrations
and
1105 pages, and is the most comprehensive and valuable History of the Bible ever
published. The labor
and learning of centuries are
gathered in thin ono
volume, to throw a strong dear light ui>on
every
page of the inspired Word.
AGENTS WA NTKD.—Stnd for Circulars, and see

AMI

every $500 additional value..

dci3

YOU FEEL WEAK AND

you

a

GREAT

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent,

the United

Me.

LANGUID
DO
CONSEQUENCE OF OVEB EXERTION»·
taken cold? Are
Have

AUTHOR

train at 7.30 A. M. for
South Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail train popping at. all stations) fbr Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris aud intermediate
stations at 5.00 Ρ, M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows :
From Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Gorham and Bangor, at
2.45 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
(^""Sleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 !n value (and that person-

*

•

premises.
■,OSK,PI* ΒΙΑΛΟΗΑΒΒ,

■ CBKAT CUAKCK FOR AGEIVTI

Λ

WHITNEY Α ΝΑΙΙΡΛΟΛ,
A|«oto,
jn'ZS-ly
TO Ιι··« Wharl, Β·»··«.

ARRANGEMENT.

On an.l

Price lists sent by mail.

2m

Freight 'or the We*t bv the Peon. Κ. Κ. ami
So itf
fcy connecting iiuae foi narded Iree ot
commission.
PASSAGE, TEN IX>LLAK3Kor Freight or
apply to

Fw—w*
Passenger
""

have the Agency for this State for the
CELEBRATED

w47

BIESBSSk

Frou» f.ong Wharf,
ai 3 p.ia
Fioin Pine Street Bot«too, PhiladelWb-irf,
ai 10 a. m.
Insurance one hall the rate of aau»

"■

leading instrument manufactured
States.

treats all

descriptions of the
several races or men, and all
species 01 Birds, Animals, Fishes, Insects, etc., upwards of 300 colored
subjects.
Libera.1 Salaries or Commission paid to good business men, with exclusive
territory. Catalogues sent
on applicetion.
SAM'L WALKER & CO.,

the

It is thoroughk on the del-

Encyclopedia

t

TO#oM££fi|Tniii,H will run as follows

and State Fairx in

Berth and Meals to Norfolk

leftTeeftuh port «very Wedw"ed4T*8atnriat

BY WM. SMITH, L. L. D.

19H.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

InetrnmentM War-

McPhail's

including

ΒΟΜΤΟΛ

HISTORY of the BIBLE.

Baggage

WI NTFiR

Kennedy.'

hours; to Baltimore $15, time G5 honrs.$12.50
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
For further information
apply to
E. SAMPSON,
Agent.
juuo2tf
33 Central Wharf, Ronton.

ILLUSTRATE!»

advertised'by

MP.

Fare

THIS

Railway

OF

William

time 4H

IS NO HUMBUG ! By sending 35 Cents
with ago, height, color of eyes aud hair, you will
receive by return mail a correct picture of your
future
husband or wife, with name and date of
marriage.
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24
Fultonville,
Ν. Y.
4w
jn29f

FOR

ALTERATION

William Lawrence."
George Appotd."

"McClellan" Capt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to
Washington t»v
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg au-'.
Iiichatsmd, by river or rail; and by the Va. ά Tenu.
Air Line to all
points in I irginià, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia
·, aud over the Seaboard ami Boxnoke R. R. to all points in North and
South Carolina
by the WRait. Λ Ohio R. R. to Washington and
places est.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger
accommocations.

ING MACHINE,at a liberal salary or oil Commission
A Horse and Wagon given to Azênts. Full
Particulars furnished on application. Address W. Α. Ηκ.νdebsox & Co., General Agents,
Cleveland,
Ohio, and
St. Louis, Mo.
jn20t 4w

GREAT WEST.

ments.

Ί he

"
"
"

EMPLOYMENT.

desire to

Do not be deceived by "Old reliable office," or
"best routes'»
other parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster Hall,or at the
Dei>ot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance.
checked through and
Pullman Cars secure*I from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD'S, opj*>. Pteble Houre,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland, Me.
\VM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
sept25dtf
Bangor, Me.

Will sell to be paid for in InstallI also

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central
Wharf, Booton,

Tuesdays and
at 4P. χ.
.for NORFOLK Saturdays
and BALTIMORE
Steamships

engage few
Agents to sell the
WEWorld Renowned
Improved BUCKEYE SEW-

Or any other point in the

SALES-

STUBBS, Agent.

end

jan23t4w

PROFITABLE

CALIFORNIA,

Reeeired the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New

ACTIVE SALESMEN
WANTED
cyelapedia",

13»

A. R.

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Washington,
D. f. Steamship Line.

jkn23t4w

any wine.

as

ticket* via the

Trunk—

ranted.

_

HE well known Farm owned by Joseph Blanchard, in Cumberland, one mile from the Centre,
would exchange for City Property. If not sold by

Grand

144 l-£

i

M.
diciO 2is tc2os

01 all medicines that give strengtn and robustness to
body and mind, DODD'S NERVINE bears the nalm,
Its sale is large mi'l Ρ s j»opularify long established.
Probably more families keep It on hand for every day
use as a stimulant and
corrective, than all other medicines now before the public.
It is pleasant to take

trains

Arrangement, N«r,

I'repurchasing

MELODEONS

All

Railway

A Reliable Tonic.

STJÎiiUJUiM Χ.

$5.00 SAVED

—AND—

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
Cor. Middle and Exoliange Sts

Eastport

Address Columbian everything
Book Co.,

for Circulars.

Hartiord, Conn.

♦Accommodation.
jFast Express.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent. Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
novll-dtf

Bonds.

The Liriag W«rld; with

Send

PORTLAND, SACO,

Julv/v/l\
$100 to #200 per month cleared in
canvassing for ISi«t«ry of the Cm· I Fire* in
Chkuvo and the World. Has oiu>old all others
an 1 only complete
History Published. Bv Rev. E. J.
GOODSPEED, D. 1) 675 Pages and 75 illustrations,
or Springfield line,
and with our Neir England (·colored in tovm
trains
between
and
Portland
Boston | and U. S. ami
ships
80gr*Freight
World Mans, success is certain. Apdaily.
rily at once for terms and territory to D. L. GUEKNPassenger station in Boston, Hay market Square.
SKY. Pub., Coucord, Ν. H.
feb5t4v
Freight station. Causeway street.

ORGANS

England
18G'I

Returning

PHILADELPHIA
Steamship Line.
Alone."i^s,£r"geml
Finely illustrated. Price low. Will outsell

time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 l«>r New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South, 3,3(lt P. M.
raiu with the 9,00 p. M· train for New York via Sh·». e

W. P. HASTINGS.

EXCHAVOE

Family Register

"Afoot &

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. StaPortland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
g;ij;;fajjjatioB,
S--a
M., 3.30Î, 3.45*, P. M. Returning
f£L
—"
"-'7.30. *8.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, Ν. H., via C. & P. R, R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* Ρ, M,
Manchester and Concord, via Lawreuco, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell,6.15*. 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30*, ,**.45» P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in

Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidueys or Bladder, Gravel. Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Iliick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or 1 ncontinuence of Urine, ChronUCatarrh of JMadder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Crino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicin
/
everywhere.
no'M
eodly

MANUFACTORY &
ROOM,

On and after
Monday, Dec. 23<h,
the Steamer
New'
( apt. J. H. Pike, will BrunswleK,
leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State street,
—r every MONDAY
at 5 15 p. m
tor Eaftt]>ort and St. John.
will leave St. John and
East port every
THURSDAY.
|3T"Connecting at
with Steamer
for St# Andrews and Calais ami with Ν. QUEEN
B. &. κ
Kail way for Woodstock and Houlton
stations.
Connecting at St. John with steamer EMPRESS
for Digbv and Annapolis, thence
by rail to Windsor
and Halifax and with the Ε. & N. A.
tor Shcdiac and intermediate stations. Winter
rate* will
be charged for freight after Dec. 20th.
Freight received on days of sailing until 4 o'clock

in the subscription
in every family. The

8ÔOLOCK

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

vEUCHI

The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being
gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper
compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while
running this
boiler with coal or wood the sparks are
neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, never
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a call.

novelty

PUKE BLACK ΤΒΛ
tho Green Tea Flavor.
suit all testes. For
sale evei y where in our "trademark" pound and half
poind
packages only. And tor sale
wholesale only by the Great Atlantib and Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st... New York P. O. Box
Send for Thea Nectar Ciroular.
janP- 4wt

5506.

BI^P^The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad,
Ν. B. The 6.15, 0.10 A. M., and 3.30,3.45 P.M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
no9if
Supt. P. S. & P. K. R.

use.

weight

AGENTS
a

ARRANGEMENT.

Our Trip Per Week.

Λ
[ΐβ
•with

A Standard

We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
of coal
I»er cent, more ]>ower with the same
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
and
will
do
as
Ion»
as
it is
continue
to
market,
so,
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

and Mt. John,
Digby,
WindMr and Halifax.

^Warranted to

iExpress.

long as A ykk's

marvellous cures, ■which have wou for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of Coughs.
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed, the Cherry Pectoral has really
robbed those dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
Fheir fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the read ν and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it afiords in sudden attacks, and by ts

power.

KaMlporl, Calai*,

THEA-NECTAR

M
Leave Boston for Portland at 17.30 A. M., J8.30 A.
M., 112.15 P. M., *3.00 P. M-, *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A, Mi, returning at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M., $10.40 A.
M., t2.38 P. M., 15.30 P. M., *10.10 P. M.
♦Pullman sleeping car express train,
tAccommodation train.
§ Mail train.

rbeen

supply

IXTERNATIOSAL STEAMSHIP CO.

~

leave Portland daipf^ff^^HSly, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunïï^^rg, [ays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. f6.15 A.
—"
**~M., §9.10 A. M.f |3.30 P. M., t3.45 P.

Cherry Pectoral. It
known to the pnbaoout forty years, by a
long contiunod series of

THE

an

Lovell, daily.

Passenger

B

m

EXTRACT

80 Chromo EnflTRvhitfu.
The |P«pulnr Kd«cal«rt
of Elementary and Technical
subjects ; adapted to all classes.

Porter,

Commencing Monday, Nov'r 13th, 1871·

JMiWIEB'S
>:<
m ν
above is an engraving of a Steam Boiler containing 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon a
new principle, namely,ίλαέ of
stopping the vertical
circul jtion, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartment. By this ar-

—

the only work extant which satisfies this want. It
besutuul and striking, combining an entirely new
and elegant Family Pbtt«graph AI bam, with
a complote Family
llixlery. Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GEO.
MACLEAN, .1
£eh··! Mtrect, It·»!··, Ira.
ja8-4wt

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

decl8-d&wevery3dwly

dcl8

for

EASTERN AND

PREPARED BY
C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS..
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

water.
While doing
engine, it will

Pictorial

WILIJAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.
decl6-tc

which Lave won the confidence of mankind and
[become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Per;hai.3 no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or main-

M

HT

a

is
is

daily.

DR. J.

1

«X

JAMES FISK.

as Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Asthma and Consumption.
THE FEW Compositions

timely

<1

On and after Monday, December, 18.
1871. passenger trains leave Portland
4wt
ejj
ror Rochester and intermediate stations I
at 7.15 A.M.. and 1.30 P. M.,
AGENTS WANTED FOR THE LIFE OF
making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great j
A complete History of his life and exploits iVom a
Falls and Conway Railroad lor Conway.
Pedlar Boy to a King among Financiers.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
His tri7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
umphs and failures. How be lived and how be died
Illustrated. Price by mail, 50 cents. Terms liberal*
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on DoAddress Win. Flint & Co., Phiia. Pa.
ver and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
jaii23|4w
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o'clock train makdirect
connection
at
Rochester with trains from
ing
"IOO CHOICE
NO.
4.»
MKLECTION*,
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
is now ready with its precious store of
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
good thing for
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Public and Parlor Readings,
a
being happy bleiMJlng
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
of Eloquence, Humor,
Sentiment, Pathos and BurStages connect as follows :
lesque, Uniform in style witb the preceeding numAt Gorham for West Gorham,
bers.
which
have won the public heart, and the
is
Standish, and No.
•'MORE!" Cloth-bound, 75 cents; pai>er, 30 cry
Limiugton, daily.
cents,
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny
or 4 copies for $1.
Also "Excelsior Dialogues," reEagle
and Limington. daily.
vised, price $1 25.
At Centre Waterboro' for Limerick,
Ask your bookseller for them, or send
Newfleld, Parprice to P.
sousfield and Ossipee, Tuesdays,
Garrett & Co., 702 Chestnut st., Philadelphia,
and
SatThursdays
Pa.
AGENTS WANTED.—Those selling other books
urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro' for Limerick,
ParsonSfield, cau sell these by thousands.
jan23t4w

Anatomy, Boston,

so

Iul—.. J

line which will sell at night
HAVE

Winter Arrangement.

TUE

tained it

Iaqbu

long wanted

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD·

each

No Corset has ever attained each a reputation, either
in this or any other country.
Ae now marie in length and

ernment

Fryeburg

0.-J4.V

GLOVE FITTING.

OLIVKH.

ei-Ie 0/ Portland Put, ilallj loi
M5 A M. ami S.15 I· M.

BOOK

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, November 8,1871.
noWf

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the logs of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration ; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be :
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

GENUIUE patent

H.

LINK.

The favorite
Steamship OAK
LOTΧΑ will leave
(lait'h Whart
every
SATURDAY
►at 4 P. M. fur Halifax
direct
'making close connection» with the
Nova Scotia Railway, for Windsor,
Truro, New
i ilangow and Pictou.
Returning will leave Domiuion Wharf, Halifax every Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabin jiMOJi with .State Room.
37 IK)
For further information apply to L.
BILLINOS
Atlantic Wharf, oi
JOHN PORTEOrS, Agent.
ehpl3tf

W1NTTER

The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
Portlaud iu season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers by the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.

at all times.

THOMSON'S

·'

η

A.

No vu Sooci»

WEEKLY

5é»8Î

At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton, daily.

For Diseases of the Throat and

If you want tlie most satis,

«ϊΊεΊΓuls"

ssr

and Naples, daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and

Glove-Fitting Corset. Ayer'sCherry Pectoral
Lnnge,
buy

ÛM'Iirnln·!

--

Raymond

Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
nll865d&w No. 172 Cumberland Street, Portlard,

Gallery

MPT.

STAGF*.
VIA 7.40 A. M.
At East Baldwin for Sebago and Br id gt on, daily.
VIA 3.15 P.M.
At South Windham for North Windham, Casco,

special accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
"ertain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will findi t invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken

of

·>

Ο ai ifai,

"οι

Γ

Eclectic Medical Infirmary·
TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his
rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their

PROPRIETOR OF

τ»

Imiumd Mraiuboai Ceiapau)
ΜΤΚΛΜΚΜ

KXPRE8N,

A.M.
P.M.
Leave Portland,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Cou way, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with passenger car
attached.

4» can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
by writing, in a plain manner, a description oi
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be
forwarded immediately.
AH correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address :
DR. J. B. HUGHES.
172 Cumberland St.. Portland.
Egp^Seud a Stamp for Circular.

Parisian

17·

for Peaks' Island.

0° 3ΐκ1 aitor Monday, Nov. 13th, and
{?v????^f52?5Sluntil furtner notice, trains will run as

Middle-Aged Men,

perfect safety

—

AIiKXAliDEB, A*,»,.

Β

THE

equal traffic on the Northern Pacifie Road will
pay a dividend of more than
per cent, on its total
cost. With its great and unquestioned advantages in
j
distance, grades, climate and tributary fertile coun29$ CONGRESS STREET.
feblOtf
try, the Northern Pacific is assured of a vast and
Desirable
profitable business from the outset, with a large in- |
Superior Business Opportunity. creese for the future.
l US Τ Class Grocery Store for sale ; fifteen yearn \
FOR SALE !
These facts regarding Pacific Railroad earnings, !
established, with "a growing family trade; horse, J
and
the
harnesses
and
all
market
value
to
of
on
ί
Railroad Lands, as shown
wagons,
appurtenances
carry
Oliver Dyer farm in Saco, on the Portland
the business ; chance seldom met with, as the owner
by actual sales to settlers, show the unquestioned
is retiring from the business ; residence and etable on I
road, three miles from the Post Office and two
of Northern Pacific Railroad Bond*.
security
from
old
Orchard Beach : contains one hundred and
the premises.
TAYLOR &
acres, well wooded and watered ; weil adapted
mchl3-3t
forty
CO.^20 State St., Boston.
to the raising of market
Vegetables, or for a milk
farm.
Restaurant and Dining Saloon for
The buildings consist of a large two story modern
Sale.
built Brick house ; a barn 38x72, clapboarded and
of great value; with all appurtenances
painted; and a stable 24x36. all in good repair.
in perfect order to carry on the business ; splenThe house Is well located for summer boarders.
CONNTRIJCTVON OF THE ROAD.
Will be sold at a great bargain before the first ©f
did run of regular and Transient tiret class trade;
trade
April,
*
Also for sale the Capt. Sylvanus Hi«gins farm in
~~"ing.
satisfactory reasons for selling.
State st., Boston, Mass.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 Sta(
Cape Elizrbeth ; contains about one hundred and
mchl3-3t
thirty acres, partly covered with a heavy growth of
wood and timber; comfortable buildings and cuts
about thirty tons of hay ; three miles from Portland,
BU RN HAM'S
r*
is m general
and one ana a half from Cape Elizabeth Depot. Will
Turbine
i\fw
^
The road is completed to the eastern
U. S. A
use throughout the
m
boundary ot be sold low i< applied for soon, otherwise will be leasLL. six inch, is used by the GovernDakota, the lted River of the North, a distance oi ed for the coming year.
JOSEPH HOBSON.
Office,
255 miles. On the Pacific
or1 ment in the I).Patent
Its
simcoast, 65 miles are under
C.
mch2deod&w4w wlO
Saco, Me., March 1st, 1872.
Washington,
^
construction, the greater part of which is completed
plicity of construction and the
it
transmits
renders
it
including purchased lines, the Northern Pacific Com
yA power
J ERR IS,
ever in^ the best water wheel free.
pany now have nearly 600 miles of running road
N.
vented.
L
Pamphlet
Contracts
are
let for the construction of 635 miles
ψ?- K. BURNHAM, York, Pa.
more, to be finished before the close of 1872.
mch4t4w
f*
WE WOULD RRCOM9IEND THE
Η··μ-*, Lei· and f arm· f·r Sale·
NORTHERN PACIFIC SEVEIf.THIR.
He would reter partiefe abroad to the toliowing
named gentlemen oi this city: H&n. Geo. F. ShepTY GOLD BOND AS ONE OF
THE
ley, Hon.A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin KingsBEST
AND SAFEST
Board and Nursing, for Ladies about to be confined,
SECURITIES
bury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. Jobn Lynch,
for contagious or
or who require treatment, (except
NOW OFFERER TO THE PUBLIC.
vnimral di weaves,) under the charge of their o»vn phyPortland. Nov 1 1870
In this security are combliued the
noltt
high credit of a
sician, can be found by addressing Mrs. M. S. Ware,
first-class Railroad Bond, with the solidity and safeNo. 4 Ferdinand st., Boston. All communications
For Sale or To Lei·
confidential.
ty of a Real Estate Mortgage on Land worth more
subscriber about to remove to Portland, offers
Referbnoes: Wm. Read, M. D., (late City Phyfor sale or to be let in the
than twice the amount loaned.
city of Aubrtrn, a few
sician) ; David Thayer, M. D. ; John Skinner. M. D. ;
minutes walk from
depot, churches and schools his
These Bonds are payable in 1900—bear 7 3-10 per
C. F. Folsom, M. D. ; S. L. Dutton, M. D., Boston;
spacumsand
convenient
dwelling house, stable and
Nathan French, M. P., Maiden Centre, Mass.
cent, interest in gold, payable first of July and Janoutbuildings, and grounds surrounding them of about
two acres of land
JlUliO WU OUI
of a lawn, shrubbery
uary—are free of U. S. Tax—are receivable at 19 per
consisting
and vegetable garden, current
and
cent, premium for the Company's lands at the Lowbushes,
apple, i*>jir plnm and cherry tree»gooseberry
in full bearing.
Also adjoining the above are
est Cash Price, and are issued in the following dethirteen
acres of high™
nominations: Coupon bonds, $100, $500, and $1,000;
'""1 pasture land, on
mow";e™
which is a young
orchard of thriftv tree*
The whole
Registered bonds, $100, $500, $1,000, $5,000 and convenieutly divided and fenced.
Said premises are
$10,000.
the
overlooking
°?
Kro'!,"'1
of
Auburn
anil Lewiston.
city
The
The proceeds of all sales of land are required to
with
^ CXC"a,";&1 buildings
f"r
be devoted by the Trustees of the bondholders
(Messrs. J. Cooke and J. Edgar Thompson) as a
Auburn, March 2, 1872.
dtf
Sinking Fund to the purchase and cancellation ot
Dealers and
purchasers of Fruit and Ornamental
bonds.
Farm for Sale.
the first mortgage
Trees and Plants will find
their Interest In examining
40 acres of good land
EXCHANGING 5-90'*· In view of the ability
divided into
our largely increased and
unequalled stock, which Is
mowing and pasturing, the pasture
and fixed policy of the Government to call in Its
in
is wed watered, with a brook runsuperior quality, with many
Novelties, selected in 5-20's and substitute a low-interest >»ond—$140,000,ning through it that never falls, and
Europe, by personal imsjiection, last toll.
Send for a
Is on of the best oastures in Town ;
000 having been called in for cancellation since SepCatalogue.
a
It
has
goed barn, small home and wood-shed, with
tember 1st—many holders of 5-20's are exchanging
W. C. STRONG &
This farm is situated in the
a well of good water.
CO.,
Uriahton, Mas?., and No 4 Beacon
them for Northern Pacifies, thus adding to their
Town of Deering, 4 miles from the City of Portland,
St., Boston,
mchll MW&F Cw
principal the present premium on Government one mile from Abbott's Corner and within a few rcnls
of J. W. Jones' Corn Factory. For further informaBonds, and increasing their yearly interest income tion, enquire of NATHANIEL
HAWKKS, near
Morrill's Corner.
nearly one third.
feb27dlw&wtf
All marketable stocks and bonds will be received
Cure disorders of Liver and
Stomach, Headache, Dy«- at curreut prices in exchange for Northern Pacific
l«l«ia, Arc. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
mr4t3m
Seven-Thirties without expense to the investor.
For farther particulars concerning this Bond, Of
AGENTS WANTED FOR
The undersigned offers for sale the "New
purchase of the same, apply to the undersigned.
Hampshire House," situated in the pleasant
SWAN & BARRETT,
and prosperous city of Do ver, Ν. Η.
The
H. M. PAYSON,
in good repair; well famished; deI hotel is
with
tine
mirhtfully
shade
located,
trees
and
E.
W.
WOOD,
and rationalism routed.
attractive grounds, and has excellent stabling.
«·»γ.Ιηπ.Ι.
The
without
or
furniture.
M,«-T*T*8&w«w
with
be
sold
Will
most popular and
A. TUCKKR,
rapidly selling religious work ever
Inquire of, or address,
Conductor on B. & M. It. R.
jalOeodtf
ij»sued._For Circulars address U. S. Pub. Co., Ν. Y.
Cincinnati, Chicago or St. Louie.
nir4|4w

Co.,

or

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system In a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen fir albumen will api»ear,or the color will be of a thin, milkish hue, again changiug to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

For Sale·

Portland Nursery, and Buildings connected
with it. Located at Morrill's Corner,
Deering,
2J miles from Portland, near R. R. station, and terminus of Portland and Forest Avenue Horse R. R ; one
of the best locations in the place. The lot con tains
1J acres ; the buildings are a two story house 23 by 24
feet, wjth L 12 by 20 feet. A small Green House and
Office. The house and land will be sold with or
without the Nursery stocks,or the dwelling house and
suitable lot of land alone. Inquire by mail on the
premises, or of Ε P. BRIGGS, Esq., Morrill's Corner.
feb!3dtf

war-

with the above disease, some oi
young
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and' by their friends are supposed
to have it. All such enses yield to the proper and on
ly to correct course oi -treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in i>erfeet health.
more

As

ent

perfect cure

consulted by one

WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

| good

OF

a

we are

junlldlyr

Every

Farm For Sale.
Containing 72 acres ; about 20 acres
of good wood ; about 16 acres mowing and tillage ; a two story house,
wood-house anil barn connected ; all
in good repair; situated one mile
from Cumberland Center, For particulars enquire of
Francis Purin ton, at Morrill's Corner, Deering, or
Charles Farwell, on the premises.

Hardly a day passes but

Steamers Dirigo and Fr&ncoiii »
will, until further notice, run afollown :
Leave Gait's Wharf, Portia*»!
'every MONDAY ar.d THURs
DAY. at 4 P. M.t and leave Pi«r Μ Ε. li., New York.
4 very MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
Tile Dirigo and Franconla arc littexl up wltbftnn
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelern br
twi'cn New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Good» forwarded to and from Montreal,
Quebec.
Halifax, St. Jolui, and all part* of Maine. Shipper*
are requested to send their
to the Steam·.-™ as
freight
early as 4 P. Μ.,οη the day* they leave Portland.
For
Freight or Pannage apply to
HENRY FOX. (ialt'H Wharf, Portland
^
·]· F- AMES, Pier 38. E. R., New York.
Mav
9-dtf

IreuÎITl |«' £i
stS®

βΐ nnncock Hirret, Botl.n, Hum.

THOMSON'S

θαβ«-.ι·

given immediately,

and

ranted.

«»».!

Dr. Jourdain'·» CoiiMittiiig Office,

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

X the rear, on Vernon Court, together with the lot
which they stand.
Enquire on the premises.

Fleers, for
Beauty

Many Thousand· Can Testify to'Γ hi m
By Unhappy Kacpericnec !
Young men troubled witli emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the remilt of a bad habit in

youth—treated scientifically

NKW ΛΚΚΙ^ΚΥΙΚ.ΧΤ.

Passengers booked to all naru «*t£:i^5r. *
Drafts Issued qn Great Brittain
awl
and upwards. For Fn ieht an«l r-ui
at the Company's Office, 80 gtate
Street For
ai
99
State
:»ge passage,
Street, Boston

Will leave rlie Wett
c< uLk' Islaait at

a

Kteani8hi|> <1o.

in-

BKMI-WUKKLY lilî^K

iBii 3.45 Ρ M.
Boston $6.50.
...
gy Private partie# can lie accommodated
by aï»·
Stages for Guilfonl, Abbott, Mon sod and Moosehead 1 plvii
g to thu CaDtain on board
Lake, leave Dexter at 11.00 a.m. Connecting with
Fare
down :i*i<i t«a»j»t /"* cent»·, cbi!dren lia·'
the Night Express from Portland.
pr"'c.
Port load. June 23, 1*71.
1s23dî.t
Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton, |
Calais and St. John, for §8.00; and to Halifax for
«112.00.
and roOcaklif
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
x^ln·* Msedrlk··*®
^HfnuMw §f jcenuluo ftrlu
Augusta, Feb. 14, 1872.
Itftf
1
«uc Water.MiU
,MIm|hiwmiH« t·
PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R. K.

HAS

in Suit*

or

TV»rHn»»il

juRt published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

These offices aie tlie most desirable In the city, being pleasantly situated and beatcd by steam.
Also, I>*»sk roem and desks furnished if desired.

reasona-

oil

Possession
mh2-dtt

Aise Lad ν Boarders
Center and Free st. No
jnnSOtf

FLUENT BLOCK,

Either Single

SEASON.

Dr. II. J. JOURDAIN,

factory, best fitting
a

do not wait for unsightly
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of
and Completion.
:

fini

PUEPAlb 8TEE11AGE PASSAI! E.

Peak*»

seu-eoiii ύ

»

May J.iwa-Jlf

Train* Oar at Portland.

Mercury.

nuiterW

uuruoor

K^turn Tickets on favorable terms
**u£ers onbark at Cuuard
Wharf, Jersey

f'Uv

and

«-111 ru» the eeaiton a* follow* :
Leaving Atlantic Wliarf, Portland, at 7 o'clock
Mid India Wharf, Bostnr mv day, nt 3 o'cl.il
1·. M.. (Sunday· excepted.
Cabin tore
<1 511
Peck
1 IH)
;
Freight taken us usual.
L. BILLINGS, A*ent.

Pansage Money, including fare from Boston to Ν York,
I'abin, $80, $100, $130 gold—according to accommoda
! «n Steerage, #.'«) Currency. Tickets to Paris. $15
olm'·

No. I. Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. in.. Bath 6:15,
Brunswick 7:15. LewUton (via Danville) 0:45. Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. tn.
No. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a. in., Dexter 8:15,
Skowhegan 9:40. Waterville 10:45, Augusta 11:45,
Brunswick 1:3ô, R-ith 1 :00. Readfield 11:40, Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. in.
No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Bath 5, Brunswick 5:25, Lewiston (via Danville) 5.
Arrives at
Portland 6:45 p. in.
No. T. Night Express (from St. John), leaves
Bangor 7 p. m.. Water vile 9:23, Augusta 10:15, Brunswick 11:45, Bath 6 p. in., (remaining at Brunswick
until 11:45). Arrives at Portland at 1 a. m.
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed through.
Fare #5.00. A good Une of
Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. m. train,
arrivingat Dover and Foxcruft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about G. 30 a. m.
Connecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for

Have Confidence.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

low

Qut*u*itowii,

Cork Hat'.

Steamers api>ointed to sail
FRO.If NKW YORK.
ALABRIA. Wed.Mch tf. ABYSSINIA,Wed Meb 20
ΉΙΜΑ,
\Ve*L,Mcli 13 0UBA, Wed. Mch37.

No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. iu. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45, Bath
7:10 and Augusta 8:15 I». m.
No. 16. Leaves Portland at 8:05 p. in., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train connects with 3 p. in. train from Boston.

■

IN

at

new

MUNTRpÎYW
MONTREAL,
having tneu fitUO
"1·fi?l".?'«Ι*·*,with
laiS,
ofbeautitul
tc iti^iiJV

fabiu, $80 field. Storage, $»0 (arrrm·}

in.

Arrives at Bangor 7:40
p. m., connecting with train on Ε. & N. A.
Railwav,
for Oldtown and Mattawarakeag.

and ours. The inexperienced general
practitioner,
naving neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with their pathology,
commonly pursues one system of treatment, in most cases
malting
au indiscriminate use of that antiquated and
danger-

SUJIK ANTIDOTE

«L1NO FOR LIVKRPOOT..

'Culling

Leave Portland at 1:00 i).
m., Lewiston
via Danville 2:50, Readth
ld
Kendall's MMls5:lO,
Lrunswiek 2:30, Bath 2:50;3:59,
(there connecting with
the Knox and Lineoln railroad
for Damariscotta,
Rockland, &c.); Augusta4:00, Kendall's
Mills 5:10,
Skowhegan 5 :50, Dexier 7:15.

study

FOR

rhe

«.

from inexperienced physicians in
general practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the best syphiland management of these
ograpliers, that the
should engross the whole time of those who
plaintshe
arnnld
ftAmnotftnt οηΛ miAnn..oft.l J- "

ROSTOI.

1*11 ΜΤΚΛΜΚΗΜ
S

-w-

:

FOR

r^iisK

StuamoiT appointed te nail
Pasesuger trains leave Portland for Bang'r. No.
0, (night express via Augusta.) at 12:30 a. iu. Brun- ,
OIKKCT BROIQ BOSTON
»wick 2:25. Augusta 4 .*00, Waterville
5:00. Arrives !
at Bangor 7 :30 a. m.
PALMYRA, Sat., Mar. ï. ΚΑΜΑΚΙΑ, Sat.. Mar. :t0.
Connecting witli Ε. & N. A.
Hallway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John and HalilBEKIA, Sat., March ».OLYMPK8, Sat., April ti.
ifax.
"AKTHIA. Sat, Mar. lfi. SIBEltlA, Sat., April 13.
No. ΙΟ. Leaves Portland at 7 :U0 a. m.
JATAVIA, S it. Mar. 23, | PARTH1A. Sat..Aprllai
Arrives
at Lewiston via Danville 8:65.
Brunswick H^iO, Bath
ty Passengers embark at theC'unar.1 Wharf. East
'J :00. (there
connecting with Knox & Lincoln RailÏOStOU.
road for Daiuariscotta,
Rockland,
Arrives at
Ac.)
10:30 a.

Angnsta

the duties he must
fulfil; yet
country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but
always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physidau, as it is a lamentable
yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic
patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions
maltreatment

weapon, the

rr;iii^r<*iiicut of TralUH, -—gFeb. lî),

Train* front Portland.
1

Caution to the Public·
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should liav.e
their efflcacy established by well-tested exi>eiicnce in
the hands of a regularly-educated
physician, whose

ous

A

STEAMERS.
-----

βΐίΤ£\Λ.κη

S^aBa"*»·

cess.

with

on

LET.

TO

Rooms,

He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earned reputation"
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

Furnished Room to Let.

W

bar-

any grant being $13.96,
and the lowest §3.07. With few exceptions the avhas
increased
from year to year.
erage selling price
mchlldlt&w3t*wll
The lande ot the Northern PacificRoad are admitted
all
who
have
seen
to
be
better
and
by
more
them,
Farm for Sale.
saleable than those of most other grants ; but. sold at
the general average of $7,04 per acre, they will yield
ACRES of good land, cuts 40 tons of
hay,
more than $161.000 per mile of road—more than three
lOv about 600 cords of young hardwood growth,
a brook running through it that never
times the possible cost of construction and
fails; it has a
equip- {
ell and wood shed, and carriage
barn,
house,
meut ; at the lowest average of any grant (3.07)*
ouse, good well of water. This farm is situated in
they will produce more than $70.000 per mile, which j the town of Bowdoin, Maine, 5 miles from navigation
and It. R., Bowdoinnam, 5 miles from Lisbon Falls.
is $20.000 per mile more than the
aie
allowcompany
Terms easy. For further information enquire of
ed to issue bonds.
WM. SMALL, JR..
mr4eo(12w
TRAFFIC OKI PACIFIC RAIL·BO IDS.
Lisbon Falls, Maine.

BALANCE OF OUR

MRS. DINSMORE'S
""
(OUOH *V1'
~'T«AM!

or

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

THE VALVE OF LAND GRANTS.
The averagejprice at which twenty-sixland giant
railroads have thus far sold their lands is $7.04 per

@ 2 50
@ 5 50
@ 2 50

a

fe28eod3w

For Rent.
Piano, in good order, at

whole

mar9dti

Will be sold at

»

Enquire of

W^LOCKR

part of the block oi Brick Stores
Portland Pier.
Applv at. the Merchants National Bank.
iylBtl

acres, six miles
railroad station ;

A good second-hand Safe.
Theiw Β·0(1μ have »«ld, daring the past
I
t· a· extent nne*nnlled hy thane af
yc«ur9
j
aay ather Carparatiaa, and they hare aaw
taken their plnee amang the aalid and fa·
varite necaritiee af the eanatry.
This is because the Bonds are based upon tne
amplest security, being a FIRST AND ONLY
i MORTGAGE "upon the railroad franchisee, nd
all the lands and property, and rights of property,
real and personal, now in possession by the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company, or which the said Company may hereafter acquire." The Land Grant of the
Northern Pacific Railroad will average over
23,000
acreBto each irile of road. This land is capable ot
in
all
abundance
the
producing
Fruits, Vegetables
and cereals of the Eastern or Middle States.

Ο. 1» A Κ

To be Let,

Loan III

Small Building JLot 47x50, in the Western part of the city, for sale.
Apply to
mr9eod2w
«EO. B. DAVIS A CO.

I
ι

ι
House of ten rooms.
37
street.
K.

Jyl3 dtt

We are prepared to loan money In ■■■»
from $100 to any amount desired, on Hr*t
class mortgase» in Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook. or DeerinR. Partie· dédirons of building can also be ui'comn·
odated witb loan·.
CEO. H. DAVIS & CO..
Real Estate 4k ?lortgaj{e Brokers.
eep24tt

1

TELE

€has. Custis &

oct!9eodtf

To Let,
let, containing?

To
et.
Geo. R. 7/'J vis & Co.'s
DESIRABLE
A
Wilmot
Ell,

$6,000,000

WE ARE SELLING

WINTER

to

second floor without

the

on

__

Wool.
fleece washed 70 @ 80
do. unwashd 60 @ 70
70 ® 80
'ulled,
»elts,
150® 300

@

Rooms to Lei.

Front Rooms
TWO
board at 28 High st.

C-nrilrnrr.

REAL ESTATE.

Tarnish.

rurnicui'e,....

lodging

on second floor.
Also
with bourd. 49 Frank-

To Let

—

6}·
7}

one room

mch6*lw

Pejiper,.^....

δ

PLEASANT

Good references
TENEMENT
SITUATION
given. Address GAKDENKli, Press Office.
ST.

§

Β.

iront room
on h ;rd floor
oc28tf

lin st.

Wanted.

lifting.

Euglish,Wr.

premi-

To Let

87 MIDDLE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.
as

the

on

J. J. GILBERT.

First- lass Houses to Let.
ΝΟΓ sold préviens to Oct 1st, the two end houses
new brick block of tour, on the comer oi
Pine sw, will be rented on favorable Uyxts.
These are first class housea ic every respect, eonainiDg 13 rooms, haviug all modern improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JGBN T.
HULL, 48
Union Sr.
sep16

mcMcodtf

o

0$ S*

call

—g

I

p'f'gg^Î^lCttmineÎicing

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a.
perfect and permanent cure.

bought before tllp

IFin the
Neal and

and Pantaloon Makers !

ALLEN & CO'S,

Nortli'n Pacific Bonds

^ none
11 «
1;Τ
6£ @

which

late rise. For further particulars
ses, No 32 St. Lawrence street of

AT

18 00 @ 19 00
Π oo® 18 00
15 50 (a>

Shore, 5,25 @ 5 50 Hams,
Bank, 4 50 ® 4 75 Round Hogs
Κ ice.
33r>e«i»»
50 S 4 jO Rice,
Pollock
J|A. 10
Haddock
Salera ■«.
!
«ω»*!
2 00 (&■2 2a Saleratus, Φ lb, 7 @
Hake,
Salt.
3 00 « 4 50 Turk's Is. Ρ1
Scaled, VI"1 18 ® H
lihd.(8bus),. 3 00 @ 3 50
No. 1,
15 @ 20 Jt. Martin,..
non·
3 00 (g) 3 50
Bonaire,
Mackerel, V hhl.,
Bay No. 1, 12 50 % 14 00| :adiz,duty pd 2 50 (ju> 8 25
Bay No. 2, 10 00 a 12 00 ^adiz,in bond 1 75 (g! 2 25
I.arte 3,
700 (ft 8 00 Liverpool,duty
2 50 @ 3 25
Shore No. 1,. 10 00 :yi 18 00
10 50 (Si 12 00 Jv. in bond,. 1 50 @ 2 25
No. 2,
Large No. 3 7 00 ® 8 00 ir'nd butter, 25 @
Medium,... 6 50 ® 7 50 Ipracuse, —none (g)
flam Bait... 6 00 @7 00
Hoap.
£x Sf m Reftf
Flour.
® 9
8
Superfine,.... 6 00 @ 6 50 family
®
7
00
50
7
«Î
Τ
x,....
Spring
«
| Jo.1,
"
'hem. Olive,.
XX,... 7 75 @8 50
@ 10
Mich.Winter, 8 50 @ 9 00 j >ane's,
@ }J
"
xx875 @925 ïôda
@ »
Illinois x,.... 7 75 ®825
Spice·.
"
XX,....» oo (ai io oo 'ah*la, ]>ure,. 47 $ ^
St. Louis χ,.. 9 50 @10 00 Ίοτοβ,.
21
M
·'
"
20 @
xx, 10 50 @ 1150] iinger
Frait.
1 65 « 1 70
«ace,
Almonds—Jordan ψ lb.
1 20 @ 12S
Sutmegs,
Soft Shell,.. 20 @ 22
28 @ 39
Shelled,.... 40 a] 35
Pea Nuts,.... 2 23 β 3 25 Pearl,
? @ «à
50 @
Citron,
Sugar.
10 @
♦Currants,
Granulated,.. 12 @ 12J
81"
9* Coffee A,
Dates, new,.
11|@ Hi
14 @ 20
Figs
Prunee
12 @ 15
Kaislns,
40 (af 60
Syrups,
none SÎagleSugar Refinery:
Bunch, ψ box,
O,
Layer,neΛV, .2 75 @ 3 00
@ none
BÏ.
Muscatel,. 3 25 (a: 3 50
is none
Mus. Grok*. 10 @ 10A
Val.newVlb. 124 @ 13
Lemons,...... 4 00 @ 4 50 Hav. Brown
Oranges, pbox 4 30 @ 5 00 Nos. 12 & 16 10i@ lU
Uraiu.
Hav. White,
(«; none
Corn, Mixed,. 83 @ 84
Centrifugal, 10 @ 11
White,
9 (gj
none; Heiiniiig,...
Η
Yellow
85
87
Demarara,. 11J@ 12£
110 @ 115
Tea*.
Bye,
75 @ 85
Bariey,
louchong,.... 40 @ 55
57 @ 60
Oats,
55 (φ 70
)olong,
Fine Feed,.. 36 00 @
iolong, choice 75 @ 1 00
33 00 @ 35 00' iapan,
Shorts,
65 @ 85
Onupowrier.
fapan, choice 1 00 @
4 50 @ Β 00
Tie.
Blasting
Shipping,.... 4 50 @ 5 00 tanca, cash,
r'£i notip
Hay.
itraits, cask,. 42 Xtà 43
Pressed,^tonSl 00 @ 34 00 Sngllaii,
42 <& 43
30 00 @ 35 00 ;kar. 1. C.. ..13 00
Loose,
t« 00 @ 20 00 Thar. T. X. .15 50 ($
(α
Iron.
Intimonv,..* 22 (a> 24
Common,
4i@ 43
T*lmcc·.
Keflncd
and Tens,
4J@ 3. rives
Swedish,
6\@ ®l' Best Brands 65 (S) 75
7 @
Norway
7J Medium,.... 60 (g} 65
Cast Steel,.... 19 f! 21
Common,... 55 @ 60
German Steel 14 @ 15 ftalf lbs. best
Eng. Blin Steel 16 (g 20
75 @ 80
brands,
Spring Steel..
8® 11 sfat'l Leaf, lbs 55 (a> 75
Sheet Iron,
sjavy fts
65 (g> 75
I.Vr

L'ïe

Sliall,

Also,

a rare
was

Lost I

"

50

mr9d3t

1

*=*

To Let.

or

mchlltf

(g
250 (g}2<5
Onions,
ProTiaioiii·
7 Meue Beef,.. 10 00 @120β
Ex Mes»,. 13 00 @1*6»
3
13 00 « 16 00
Plate,
24 Ex piiite,.. 16 50 @ 17 00

(A

Sale

the best and pleasantest house and store in
the city, with geod trade, and
ONE
chance for
investment.
stock
of

City Hall, Thursday evening, one gold
Breast Pin, with coral bar. The tinder will be
suitably rewarded by leaving the same at 122 Comor near

Medical

vice of self-abase.
impure
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he. feels warranted in Guaranteeing a CUBE IN all Caseb, whether of
long

To Lease !

class B«ardiaf H«ue, containing
48 rooms, and furnished in the best
A FIRST
It
is
of the best

man

111,S

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to tlije whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fol-

Wanted.
energetic
ANpaying
established
Address 586

Ν I> λ Τ

WHERE

SEEK

or

FOC

No. 179 Cumberland Street,
lie ean be oui suited
privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at
all
liour* daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from
connection or the terrible

to

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
*·
.J
O-

For Sale

Private

BE

generally

Woof PiU>ll>>a»l«l

lw

C'A A*

*TE AM FUS.

RAILROAD.

HAINE CENTRAL

by

JERR1S, Real Estate Agent.

Island to Let·
ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
miles from main land,
containing about 40
acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
of new Dwelling House, Barn,
Sheds, aud Fish
House, all in perfect repair.
This is a good location for either Farmer or FishThe land is
erman.
excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing grounds which with several
markets near at hand make It a rare chance to
carry
on the market fishiug and lobster business.
Terms
moderate.

can earn an

mchll*

Applv

KAILRpADS.

OR. J. B. IH <;hf.S

studies fit him for all
preparatory
the

pleasantly located on the corner of Conand Franklin sts; contains 13 gotxl rooms,

to
WM. H.
4-d2w*

March

Wanted.
active, reliable man, a situation, where he
honest living. Address H., Press

an

ot

Nov 24-dtf

mch8dlm·

Barrett, Bankers,

Bi,rairbS°'

HENRY GREEN'S,
29 Middle St.

Remember Cash Paid.

j

g

anil

ALSO FOR

4

lower rent of luuee ST Franklin street,

AN

highest cash prices paid for I,ndi<>«'
THK
Gratlrmra'aCa·! Ort'l«thia|.

»
Full particulars furnished on
g 1 75
application in person
1 w (g 1 90
** Castor,
Manila B'ltr'P
Wg
1
or
25
I
1
Neatsibot,....
60
(j£
by mail, to
Drus» aed "'"1
00 Elaine,
58 @ 60
Arrow litx»t,·
ltetinodPorgie 60 (a> 65 ! Messrs.
Swan &
Paints.
"
* Port. Load... 10 75 @
I
M Pare OrVI do 11 00 (ft 11 50
80
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Camphor,.
Cro»* Tartar 45 ® 50 Pure ï>ry do il 00 (g)
125 «1 w Am.Zinc
OS TO
12 00 @13 00
lu'iigo,.
Rochelle Yell
®
4 (a)
L^g*ood ex...
5
IT Oi 1» Eng.Ven.Red
W.
B.
Haider,
3 @
SIIATTUCK
& CO, Bankers
3i
Naotha, <>gal 25 <ιϋ 30 tied Lead,.
11 (S*
12
6 75 ® 7 00 Litharge
Opium,
11 @
12
GENERAL AGENTS,
1 00 S 1 30
Biubarb
Pluler.
23 Nassau Street, New York,
8 il Soda,
4Ji«J 5 Soft,
ton,.
@3 25
is
janltkl&w 3m
Siltiietre,.
13® 20 Hard,
fa; 3 0·
Silphur,
4m
Ground,in blB 8 00 (gj 9 00
12 Ço;
Vitrol,
Calcined, bris 2 75 ^ 310
THE POPULAR LOAN.
D«k.
Produce.
No. 1
@ « Beef Side,4Ptt> 10 @ 12
No. 3,
« « ÎVeal,
10 g 12
No. 10,
if « Mutton
10 '4
J4
R wens,
20
2-'
Chickens,....
f. 22
8 oz.,
2G
ITurkevs
20 ®

21]

f=v

gresR
gas, &c.

the most careful in-

small amount

Nice Rent for 9300.
The

[' containing eight ple&safit rooms, with suit
tlLnice parlors, and pure Sebago water.
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.

Λ

forth of the issue.

one

A

T°.

SMALL rent, within 5 minutée walk of the P.
& K. Depot, about 4 rooms for $2 per week. O. i
I. C., C. R. Chiaholm & Bros,. 371 Commercial st.
mch5eod*3t

$1,000 each, have lorty years to

selling them daily

are

Lei!

Boarding House

Wanted.

and bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent, per

We

&5
W

jn4-tf

To be Let.
PLEASANT up stairs Tenement, corner of
Boyd & Oxford sts ; four rooms and wash room
in the basement ;
Sebago Water and Gas. Inquire of
I> F.
GERTS, Engineer, Post Office.
fe22-lw

fe24*6t tf

experienced Cook at No. 74 State Street.
dc30 (ltf

American,^-

Copper.
38 @
Cop.Bolts.
Υ. Λ1. Sheathing.*» la!

for a child
child at

wet nurse

feb3

Hh'd Sli'ks, 1 25 @ 1 30
1 00 Λ 1 05
Hii'd Headings,
j annum, payable en the first of April and October.
Soft Pine,.. 25 @
®4@
1
Hard Pine, 26 ® 27
both principal and interest
being payable in gold in
@ Sf
Hoops, (lift), 28 00 ® 28 (J ) Kerosene,
g ■"»
R.OakSravee 40 00 ®
Port.Eef.Petr
New York.

Turi«utine,|l

To

or

table boarders ae-

HICK Store. No. 149 Commercial
st., recently occupied by Messrs.
& Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour Purington
or Grocery
Business.
Gas,
Water and all modern conveniences.
Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
janlGtf
146 Commercial street.

Wanted.

enterprise*, and the prompt

certain

woman an

WANTED,

The Bonds
ruu,

ST^

Found.
TVTKAR the White House, a small bundle. Apply
1Λ at thto Office.

small

recommend them

WITH

two gentlemen.
oommodatwl, at S2 Free Street.

own

event.

ι

MYRTLE

;

final payment <Λ
payment of the Interest, and the

4 75

rei^5o

Π

months old the person to nurie the
AN"sixhonest,
home; liberal pay given.
lier

seldom in the market.

uncertainties of projected

geOO

®

the mile,

to

miusually

'ι

-600 g
«BTll Hlerri.

!TarPblX,.5
Pitch,(C.Tar),

a sum

I

"UIie

jCaakv

Shook» and Heads,
Mol. City,.. 2 40 @

ΗI id.

s^^-=i»ijagnay
POD

While railroad bonds may be plenty,
so

Kooui To Leu
board suitable for gentleman and
wife,
Also a few

Β

Wanted.

all its bonds.

!-<"·
ri.KASANT Up-8t«lw Tenement;four rooms;
SebaK° water ; rent ten dollars a month. Inquire
H. A. JONES,
1 Oalt Block.
feb3dtf

_

paid,

We

50

iNew Orleans, 60
32
Mus tart,.
'26 t
Nail··

between

Boarders Wanted.

expenses

those upon finished and paying lines ami for

2 75
3 50

g
Cumberland,. 9 50 (ό£ 10 0 I
.UalanM-B.
Pictou,
100® 7 75 \ Porto Mco,.. 33 g
7
Chestnut,
Β. & ΛΥ. Ash, a

on

i

g

2 60
3 00

ι

Apply

4 75
3 25
6 50
7 50

g

oj>erating

mri2-3t

Boarders Wanted.

MORE THAN THE ENTIRE INTEREST

26 00
60 00

g

Apply

reliable

S 3S 00

Shingles,

50

are

A
0|-

Druggist.

BOY tu
AMERICAN
brine gi*>d references
3 and 5 P-

celebrated Block Coal fields of
Indiana, and

all

!

learu tho business; must

the shortest route
i

way of

od, it is already earning, after

15 00 g 17 00
g 1500

Hemlock,.... 13 00
Clapboard»,
Spruce ex,
<1«. No.l, 20 00
Pine,

«11

18 ®
Kactory.
Κ. γ. Dairy,..16 >ι
Cou I --(Retail).

g 35 00
g 22 00

SSÛ'Ping,.. 19 00

f ®fr,

Mould, v».··

Chicago by

just oj>en-

...

gi&itf···» β

the richest portion» of Illi-

Evausville and Nashville with the entire
Ite mortgage debt is
$2,300,000, or about $1V
500 to the mile.
Although the road is but

53 00 g 6ϋ 00
ιΐα'ΐ, «00
κ"s!. 30 00 g«00
£„ 4

f,
~χ..οο»τ·ο~
Kan.il>..ψ»,-

with the

by

of

South.

···

Store

.loin, and connecting

agFiSS.s

Breed·
Slip
;'JJJ

Pilot

I

Am. <

£Si-™i.v:::H8S|g
Eye».,

through

1 tunning

2S

JJM ^.h Welght gjg g

one

WHITTIER'S,

LINE,

medical.

To hr

AT

FINISHED

A.

IS

8

J

·■·

WANTED

KAILHOAD,

I.retb".

1)
tf

Danville and Viacenne*

Chicago,
111
1"

»1@
"ift

Sheet & Pipe,
Pis
B

01)
0C

BOY

TO LEI.

use,

si n

twelve

pound boxes.
"

>U,i'iiK

POLISH

mutations, under oilier
shape anil color of wrapper

IN

HULK, for stove dealers*

rents per pound—twenty-live and
"Cheaper than any other Bulk Polishdtty
for

HlsiNi;

SIX

Ll'MBKU rK\('IL-K

Chenη and Durable—supercedesot her articles Sharpening
tor purpose,
»

BLAl Κ LKA!» Ι.ΓΚΚΙΓΑΤΟΚ. 1· or axles,
bearing» »nd m^chinm. Lasts six times as long as oil
alone. 25 lb. and 00 lb. boxes,\ô cents per lb. Try It.
TIIK KISIXMi St'X

MORSE BROS., Prop'rs.* Canton, Mail,
w5
Jan27d&w-12w
OPf

A MONTH to sell

our

Universal Cement

intended tor use in ordinary kerosene lampe,
good light and perfect security from aceiIcnt are required. It is prepared
carefully at the

.4 VOU'I® OF

s

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you go out?
I Renovate those you bave with
JOUVEN'S I NO DO KO I'M KID IJLOVE
CLEANKR.
It will
them equal to new with scarcely any
J trouble. make
Be careful to get the Genuine.
j Sold by Γ uggists and Deniers in Fancy Goods.
Price '25 cents i»er boftle.
F. C. WELIJS & CO.,
|
192 Fulton Street, New York.

WHY

j

q q q q q q
DO

qYq q'ql

^ y

YOU DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT
LUXURIANT AND GLOS8Y?

wherever

astounding

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS,
And cannot be

disclosures

I

memoirs
—OF THE—

equalled for

Parilf, Urillianry, uud Kv«n«M7.
Purnlshed in cans, cases, and

prime bills, by
JT. H BARTLETT Sc CO.,
'J8 India Street, Bent··,
Cfi'l Ag'ta fsrllfW Kaglnnrf.

J.I.CHEWRBlf,
Λ ·»νΙ fur

PahImniI

U. S. Secret

Service.

<Bv r eummsios, «ο m Tnr. Dtp
ακγμ κχτ Rrroitn»)
Vflth |«irtT*it«of r.ft.
Detective*, andI heir Cantore-i;
and a «ketch of Chief H. C.
WHJTLK*.
By Capt. Geo. P. I'.urnhaio. 400 jagen. Price
ΨΛ .V·
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ROKIANTIC, STARTI,I!*«,

